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and - tested. Two CONDENSERS. Store soiled, hut unusedAll
at 2/9 each, or
gang, .0005 mfd. Standard and half size.
special offer, 3 for 71 -.
MICRO SWITCHES. Brand new, latest American midgets.
250 v., 3 A.. 5/- each.
6 -VALVE SUPERIIET RF
CEIVER FOR 7/6. Ex -W.D
g
.4 in brand-new condition.- 6channel switching, receives
"
TV. and most British and Con tinental stations including
Police, Fire, Taxis and Amateurs. 30.5 to 40 me/s. I.F. 7
mers. Offered less valves,
since valve line-up has been available exW.D. at low prices. Complete with valves. 17/6.
¡,;

.

Post 219.
GIFT with our brand -newisRadiogram
SPEt'IA1 FREE
a 6- valve,
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-new. £8.1746.
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store
but
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ERS.
O.P. TR ANSFORM
Clearance
all normal O.P. valves to 2 -5 ohm speech coil.
oRrr. L9. Post Oil.
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1 -2
Lead
A.'fn, 13 x .
each
n. at £5, and 15 in. at £6f
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621. Romfurd Road,
C.W.O.
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1'12.
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or
Guarantee
(Orangewood 6677)
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DUKES

comprehensive

Aerialite range include the

AERFRINGE and AERADOOR models : 8.0dB forward gain, sharp directivity
1

15'33

for interference elimination and broad bandwidth
for greater detail. Model
63A complete with 10ft.
mast, double lashings, etc.,
The
price LI3.15.O.

AERAroom - mounting
DOOR model 65 has a
telescopic top element and
is suitable for all channels.
Price 1,1.12.0 complete.
See us at the

R.E.C.M.F
Component Exhibition
at Grosvenor
se.
Park Lane, London.
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for all

TELEVISION

CONSTRUCTOR SETS
PULL w

Designers of television constructor
Sets know that the efficiency of
their equipment depends on the
solder used by the constructorthat's why they recommend Ersin
Multicore for trouble -free, waste free soldering. Ersin Multicore, the
only solder containing three cores
of extra -active, non- corrosive Ersin
Flux, is obtainable from all leading
radio shops. Ask for Cat. Ref.
C.16018, 18 S.W.G. 60/40 High
Tin Television and Radio Alloy.
The size 1 Carton contains 47 feet
of solder, costs 51

a'

pvprl.

w

1

Ersin Multicore Solder

CASTLE WORKS STALYBRIDGË CHESHIRE,

write to :
fn case of difficulty in obtaining supplies, please
WORKS, MAYLANDS
MULTILORE SOLDERS LTD. MULTILORE(Unmoor 3636 (3 lines).
AVE., HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.

MODE L
B.3.-A 5valve 3-

A COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED

"ALL WAVE
SUPERHET
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waveband

Superhet
Receiver,

:1

l'or operation
on
A.C. mains

I00 -I20
volts and
200 -250

volts, employing the
very latest
miniature valves. It is
designed to the most modern specification, great attention
having been given to the quality of reproduction
which gives excellent clarity of speech and music
on both Gram and Radio, making it the ideal
replacement Chassis for that " old Radiogram," etc.
Brief specifications : -Model 8.3 -Valve line -up,
6BE6, 6BA6, 6AT6, 6BW6, 6X4. Waveband coverage,
Short 16 -50, Medium 187 -550, Long 900 -2,000 metres.
Controls (I) Volume with on/oil': (2) Tuning (flywheel
type) ; (3) Wave change and Gram ; (4) Tone (3
position switch operative on Gram and Radio).
Negative Feedback is employed over the entire audio
stages. Chassis size, I lin. x 71in. x 8t. in. high. Dial
size, 9.1in. x 4 ¡in. Price, complete and READY FOR
USE, excluding speaker. £12 12 -. (Carr. and Pkg.
7/6 extra.)
"PERSONAL SET" BATTERY ELIMINATOR
Complete kit of parts to build a Midget " all -dry "
Battery Eliminator, giving approx. 69 volts and 1.4
volts. This is for use on A.C. mains and is suitable
for any 4-valve Superhet Receiver requiring H.T. and
L.T. voltage as above or approx. to 69 volts.
The kit is easily assembled and is housed in a light
aluminium case, size 4 in. x I lin. x Shin: Complete kit
with easy -to-follow assembly instructions 42/6. We
can also oiler a similar COMPLETE KIT to provide
approx. 90 volts and 1.4 volts. Size of assembled
Unit 7in. x 2 in. x I !.in. Price 476.
-

WE CAN SUPPLY ALL
RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS
FOR

THEM

LONDON

-

EWMASTER

SUTTON GOLDFIELD

-

KIRK o' SHOTTS -WENVOE
Specified Components by

HOLME

MOSS

e.

:-

T.C.C., W.B., Morganite,
Bulgin, Westinghouse,
Belling,

Mullard,

Wearite,
Mazda,

G.E.C., Ferranti.
Talton and W.B.
Table or Console Cabinets
are also available.

Send 7/6 for the

" Viewmaster Envelope."
which gives a complete description
of this Televisor, including Assembly
Layouts and Component Price List.
Our NFW STOCK LIST is now available (price 9d.t. Brief details are
given or the various KITS OF PARTS we are able to oiler for the
construe)i tS of many types of Radio Receivers, Battery Chargers,
"Alldr. Ratter F!imin.uor.. and "hundreds" of Radio components.

STERN RADIO LTD.,
109 115 FLEET STREET, E.C.4.

Telephone: CENtra! 5812 3/4.

ARTHURS HAVE IT?
LARGE VALVE STOCKS

TEST METERS IN STOCK
AVO VALVE CHARACTERISTIC METER IN STOCK.
"AVO," "TAYLOR" TEST METERS AND
SIGNAL GENERATORS. MEGGERS
AVO. No. 8 IN STOCK
Leak Point One Amplifiers ...
...
... E28 7
Leak Pre-amplifiers
9 9
Leak Vari -slope Pre -amp.for Leak Point One 12 12

for every kind of

TAPE RECORDING
" Scotch Boy " Magnetic Recording 'Pape now

comes in six reel sizes, to provide an even wider
range of playing times for all private and profession
tape recordings.
"Scotch Boy" offers uniform sensitivity, fidelity
at low speeds, and high signal noise ratio. Its
medium coercivity (250 Oersteds) makes for easy
erase. Distortion and transfer are negligible.
Its cellulose acetate base gives strength and smoother
operation in all makes of tape recorders.

300 ft.
1,200

boo ft.

ft.

2,40o ft.
2,25o ft.
3,000 ft. & 3,280 ft.

Leak Tuning

............

Unit

Chapman Tuning Units
...
...
Connoisseur Two- and Three -speed Gram.

Motor

...

...

...

...

...

MAGNETIC RECORD. ING TAPE

TIPI

MC1,111

Product

5
17 , 6

22 18

Replacement Heads and Pick -ups 23
& Weaire Tape Deck
..
35
..
93
Cossor Double Beam Oscilloscope !1035
(1049 ... 132
Woden Output Transformers

13

6

IO

Decca

Wright

for Williamsons Amplifier

LATEST VALVE MANUALS

0
10

o

MULLARD, OSRAM, & BRIMAR No. 4, 5/- each.
MAZDA 2'- each. Postage 6d. each extra.
TELEVISION SETS, WIRE AND TAPE RECORDERS
ALWAYS IN STOCK
TERMS

CASH with order and subject to price
alterations sad being unsold.

C.O.D OR

Another

SCOTCH BOY'

...

38

Est.
1919

B.B.C.
Write for further particulars

ARTHUR GRAY, LTD.
OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House,
150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

Temple Bar 6363

TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
TELEGRAMS
CABLES
TELEGRAY, LONDON."

Used by the

to: MINNESOTA MINING Sr
MANUFACTURING CO. LTD
167 STRAND, LONDON, WC2

PROPS:

-" -"

TEMple Bor 5833/4 and 4765
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CONDENSERS
These abbreviated ranges of two popular types are representative of the wide
variety of T:C.C. Condensers available.

WAX PROTECTED TUBULARS
(Temperate Range 60 "C. Max.)
-

Dimensions

Cap. uF.

Wkg.

.0005
.002

S00

¡ in.

500
500
750
350
350
350

¡ in.
¡ in.
.I; in.
1} in.
Is in.
2 in.

.01

.05

.I
.25
.5

Length

Type

Dia.
in.

543

$t in.

543
543
743
343

-ili

in.
ig in.
)` in.
.¡a
in.
: in.
41

343

343

SUPER TROPICAL "'METALMITES
(in Aluminium Tubes)
Cap. uF.

1000
1000

.001

.002
.005
.05

500
500
350
350
200

.01
.1

THE TELEGRAPH
Radio Division:

Dimensions

Wkg. Volts D.C.

at 71°C. at I00°C. Length

750
750
350
350
200
200
120

'

1 in.
¡ in.
in.
1 in.
in.
z in.
in.
.1

CONDENSER

North Acton, London, W.3.

1

"
Type No.

Dia.
; in.

in.
.25 in.

';

in.

.25 in.
j,,ii

in.
in.

GP49W
CP49W
CP32S
CP37S
CP32N
CP37N
CP36H

CO.

LTD.

Tel: Acorn 0061

Specially useful for Television Work

.

WIDE -RANGE

Th.?

SIGNAL GENERATOR
A Signal Generator of wide range and accuracy of performance,
designed to cope with modern radio and television work. Turret coil
switching provides six frequency ranges covering 50 Kc/s -80 Mc /s.
50
150

500

Kc/s-150 Kc/s
Kc/s-500 Kc/s
Kc/s-1.5 Mc/s

Stray field less than 10V per metre at a
distance of I metre from instrument.
General level of R.F. harmonic content
of order of 1
Direct calibration upon fundamental
frequencies throughout range, accuracy
being better than 1% of scale reading.
45 inches of directly calibrated frequency
scales with unique illuminated band
selection, giving particularly good distelevision
crimination when tuning
" staggered " circuits.
Of pleasing external appearance, with
robust internal mechanical construction
Fully

descriptive

Pamphlet

-5.5 Mc/s
5.5 Mc /s -20 Mc/s
20 Mc/s -80 Mc /s
1.5 Mc /s

using cast aluminium screening, careful
attention having been devoted to layout
of components with subsidiary screening
to reduce the minimum signal to
negligible level even at 80 Mc /s.
Four continuously attenuated ranges
using well -designed double attenuator
system.
Force output 0.5 volts.
Internal modulation at 400 c /s, modulation depth 30 %, with variable L.F.

MAINS MODEL, as specified, or
BATTERY MODEL, covering 50
Kr/s to 70 Mc /s, powered by
easily
obtainable

batteries ...

..,

frli

0

signal available for external use.
Mains input, 100 -130 V. and 200 -260 V.
50-60 c/s A.C.

available on

application

to

the

Sole

Proprietors

and

Manufacturers

'trio AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO..LTO.
WINDER HOUSE DOUGLAS STREET LONDON S.W.1 Te /epbcne: VICTORIA 340-f/9

\.i

&
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EVERY MONTH

TELEVIEWS

A New

Receiver

issue is the first article
describing the construction of our latest
receiver, " The Lynx." Hitherto most of the
receivers described in this journal have employed
straight circuitry.
" The Lynx " employs a superhet
circuit, and as will be seen from the photograph,
it is incorporated in a new system of chassis construction providing much greater accessibility than
the normal chassis, making for easier wiring, testing,
alignment and servicing. It employs a 12in. tube

ELSEWHERE in this

and 18 valves.
Needless to say, the receiver has been thoroughly
tested in our laboratory, and we launch this latest
TV receiver with the confidence that those who build
it will be gratified with its performance. We shall,
of course, publish full -size blueprints for those who
prefer to build from full -size drawings, and like our
" P.T." Receiver, the " Argus " and other designs
which we have sponsored, it is backed by our free
advisory service. This month we publish the circuit,
.a list of components and preliminary circuit details.
Next month wiring diagrams will be given. We have
arranged for the manufacture of a special cabinet
for the convenience of readers who are without

facilities for woodwork.

SPONSORED TV
IT is a sign Of the coming times that a new company
has been formed to exploit the relaying of
sponsored TV programmes, and the terms of its
registration indicate that the company has been
formed to operate existing relay concessions and to
develop new ones. It will take over all or part of
the capital of several existing concerns, including
Link Sound and Vision Services, which is jointly
The new
owned by Pye Ltd., and Murphy Radio.
company is named British Relay Wireless and Television, Ltd., and it will have a capital of £875,000.
f.}

AUTOMATIC PICTURE CONTROL
in TV proceed apace and one
DEVELOPMENTS
of the latest is the automatic picture control
receiver recently demonstrated in London by Pye.
It will be of particular value in areas where signal
fading occurs -by no means uncommon in certain
districts. In these areas at some time during an

"The Lynx"

evening's viewing controls have to be reset due to
a change in signal strength, and it is claimed that
A.P.C. will provide a steady picture of constant
contrast in brilliance even with picture signal strength
variation as great as 10 to I. In the demonstration,.
although the picture blacked out completely on an
ordinary TV receiver, due to signal fading, the
A.P.C. set was not appreciably affected.
Another advantage is incorporated in this new
receiver -an interference damper -which considerably reduces snowstorm interference. In the bright
areas of the picture streaks of interference stay white,
but in dark areas where normally they show up
white on the screen they now become grey and
hardly visible.

TELEVISION IN INDUSTRY

THE

possibilities 41!)f employing TV in industry
and science for optical observation purposes
have been demonstrated many times in this country
by the three companies manufacturing TV cameras
-Emitron Television, Marconi's and Pye. In recent
years cameras have acquired more lenses and the
latest have a turret carrying six, together providing
a very wide range of viewing angles and a sensitivity
which closely approximates that of the human eye.
The average cost of a camera with its control gear
is about £5,000.
The cumbersome cameras of
twenty years ago have been replaced with lighter
and more readily portable cameras. Some, indeed,
can be carried about in a suitcase and there is a
miniature camera containing a lin. tube, 6in. long,
although it makes use of lenses of the conventional
type as used on 16 mm. cameras. Test pattern cards
and boards which formerly were used for focusing
the camera are now engraved direct on the face of
the pick -up tube and are in regular use by the BBC.
The latter employs cameras made by each of the
three companies, and still uses, at Alexandra Palace,
-an E.M.I. camera supplied in 1936.
In industry research work of a dangerous nature
can be made safer by the use of remotely placed
cameras. Particularly is this so in the case of experiments with high voltages, such as circuit breakers,
where it is considered dangerous to approach nearer
than 200ft.- F.J.C.
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TIZ for the Beginner
A NEW

SERIES

EXPLAINING THE PRINCIPLES OF RECEPTION FOR THE
NEWCOMER TO TELEVISION
By

" Alpha "

(Conrinúed from page 520 April issue)
The Sound Receiver

HAVING passed through the filter gate, the sound
signal then proceeds on its way in a manner
similar to that in the normal broadcast receiver.
is
There
one usual addition, and.that is an interference
limiter which acts as a filter and causes heavy voltages
due to car ignition to be filtered off. The diagrammatic
representation given in Fig. 4 last month shows the
filter gate.
The carrier which conveys the sound is retained and
amplified with the sound until the sound is able to
look after. itself ; at this point the two are separated
(detector stage) and thereafter the sound alone is amplified and fed into the loudspeaker.
Of course, in neither case is vision or sound a pure
square-shaped wave, such as has been shown in the
diagram ; the sound is a complicated sinewave and
the vision an even more complicated one. The square
forms have been used for demonstration purposes only.
In the detector stage the same proceedings take
place whether the normal carrier frequency is retained
(signal frequency is the popular name for it) or whether
she original carrier frequency has been changed into a
new figure as in the superhet.
We will now deal with the basic principles 6f the
vision signal amplifier, detector and video stage.
The Vision Section
It will be remembered that the first stage of a televisor
In the case of
.is usually common to vision and sound.
a straight receiver (i.e., one which amplifies throughout
at signal frequency), it is usual to make the first amplifying stage common to vision and sound.
After separation of vision and sound signals has
taken place by means of gate filters and traps, the sound
and vision are amplified in separate channels, the sound
finally ending up at the sound reproducer (loudspeaker)
and the vision ending up at the vision reproducer (picture
tube).
it is usual to employ three stages of vision amplification at signal frequency up to the detector, and sound
traps (rejector coils, as they are sometimes termed) are
fitted at one or more of these stages (Fig. 5.)
At the detector the vision signal is separated from its
carrier in a similar manner to that of the sound signal
video
and it is passed on to the vision amplifier
amplifier as it is popularly called.
Now between the aerial and the detector are four
amplifying stages ; it is a difficult matter to design an
amplifier which will pass the broad range of frequencies

which comprise the vision signal (from black to peak
white) without introducing serious losses. It is possible
by careful design and choice of components to use
Fig. 6
pairs of tuned circuits in the coupling stages.
shows what is meant by a single tuned circuit and a
coupled pair of tuned circuits:
The usual method is to make the centre 6f the tuning
point of the pair at 1.5 Mc /s from the carrier and by
careful coil construction and circuit design the response
can be made fairly flat over the range of picture tones.
Such coupling coils must be wound with great care
and rigid adherence to the specification to enable the
best response to be obtained ; for this reason single
tuned circuits are usually employed for amateur construction. It is possible to allow more latitude in coil
construction with this type.
It is difficult to design a wideband amplifier using
single tuned couplings between stages which will provide
the necessary amplification, and the usual method of
overcoming the problem is to " stagger tune " the
-

stages.

Stagger tuning is arranged so that each stage amplifies
certain proportion of the band so that at the detector
the sum of the different amplifications results in an overall flat- topped response. Fig. 7. shows the idea;
It will be seen that by tuning each stage to its particular band the total result of the stages is a wide band
amplified signal applied to the detector.
The same principles apply in the case of a superhet,
though tuned coupled pairs are usually used for inter stage amplification.
To ensure that the resultant bandwitdh is adequate it
is common practice to flatten the tuning of each coil
by loading the input to the valve with a low valued
resistor. This resistor must be lower than the actual
input resistance of the valve and for this reason values
over 6.8K Q (6,800 ohms) have little effect.
The resistance is actually placed across the coil where
tuned grid circuits are used.
a

The Video Detector
Up to this point we have considered the vision signal
as being a simple band of waves whose frequency extends
from zero to 3 Mc /s. In fact it is, of course, an extremely

-or

yT

video stage

To

F
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VIS/011
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single circuit and a coupled tuner.
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complex affair and the analysis of its component parts
is a study in itself.
'
We are not concerned in this series with such a detailed
study ; what we are concerned with at this point is
that not only does the video signal contain the detail
of the picture intelligence but it also contains the synchronising pulses which keep the spot on the tube in
step with that in the camera at the studio.
These pulses must be extracted from the video signal
at some point so that they can be fed to the timebases
and trigger their respective oscillators. Quite often

,,

stage,..--- (Co" De detector
or video omp.)

in_

F/Rsr srAc

mt,,
2

rime BgSE

Fig. 8. -Illustrating the special requirements of the tube
and

TN/RO

14

sync stages.

ro CRT

the

effects

detector

Fig. 9. -The

of stagger

the extracting process takes place in the detector stage
so this stage not only performs the function of separating
the video from its carrier but also separates the sync
pulses from the picture intelligence.
Now we must be very careful here becaute things are
not quite so simple as that. In the timebase we require
pulses to trigger the oscillators and these pulses must
be free from picture intelligence ; if the pulses contain
picture information then a sudden change in scene from,
say, a light scene to a much darker one would cause a
spurious pulse and the timebase oscillators would be
thrown off their normal course- result, break up of the
picture on the C.R.T.
When we feed the video signal to the picture tube
then it has two functions to perform. It has to modulate
the beam from the cathode so that the beam varies
in brilliance from light to dark shades which correspond
to the light and dark shades of the scene being televised ;
the signal also has to black out the beam on the retrace
stroke when it has finished one line and is starting the
next, and when it has finished one frame and is starting
the next.
It will be seen, therefore, that we require two separate
conditions (a) pulses free from picture content for the
timebase and (b) video signal, including sync pulses
for the C.R.T.
The two conditions are shown in Fig. 8.
The detector is often made the point of separation;
a ;double -diode valve is frequently employed, one half
of the valve acting as the normal wide -band detector
and the other half as a sync separator.
Sync separation at the detector is more often employed with hard -valve timebases ; thyratrons require
a strong pulse and it is usual in these cases to make
the separation after the video amplifying valve (Fig. 9).
It will be noted in each case that the outputs are more

1,

Input from

3

tuning.

To CRT

Sync seporator

OVERACC
RESUC r

illustrating

11

TO
SECONO STAG!
,

`

Megocyc Its

7.- Diagram

connection must be discussed. If the detector is connected so that the output is taken from its cathode
the output will be positive. If the detector' output is
taken from its anode then a negatively phased signal will
result. This is important because we can predetermine
the correct phase of signal for operation of the C.R.T.
according to whether grid modulation or cathode
modulation is desired.
video a sync

ILI
/ ----`

Fig.

or less in parallel ; to avoid the one exit affecting the
other the circuit values are very carefully chosen.
Before leaving the detector valve the method of

Common

11111

o

541

To

sync

separator
Video
ampli /i er
video stage as commonly employed.

When a signal is passed through a valve, reversal
phase takes place between the anode and grid of the
valve. For example, supposing a positive voltage is
applied to the grid, then the movement of voltage on
the anode is in the negative direction. The movement of
the voltage on the cathode is in the same direction as
that on the grid.
Fig, 10 shows the position.
Now when the signal indicates that a bright section is
being transmitted then we must make the screen on the
tube brighter. There are two ways of doing this : one
is to cause the grid voltage of the tube to become more
positive and the second is to make the cathode morg
negative.
(Making the cathode more negative with
respect to the grid in effect makes the grid more positive.
Some designers prefer grid modulation and some
cathode.modulation of the C.R.T., but whichever form
is used the output of the video valve must conform to this

of

.

condition.
As a phase reversal takes place in. the video valve then

IN

Ar GRiO

our
Fig. 10.

-A

ATANODE

video stage showing the reversed signals in
anode and cathode circuits.
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the input to that valve must be arranged to be opposite
to the desired output. As an example, supposing we
are going to modulate the grid of the C.R.T., then peak
white means that the C.R.T. grid must move in the
positive direction to pass more beam current ; our video
valve output must therefore be positive on whites and its
input must be negative on whites. To obtain this condition the output from the detector must be taken from
its anode.
The Video Valve
This valve has a strenuous job to do, as it must
amplify the whole frequency range from 0 to 3 Mc /s
evenly, if it is not possible to obtain a very large gain
with it, and it will be found that the anode load resistor
is very small. Every effort is made to embrace the range
of frequencies required, and in some circuits a little
artificial boost is given at the high- frequency end in
the form of a small boost choke. The low- frequency
ehd must not be forgotten, and it is quite usual to find
that the normal decoupling condenser on the screen is
shunted by a much larger condenser.
The cathode circuit presents some problems, and it is
usual to allow for a certain amount of negative feedback
here by keeping the decoupling condenser across the
cathode resistor on the small side. Actually the relation
between the cathode resistor and decoupling condenser
must be carefully balanced for optimum results, or distortion of the waveform will result.
To obtain the maximum gain from the stage it is
.

Automatic Picture Control
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.
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feature has been incorporated in some new Pye
models, and is an adaptation of the auto gain
arrangement which has been described in previous issues.
As has been pointed out before, A.V.C. as used in radio
equipment cannot be employed in a television receiver
owing to the fluctuating picture level, and the black
level has to be employed for the reference. To enable
readers who are interested to follow the scheme the
block diagram below is given to show the working. It
will be seen that the signal is rectified by the video
detector, amplified by the video amplifier and fed via
the cathode follower to the picture tube, sync separator

possible to make the anode load resistor up to 20 per
cent. higher than that quoted in the design, and also
to increase the value of the decoupling condenser up to
some 50 itF. If these modifications are made, the quality
of the picture is bound to suffer, although a greater gain
will be obtained from the stage. This factor is useful in
the fringe areas where the extra gain may be worth
the small sacrifice in picture quality.
The value of the cathode resistor which controls the
bias of the video valve differs widely for the same valve
type, and is dependent upon whether the output is
designed to be positive going on peak white or negative.
If the output is to be negative going, then the input
to the grid will be positive. The valve must, therefore,
be biased so that maximum white (i.e., maximum positive
on the grid) does not drive the valve into grid current or
off the straight portion of its characteristic curve. The
value of the cathode resistor must therefore be on the
high side (for EFSO's about 220 0).
On the other hand, if the input to the video valve is
negative, then the cathode resistor must be a low value
or the heavy negative representing peak white will
drive the valve on to the lower bend of its curve and the
picture will be distorted in tonal values. A value of
about 68 0 is usual for an EE50.
Next, we will discuss the fundamentals of the cathode ray tube ; the merits and demerits of cathode versus
grid modulation of the tube will be dealt with and an
introduction to the basic principles of the timebase.
To be continued)

and automatic picture control circuits. The pulse
voltage at the line output transformer during flyback is
applied to the pulse transformer which provides a short
delay, and the pulses are applied to the cathode of a
signal- measuring diode. The arrangement results in the
valve taking current during the pulse period, thereby
connecting the cathode of the cathode follower to the
cathode of the automatic picture control amplifier
during the black level periods. The peaks of the delayed
pulses are therefore set at the potential of the cathode
follower output during the black level period, and this
potential alters as the signal amplitude varies. The
amount of pulse fed to the controlled stages is settled
by the contrast control. Attent`on is drawn to the letter
on page 579 on this subject.
'
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Conversion To Magnetic C.R.T.
DETAILS OF TWO EASILY BUILT UNITS

SOONER or later the home constructor who has

of

the smaller tubes such as the
VCR97 feels a desire for a larger tube ; the main
deterrent is the cost of the tube itself, coupled with the
rather heavy " cost of a completely new timebase to
been using one

work it.
With electrostatic deflection the timebase has to
deliver power in the form of heavy voltage waves in order
to deflect the spot ; with electromagnetic deflection,
power in the form of heavy current waves has to be used.
This is the essential difference between the two forms of
deflection and the reason for the need of a different
technique.

Most of the data for this type of conversion which has
been published previously involves the wholesale scrapping of the existing timebase and the building of a completely new one. This is quite an expensive business,
and an endeavour has been made to form a new approach
to the problem ; practical experiments have been
conducted and the resultant units described in these
pages make use of practically the whole of the existing
ti mebase.
Two units are described, the first being the most
inexpensive but requiring the most labour, and the
second a more orthodox type.
In each case the unit is completely self- contained so
far as power supplies are concerned ; some simple
modifications are made to the existing timebase, the
output from it being fed into the unit and thence to
the tube.
The cost of the cheaper version should not be much
more than £10, and the constructor who has a useful
junk box can make it for rather less. Expenditure on
certain items is unavoidable and would be incurred
whatever system was used ; these items are scanning
coils, focusing magnet, line output transformer, and
E.H.T. system, and these form quite a large proportion
of the total cost.

iZ

PHASE
SPUTTER

VISION
RECE/VER

BASED ON

A complete shopping list of specified components has
been prepared, and it will be seen that all parts are
standard and are easily obtainable. The cost can be kept
at a lower level by employing certain items which
become available very cheaply from time to time due to
purchase of bankrupt stock. The use of such items was
avoided in the preparation of this data, as such material
is liable to disappear suddenly from the market. There
is no reason why these items should not be used provided
that the scanning coils and output transformers are
matched ; this is essential.
Another feature of the. designs has been the possibility
of the use of inexpensive C.R.T.s which are available

from time to time, having cathode -heater shorts ; it is
possible to purchase a 9in. tube with slight ion burn plus
cathode -heater short for as little as 35s. from advertisers
in this journal, and these will provide a reasonable
picture in either of the circuits given.
The circuits can be used with practically any form of
timebase which uses Miller type oscillators. Examples
are the Argus, the £9 televisor, the Inexpensive Televisor,
and the Premier Electrostatic.
Basic Principles of the Conversion
Fig. I(a) shows a block schematic of the existing
timebase.
Most electrostatic timebases follow this
general scheme, though it will be found that in some
cases the frame oscillator does not feed one of the
deflector plates directly but only the frame amplifier, the
latter being a duo- triode which feeds both of the plates ;
the line section is similar.
Whichever system is used the same method of modification is applied to each. A block diagram of the
conversion is shown in Fig. 1(b). The new timebase
amplifier is shown in dotted lines.
It will be seen that everything in the existing timebase
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are wired in parallel. The positive sides go to the anode
of V4 and the negative sides to the frame coils. It is
important to note that the negative side is not earthed
and the cans should not come into contact with any
earthed section of the circuit or chassis.
The cathode bias is made variable by VR2 and this
becomes the " Form " control. Linearity is obtained by
negative feedback from the anode, the feedback being
controlled by the variable resistor VR3.
It might be thought that VRF (height) and VR3
(linearity) would have been sufficient to enable a linear
The New Unit
scan ; unfortunately this was not so and some of the
The new unit is built on a separate chassis which various timebases which were tried with the circuit had
contains frame and line-amplifying valves and the the.defect (in varying degrees) of cr9mping at the bottom.
In order to cater for varying timebases it
MTt
was considered the addition of the Form
control worth while.
A further point to note is that the
values of R14 and C7, with the network
Frame
coils
R15, 16, 17, 18, have been given.specific
C9
\` values as a compromise between various
timebases. If it is found difficult to obtain
reasonable linearity with the circuit, then
the value of C7 and R14 can be varied.
The link between old chassis and new
can be made by use of coaxial cable and
Pye plugs and sockets. It is important
that a good earth connection exists between the two.
R22 and R23 are damping resistors
connected across the frame coils to prevent distortion of the left -hand edge of
the raster due to modulation from the
tine coils.
is retained as far as the frame and -line oscillators.

In the

case of the frame oscillator the existing amplifier valve is
disconnected and the output from the oscillator is taken
to a new frame amplifier which feeds the frame deflector
coils.
In the case of the line section the line amplifier which
is existing is changed into, or replaced by a line -phase
reverser ; the output 'rom the reversal stage is fed into the
line amplifier which in turn feeds the line- deflector coils.
E.H.T. is derived from the line flyback.

.

line Amplifier and E.H.T. Supply

Fig. 2. -A frame timebase amplifier.

E.H.T. circuit. The tube is mounted separately on a
wooden chassis and is connected to the amplifier by plug
and-socket. It was considered that a separate mounting
for the tube was the better scheme for the home constructor as it enables him to turn the amplifying chassis
upside down for testing and preliminary adjustments.
As mentioned previously, two versions have been
built, the first- being the most inexpensive of the two,
and this one will be discussed in detail.
Each unit can be separated into two parts, the frame
amplifier and the line amplifier, and as the frame amplifier is the easier it will be described first.
Fig. 2 shows the theoretical circuit. It consists
of a single valve, a 6V6, whose output is fed directly
into high- impedance frame coils. This method enables
an expensive frame transformer to be dispensed with.
The existing oscillator valve is modified by disconnecting the anode load, resistor and inserting a 100 K9
potentiometer in its place. This potentiometer becomes
the height control. In some cases (the Inexpensive
Televisor is an example) the anode load resistor of the
frame oscillator is already a potentiometer which is
used as a height control, and in these cases no modification need be made, excepting the disconnection of the
existing feed from the centre slider, and the connecting
of the new circuit.
The amplifying valve is quite orthodox. The output
is developed across R I9 and is fed into the frame coils
via C9 and C10. These two condensers are electrolytics and it is important to note the method-of connection. Two separate condensers are specified and they

Fig. 3 shows the circuit. It is divided
into two parts as shown by the dotted
line. The line oscillator is dealt with in
a similar manner to the frame oscillator, a potentiometer being inserted in lieu of the existing anode
load resistor to form the height control.
The existing line amplifier is converted into a phase
reversal stage (VL2). Quite a large number of circuits
use an SP61 at this point, in paraphase circuits, for
electrostatic deflection ; the Argus is an example. In
this case the valve circuit can be easily modified to that
shown in Fig. 3.
Where a duo -triode valve such as the 6SN7 is used
at this point in the existing chassis, then it is worth

O-i
To

grid of

magnetic CRT
vio co ario/ Cob /v
(Origino//y ro god
of 1,0997)

Fig. 4. -A' typical phase -splitter as used in the VCR97

timebase.
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though they are quite easy to make. If a brand new
tube is being used then the heater can be fed directly
from the 6.3v. supply provided, of course, that the
tube's heater is rated at 6.3v.
In the prototype the transformer was constructed
from an old one removed from a radar unit. The
existing windings were completely removed and new
windings constructed. Full details will be given later.
E.H.T. is obtained from line flyback using a voltage
doubler circuit. T2 is another simply made transformer
valve.
VI is a standard EL38 which has been found emi- and has been found to be perfectly reliable. V2 and
nently suitable in a circuit of this type. The output is V3 are VU120's, which are high voltage reétifiers requirfed directly into the simple line transformer which is ing a heater voltage of 2 volts. These valves were
not overwound for E.H.T. A transformer of this kind used because one was available in the old E.H.T. supply
for the VCR97 and the other was available at a very
is inexpensive and is less liable to breakdown than a
low cost ; they can be bought for as little as 3s. 6d.
cheap overwound type.
Any ex- Government E.H.T. rectifier valve can be
The line coils are low resistance type and damping
used in this position. Where a four -volt rectifier exists
is effected by the condenser C2 with R6 and the variable
resistor. VRI. This latter forms the " Linearity " in the VCR97 unit, then the only alteration will be in the
windings of T2. It is advisable to make one of the
control.
rectifiers a 2v. valve so that the windings can be easily
A smati valued resistor (actually two in parallel) is accommodated on the transformer core.
connected in the line coil circuit and the voltage developed
The condensers C4, 5 and 6 are 2.5 Kv. working
across this resistor is fed back into VL2 cathode. This
and can be obtained .for as little as Is. 6d. The corn proVides a high degree of negative feedback and is a
pónents associated with this part of the circuit should
good aid to linearity.
be mounted on a paxolin panel and kept at least
in.
The CRT is grid modulated in the same manner as clear of any earthed object.
It seems to be fairly
is usual with VCR97 circuits.
Control over brilliance is obtained by varying the
standard practice with these circuits to employ a.phase, positive voltage on the cathode ; the potential is obtained
splitter as seen in Fig. 1, and to feed the grid of the from the network RI I, VR4, R12, R13 and VR4 forms
CRT from the cathode resistor. This practice is con- the brilliance control.
tinued in the present circuit and the wire which is normally connected to the cathode of the phase splitter Construction of T2 and 7.3
and feeds the VCR97 grid is disconnected, the grid of
Some doubt was felt over this part of the circuit, as
the new tube being connected in its place.
many constructors seem reluctant to tackle a job of this
To obtain the maximum quality the wire from the nature. ' However, as the primary of the transformer is
fed from the 6.3 volt supply, the windings are very few
phase splitter to the tube should be as short as possible
in number and can easily be put on by hand. For those
and unshielded, though it is quite in order to make the
wire of a convenient length during the setting up period, H ho think they cannot tackle the job, the alternative
and to shorten it when the unit is mounted in its cabinet. circuit has been designed and this uses the more normal
The heater supply for the tube is obtained from overwound type of line transformer. Details of the
alternative Circuit will be given later.
a simple home -made transformer (T3).
One of the
(7o be continued.)
commercial heater transformers can be used if desired

while recovering the valve and replacing it with an
inexpensive triode. The phase reversal valve can be
practically any sort of valve which is to hand, such as
the 6i5 for example. In Fig. 3 the SP6I (VR65) has
been shown with screen and suppressor grids strapped
to the anode to form a triode.
It is necessary in the line circuit to have this phase
reverser as the Output from the Miller oscillator is
not of the correct phase to operate a line -amplifying

11

NEW TIME BASE
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5.- DETECTOR
a vision detector is, of course,
to rectify the modulated carrier signal, hut in
addition to this, it is necessary for the stage to
provide adequate filtering of the radio or intermediate
frequencies. This filtering action corresponds to the
function of the circuit. found in broadcast receivers,
generally wired as shown in Fig. 1, where R,C1 constitute the combined load and filter elements. The condenser cannot discharge at the R.F. or 1.F. rate but
can only follow the comparatively slow variations
corresponding to the low- frequency modulation.
In TV circuits, however, such a system will not normally provide adequate filtering as the video -signal
extends over a range of some 3 Mc/s., the difficulty
being generally more acute in superheterodyne receivers
than in straight T.R.F. designs. With the average signal
frequency of 55 Me /s. for the carrier, the ratio of R.F.
to the highest video- frequency is about 18 to 1, but for
I.F. carriers in the region of 13 Mc/s. the ratio falls to
as low as 4 to 1. Simple by -pass capacities, therefore,
do not provide sufficient discrimination between the
R.F. and the video- frequencies, for a' capacity small
enough to exhibit an appreciable reactance at the highest
video -frequencies will not present a small enough
and conreactance to the intermediate frequency ;
versely, a capacity big enough to have a negligible
reactance at the intermediate frequency will not present
a large enough reactance to the video -frequencies.

THE main function of

Some Common

Forms

Filter coupling is the refore employed in practical
TV 'designs, and a few of the more common s -forms
are shown in Fig. 2. Such systems have a characteristic
similar to that shown in Fig. 3, where the cut -off frequency ff is arranged to fall in the region of the highest

video -frequencies.
filters is given by

fe-

FILTERS

The cut -off frequency

of

such

1

al/LC

where C= Ct+Ce. In the design of such a filter it is
general to have C1=C3, one half of the total capacity
for the required cut-offfrequency being permitted in
each parallel capacitive element. Ce is the input capacity
of the video -amplifier mainly and with strays is not
likely to be less than some 10 pF. The terminating
or load resistance R is found from the equation
R

= nfeL

Compensation
Besides normal filtering of the R.F. or 1.F. component,
the circuit being discussed can be made to compensate
the detector to give a uniform high- frequency response.
The coil L1 in Fig. 2(b), for example, compensates the
H.F. response of the detector diode in much the same
way as the anode inductance of a video -amplifier compensates that stage. Fig. 2(c) uses two filter sections
in series ; this system emphasises the band-pass characteristics of the filter and provides sharp discrimination
between the video pass -band and the intermediate
frequencies. The centre condenser in such an arrangement as this can be made twice as large as either of the
end capacities, a useful feature when a capacitive load,
such as a sync separator, has to be taken from the
detector output instead of the video -amplifier anode

circuit.
Working with the above equations, and assuming
an I.F. of 13 Mc/s, with a top video- frequency of 3 Mc /s.,
we have, for an input video-amplifier capacity of 10 pF.
the following component values : (Fig. 2(a)). C1=
mH. and R=
Ce (input capacity) =10 pF. ; L=
1

10 k s1,

Fig. 1. -Load and fitter
elements of standard form:

A

Fig.

2.- Networks

s

to round figures.

B
as found in general types

C

of television detector stages
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figures, however, are not really practicable,
mH. coil would have such a large self- capacity
that it would become a parallel tuned circuit acting in
the filter arm and so would invalidate the general reasoning. The best plan is to design the filter coil so that it
resonates with its self-capacity at the frequency at which
high attentuation is desired, and there is then some
control over the point at which this takes place. An
inductance of 175 ¡pH. has been found suitable for L
(Fig. 2(a)), when used with a 10 pF. condenser and a
4.7 k ii load into an EF9I video amplifier, the I.F. being
13 Mc/s. Such a coil consists of 185 turns of 40 S.W.G.
enamelled wire close wound on a b in. diameter former.
When a double filter as in Fig. 2(c) is used, the two
parts can be arranged to be filters for the I.F. and R.F.
that is, Li may be wound as
carriers respectively ;
These

for

I

a

FAEOUENCr
Fig.

3.-Characteristic

described above. with L2 wound to have an inductance
of about IOpH. for 45 to 70 Mc, s filtering.

ginpìwlthtq 2fo.Wz
SOME

ft-

of the networks shown in Fig. 2.

¿PidwLQ

COMMON FAULTS AND THEIR CURE
By P. Dodson

visible but at reduced contrast. In the absence of a
signal generator it is best to adjust all the circuits to
which it is to be used can, when correctly resonance on the vision carrier by tuning for maximum
adjusted, produce unrivalled results as to picture quality. picture brightness. When this has been done the response
Picture distortion should not be tolerated. It is usually should be broadened by slightly detuning each circuit for
caused either by maladjustment of the video channel best definition. The procedure for tuning a superhet
or a non -linear timehasc. Optical distortion, not so differs from that used for a T.R.F. receiver only in that
common, can result from a defect in the picture tube, the wide -band amplifier operates at a lower frequency.
Sometimes damping resistors are connected across
focusing or scanning arrangements.
anode or grid tuned circuits to broaden the bandwidth.
These should be checked. If one has gone " high," this
Poor Definition
If the picture is correctly focused, poor definition is would cause reduced H.F. response. The usual value
almost certainly due to insufficient bandwidth in the is between 2.2 Kt' and 5.6 KO. The lower size giving
In addition to the greater bandwidth and making for ease of adjustR.F. /I.F. or video amplifier stages.
poor definition, the following faults may also be apparent: ment. However, difficulty may be experienced in obtainsmearing, pulling on whites, black line after white out- ing adequate sound rejection.
If it is still not possible to resolve the 2i5 Mc,'s bars,
lines and vice versa, all of which are due to poor H.F.
response. The vision R.F. amplifier should have a fiat then the video stage should be suspected. For maximum
frequency response of approximately 2.5 Me /s on either picture detail the anode load resistor must be of low
side of the vision carrier for double sideband working value : also the valve must have a 'low impedance.
and about 2.5 Mc/s on one side of the carrier in the Special video valves are available such as 6AG7 and
EF55, and these may be used with a load as low as
case of single sideband transmissions, as indicated in
1.5 KO. Two EF50 valves in parallel work excellently
Figs. I and, 2. The response of-the receiver is easily
checked on test card " C." It should be possible, at full with a load of 2.5 KO. giving a great improvement in
contrast, to see the vertical lines in the first three squares picture quality and gain over a single EF50 valve. The
from the top of the left -hand frequency grating and the cathode bias condenser and resistor values should be
first three squares from the bottom in the right -hand experimented with, as they will have an important
grating. These lines correspond. to frequencies of 1.0, bearing on results. Suitable values bring about some
The fourth and fifth degree of video correction by top lift. More "highlights"
1.5 and 2.0 Mc;s respectively.
squares on either side represent 2.5 and 3 Me's. On a may be obtained by inserting a video correction choke in
good receiver the 3 MO modulation lines should be the anode circuit. When a boost choice is used the

THE home- constructed receiver, built to suit the
particular signal conditions of the locality in
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anode load may be increased, thus obtaining greater
stage gain. However, with a low anode load resistor
the need for video correction may be avoided. if the
C.R. tube is grid modulated it imáy be possible to remove
the bias from the video valve. It is best to be guided
by results, as over -correction by selective feedback can
cause outlining or ringing.
The frequency response of the video stage can easily
be checked if a signal generator is available. The output
of the signal generator should be connected into the grid
circuit of the video amplifier. With the generator tuned
to 300 metres, corresponding to Mc /s, a series of vertical
bars will appear on the screen if the timebases are
carefully adjusted. The definition of these bars should
be very good. Increasing the frequency to 2 Mc/s
1
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cause the white grid squares to appear as rectangles.
Stretching or cramping is usually due to the incorrect
operation of the timebase output valve.
Cramped Right. -Line amplifier bias too low. Valve

emission failing. Low H.T. voltage, including boost
voltage if a booster diode is used. Drive voltage too
high.
Cramped Left. -Bias too high. Low screen grid
voltage. Linearising components wrong values.
Cramped Bottom. -Frame output valve bias too low.
Valve emission low. H.T. low. Negative feedback

circuit faulty.

Cramped Top. -Bias 'too high. Negative feedback
components wrong values.
The anode load of the oscillator valve also affects

linearity.
Should a linearity fault develop in a receiver which has
working correctly, a check should be made of the
fixed condensers. A leaky condenser or a fixed resistor
gone " high " will upset linearity.
been

Fig.

3.- Circuit

of

a

man-

ually -set noise limiter for
vision receiver.

a

oiNT
(150 metres) v,ill incrca,e the number of bars and, if the
frequency response of the video stage is good, they.should
be clearly visible.

Low -frequency Response
The low -frequency response of the video receiver can
be checked by noting if the black bar in the white surround
immediately above the centre circle in test card " C " is
reproduced with uniform brightness on a clean white
background. There should be no evidence of

" streaking."

" Pulling

-

"

on Whites
As mentioned previously, " pulling on whites " can be
due to poor H.F. response. However, if the picture
definition is good the trouble may be caused by the
coupling components at the input to the sync separator
valve. They should be mounted well clear of the chassis,
particularly the large coupling condenser.

Loss of Highlights
If the emission of the C.R. tube is O.K., lack of highlights in the picture may be due to one or more valves
in the vision channel overloading, if the contrast control
is at its usual setting. An incorrectly set vision noise
limiter can cause loss of definition in the white areas of
the picture. The limiter diode should be arranged to
conduct just above the peak white level of the picture.
Fig. 3 show the circuit of a manually -set limiter which
is to be preferred to the self- setting type. When positive going signals are applied to the-grid of the video amplifier
the connections to the limiter diode must be reversed,
the cathode being taken to the video amplifier anode.

Poor Linearity
The linearity of the timebases can be checked with the
aid of test card " C " by observing the white grid which
forms the background.
Non -linearity of either line or frame timebase will

Stability
In conclusion it should be emphasised that the success
is governed by its stability. R- F. /I.F.
instability, however, slight, can be disastrous so far as
picture definition is concerned. A stable receiver when
used at maximum gain, at a time of no transmission,
should give brilliant and sharply defined interference
spots against a dead black background.

of any receiver

Royal Air Force Films
THE BBC Television Service is working on a project
whereby it is hoped to produce a series of films
showing how the Royal Air Force prepared in the
immediate pre-war years for the problems which war
would bring to them ; of the manner in which they
handled their tasks during 1939 -1945 ; and of the fruits
of victory as exemplified by the Royal Air Force to -day.
The Air Ministry has many millions of feet of film,
shot during the war and it is agreed to make this material
freely available to the BBC. Although it is, of course,
catalogued, every foot of film will have to be viewed
before deciding whether it co,ers sufficient gròund to
make possible a production of one or of a number of
films.
Air Chief Marshal Sir Philip Joubert, has agreed to
be the chairman of a small viewing committee to see and
to assess the Air Ministry film material, and to advise
on the practicability of producing a series of films. The
Committee will include Philip Dorté, Head of BBC
Television Films, who is himself an ex -Group Captain
of the Royal Air Force, and representatives of the Air
Historical Branch of the Air .M inistry, and BBC Television
The Committee which will
Film Department Editors.
start working very shortly will, it is hoped, be able to
make its recommendations in a few months' time, and
it is hoped that the outcome will be an outline scheme
for 13 30- minute films.
If the material proves adequate, it is the intention to
attempt a survey of air war as a whole with particular
reference, of course, to the part played by the R.A.F.
Our war -time allies will be asked to provide a certain
amount of film material where necessary and captured
enemy material will be drawn upon.
If a series emerges from these preparations, it is
hoped that it will be possible to televise the films during
1954, and Air Chief Marshal Sir Philip Joubert has
agreed to act as narrator.
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Protecting Your Receiver
SAFETY

DEVICES WHICH CAN

By Gordon

RECEIVER

6

BE

J.

ANY

FITTED TO

King, A.M.I.P.R.E.

result of this after a few months is that the centre of
the screen loses its luminescent property, and a distinct
patch is observed in the centre of a picture-the tube is
frequently referred to as having an ion burn.
For very little trouble and expense we can devise a
means whereby this harmful effect can be prevented.
The circuit at Fig. I illustrates the general trend the
The problem of damage from lightning discharges artifice takes in conjunction with the style of receiver in
was also very real when aerials were of a necessity so question, and as will be observed, the highlight of the
elaborate. The popular protection devices of those circuit is the inclusion of a relay. the coil of which is
days, therefore, resolved into two main items, namely, energised from a suitable point on the H.T. rail.
The relay contacts are wired directly in series with the
the fuse bulb, and the conspicuous aerial earthing switch :
but whether they proved more ornamental than pro- cathode of the picture -tube, and arranged so that the
circuit is open only when the coil ceases to be energised.
tective is another story
A slight alteration is also made to the E.H.T. bleeder
To -day, however, we are mainly concerned with
the problem of protecting our television receivers, circuit by including a watt I megohm resistor (marked
particularly the expensive picture -tube, from a host of R in the circuit diagram) in series with -the earthy end of
hot " end of this resistor,
causes, which may easily originate from one or other the bleeder chain. The
where it joins the bleeder chain, is connected directly
of the many sections of the receiver developing a fault.
to the cathode of the picture -tube.
On switching the receiver off, or should the H.T.
Protecting the Screen
-tube
In the first place, has it ever been considered what a system fail, the relay contacts part, and the picture
influence of the potential
disastrous effect, in certain receivers, a fault developing cathode loses the outweighing
but the cathode does
in the mains rectifier may have on the picture -tube? from the brilliance control system :
rises to the positive
In this respect let us consider a receiver that derives its not go completely open, for it
the
E.H.T. from a 50 c.p.s. mains transformer source. potential developed across R. This is, of course,
negative,
These receivers, although not so popular to -day, are still same as the picture -tube grid swinging heavily
current cut -off.
in constant use, and usually employ two rectifiers : one and immediately results in beam
The system functions very satisfactorily in practice,
solely for E.H.T. purposes, and the other, a large valve.
and is included as a modification by, at least, one comfor supplying H.T. for the rest of the set.
A fault developing in this valve, or anywhere in the mercial receiver manufacturer where the 50 c.p.s. E.H.T.
main H.T. circuit, so that the H.T. voltage is reduced to principle is adopted. The permanent connection from
zero, has a far more detrimental effect on the picture -tube the bleeder chain to the picture -tube cathode has neglithan one would at first realise. The whole receiver, gible influence when the relay contacts are closed, for the
apart from the valve heaters and E.H.T. system, is brilliance control potential is derived from a circuit of
rendered inactive, the scanning generators cease to very much lower impedance than that supplying the
function, and the bias is
HT Line
removed from the pictureSound output;
tube.
EHr
stage; or
Picture
EH.r
rectifier
This results in a brilliant
convenient
tube
bleeder
,
point for
unfocused blob in the centre
EH.T
of the screen, and even switch- energising
re/ay coif
ing the receiver off does not
immediately remove it, for the
heater of the picture -tube takes
E. H r
a while to cool off and cease
$
winding
emitting, while plenty of E.H.T.
remains stored in the smoothing
WHEN battery receivers were more popular a lot
of thought was given to the. problem of protecting the valves and batteries in the receivers
against overloads, which were a frequent occurrence
when the operator inadvertently crossed the battery
connections, or caused a short- circuit while endeavouring
to " hot -up " the performance of the receiver.

!

1

capacitor. Considerable damage may, therefore, ensue to
the screen phosphors before
much can be done to remedy
the defect. Furthermore, a
similar effect is frequently
evinced each time certain receivers are switched off, for
instead of the screen going
completely blank the raster
dissolves into an unfocused
blob, which often takes quite
a time to disappear. The net

8
á

..44) o

AC.

Input

Re/ay

coi/

il

a
Re/ay
con tacts

jChass,s

EH r. section
Video output stage
Fig. 1. -A picture-tube protection arrangement -tor grid modulation.
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cut-off bias potential -the latter being far outweighed
by the former when the receivers working normally.
The actual relay energising current depends, of course,
on the type of relay employed. Many ex- government
varieties are quite suitable for this purpose ; one with a
low resistance winding can be energised by the cathode
current of the output valve, as shown in Fig. 1, while one
of the high- resistance types can obtain power direct from
the receiver H.T. rail, via a suitable value limiting
resistor.
Fig. 1 shows the connections for a grid modulated
picture-tube, since this method is more frequently
adopted than cathode modulation in this style of receiver.
Should the receiver desiring treatment employ cathode
modulation, however, a re'ay with low- capacitance changeover contacts will be needed, and should be wired as
shown by Fig. 2.

Protecting the Valve Heaters
As more home constructors are now concentrating on
the A.C./D.C. technique for their new designs, a word
Picture
tube

H.T Line

To

video

anode
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more marked, owing to the greater number of valves plus
the picture -tube heater employed in the chain, and the
consequent lower value dropping resistor needed. It is,
therefore, essential to include a form of current limiting
device in series with the heater chain to prevent very
frequent valve heater failure.
Fortunately, a very simple and effective means is
available to the constructor for this purpose. It takes
the form of an element which has a large ,regative
temperature coefficient of resistance, and is for inclusion
in series with the heater chain. Such elements are manufactured by Standard Telephones and Cables under the
name of Brimistors, and are produced in various ratings
suitable for all types of valve heater circuits.
The curve at Fig. 3'b) illustrates how the resistance
of a Brimistor decreases as the current through it increases
-due to the resulting temperature rise. It is, therefore.
obvious that a circuit possessing both positive and
negative temperature coefficients in their correct proportions will ensure a constant current during the initial
warm -up period, and thus prevent instantaneous current
surges which are so harmful to the valve heaters.
A Brimistor should not be connected between
individual valve heaters, but between the voltage dropping
resistor and the first valve in the chain -usually the
mains rectifier-as- shown by Fig. 4. In certain cases,
where the maximum instantaneous current exceeds the
rating of the Brimistor employed, it must be shunted by
a resistor of value suitable to absorb the additional

current.

Low capacitance

change -over relay
contacts, showing
position when

energised

Brilliance

control

To

bleeder
chain

Harmful Mains Fluctuations
Referring again to the more popular types of receiver.
in which the heaters of the valves and picture -tube arc
connected in series, we are confronted these days with
the problem of wide fluctuations in the voltage of the
mains supply. This is more harmful from the aspect
of the heaters of the valves and picture -tube, but can
also prevent correct functioning of certain sections of the
receiver, for with series -fed heaters much bigger voltage
variations are liable to occur than with transformer -fed
systems.

Chassis
Fig.

2.- Showing how relay contacts should
for cathode modulated tubes.

be modified

on valve heater protection will not be amiss at this
stage. With this style of receiver all the heaters of the
valves are wired in serfs together with a suitable voltage
dropping resistor, and then to the mains supply. And
this is where trouble and expense can be incurred unless
some sort of precaution is taken, for it must be remembered that valve heaters possess a positive temperature
coefficient of resistance. Or in everyday language this
simply means that the resistance of the heaters rises with
temperature, and since it is the valve heater current which
determines the temperature, we can draw a curve, such
as that of Fig. 3 (a), depicting resistance as a function
of current.
Observation of the curve will, therefore, make clear
the fact that on first applying mains to the heater circuit
an excessive current surge is bound to ensue ; this effect
has, no doubt, been noticed by constructors of A.C. /D.C.
broadcast receivers which employ a bulb in the heater
chain for tuning dial illumination. When first switching
on such a receiver, the pilot bulb invariably lights up
brilliantly, but gradually falls to normal °llumination as
the receiver acquires the necessary operating temperature.
With television receivers, however, the effect is even

Brimistor current -a
Heater current --0(b) Negative temperature
(e) Positive temperature
coefficient of resistance
coefficient of resistance
Fig. 3 (a). -A positive temperature coefficient of
resistance. (b) A negative temperature coefficient of
resistance.
Vah-e

healers

Mains

rectifier
Brimistor
Fig.

Voltage

dropper

4.- Showing how

Mains
Supply

a Brimistor should be included in
the beater chain.
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Apart from the question of life reduction then, we
must consider also the effect voltage fluctuations will
Investigation
have on receiver performance generally.
in this direction has shown that the valves most likely to
affect performance are those directly associated with
the production of the unmodulatcd raster. Coming
under this category we have, of course, the picture -tube
itself ; the horizontal and vertical generators -including
their respective amplifiers, and the reclaim diode ; the
E.H.T. rectifier can be excluded in a receiver of this
nature since its cathode 's invariably heated by energy
from the line flyback.
It is not uncommon these days for the mains fluctuation to exceed --10 per cent.- although usually more in
the negative direction. The chief effects are that the
picture loses height and width ; and the optimum focus
setting is well outside the mechanical or electrical limits
of the control. The mains voltage tapping on the receiver
could, of course, be altered to a modified setting, but,
then, unless 'one keeps a watchful eye on a mains voltmeter, the damage that may result-should the mains
voltage suddenly go back to normal -might far out weigh the inconvenience of a poor picture. If the receiver derives its power from an A.C. source the obvious
-although expensive -solution is a constant voltage
feed transformer.
There is, however, a less expensive, although more of
a compromise, method -suitable, also for D.C. supplies
of maintaining a fairly constant heater voltage to
the picture-tube, and to the valves connected with the
critical parts of the circuit, by adopting a double heater
chain -one fed from a modified voltage dropping resistor, and the other from a barretter. The circuit of
Fig. 5 depicts the general arrangement, in which VI to
V6 correspond to the following heaters respectively
picture-tube, horizontal and vertical generators, horizontal and vertical amplifiers, and booster diode. The
valves in question will, of course, be of the A.C./ D.C.
variety, thereby enabling one or 'other of the current
barretters, which are frequently used in 5 or 6 valve
broadcast receivers, to complete the chain.
The remainder of the valves, those which are less
affected by heater variations, comprise mainly the
vision and sound amplifiers, and are fed in the normal
way via a voltage dropping resistor. This can be the
original one in series with an additional element (R) to
counteract the 6 valve heaters which now form the
compensated chain. The value for R can be easily
calculated from Ohm's law ; for instance, let- us suppose
that the valves in the receiver are 6.3 volts at 0.3 amp.,
then, the additional voltage we need to drop is 6 times

Protecting the Mains Transformer and Rectifiers
As in the days of the battery receiver, the solution
of protecting a television receiver by meàns of a fuse
included in the power input circuit is much of a compromise. For if we use a fuse rated at a value only
slightly higher than the total current taken by the receiver, it will tend to go open circuit on the- sometimes
unavoidable- occurrence of heavy surges. With A.C. only receivers heavy current surges often result at the
moment of switching the receiver on. When the switch
action creates a back E.N.F. across the primary winding
of the mains transformer, which happens to be of similar
phase to the applied mains voltage.
We can see that it is, therefore, essential to employ
a fuse rated considerably higher than the normal receiver current in order to prevent its frequent replace300v.
KT Line

-

lOK()

(I-N
t-T1

'-

Barretter
VI

V2

V3

V4

VS

V6

Critical valve and picture-tube
heaters
Remainder of

Voltage
dropper

valve heaters

Br/mistar

Mains
Supply

Fig. 5.

-A

method of counteracting mains

fluctuations.

voltage
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6.3, or }7.8 volts. To find the resistance we divide 37.8
by 0.3, which works -out to exactly 126 ohms. The
power rating may be resolved by multiplying the dropped
voltage by the current, or 37.8 times 0.3, thereby indicating the necessity of employing a wire-wound resistor
having a power rating of, at least, 12 watts.

IC
Chassas

Should
a

C

develop

short circuit,

the power dissipated
by P will rise 36 times

Mains

ó transfm)
Fig. 6 (left). -Should C develop a short circuit, the
poaey dissipated by R will rise 36 times.
Fig. 7 (right). -Indicating fuse positions for maximum
receiver protection.

ment. But the value so demanded will be useless to
protect the lower current circuits from damage should
they develop a fault ; although we may be lucky in
protecting our rectifier should the reservoir capacitor
suddenly develop a short circuit.
To illustrate this point, let us consider a normal decoupling circuit after the style of Fig. 6. Here the decoupling resistor R is adequately rated to pass, say,
5mA to feed the screen grid, but should the capacitor C
develop a short circuit, the resistor current will immediately rise to 30 mA, and result in considerable overheating. Such an effect has been known by the writer
to ignite the bakelitc resistor panel and cause extensive
damage to a receiver -for after all, 36 times as much
power is dissipated by the resistor under fault conditions !
Nevertheless, power input fuses should always be
fitted, since they do protect the mains transformer from
a severe overload, and with A.C./D.C. receivers, should
a heater -to- cathode short develop in one of the valves,
they often " blow " before the rest of the valves, which
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have not been by- passsed due to the fault, light up like
beacons.
By far the best way for maximum receiver protection
is, however, by including separate fuses in series with the
anode leads of the rectifiers as shown in Fig. 7. The
two mains rectifier fuses, Fl and F2, should have a
rating in the region of 250 to 500 mA depending on the
type of receiver, while F3, the E.H.T. fuse, should have a
60 mA rating. A 2 amp fuse rating for F4 and F5
usually handles the power input current, including
surges, without the need of frequent replacements.

.

Static Discharges
In certain parts of the country it is still necessary
to employ elaborate television aerial installations
positioned as high as possible above adjacent structures.
These arrays, therefore, tend to become the target
points for static discharges during the summer months.
This should not be taken to mean, however, that because
the aerial is fixed to the chimney -stack, the associated
building will be more vulnerable to damage from light (ling. Indeed, the records indicate that television aerials
so secured afford a certain safety factor in this respect,
for its function can be very similar to that of the socalled " lightning conductors."
Before a flash of lightning occurs, the atmosphere in
the vicinity of the flashover point becomes progressively
charged with static electricity, until a state exists when the
potential difference between the charge and the nearest
object- sometimes another cloud -is so great that the
insulation of the atmosphere breaks down and the
charge is suddenly released in the form of a flash.
Generally speaking, the purpose of the lightning
conductor is to leak away to earth any static charge
which may develop in the close proximity of the building, and thus reduce the possibility of a destroying
flashover occurring. It follows, therefore, that a television aerial can have the same effect, and for this

BBC Television News
Temporary Lew-power Television Station
THE BBC is now able to give details of the temporary
low -power television station to be installed near
Brighton in accordance with the statement made by the
Assistant Postmaster General in the House of Commons
on December 3rd. It will be in service before the
The site selected is at Truleigh Hill.
Coronation.
three and a half miles north of Kingston- upon -Sea, and
the station is intended to improve reception in the
populated districts of Brighton, Hove, Worthing, and
Shoreham- upon -Sea, where reception from Alexandra
Palace is at present unreliable.
The station will work on the same frequencies as
those later to be used by the permanent medium -power
station which the BBC intends to build at Rowridge
in the Isle of Wight when this is permitted by the Government. These frequencies are 56.75 me/s for vision and
53.25 me /s for sound, which are also used by the high power station at Kirk o' Shotts, in Scotland. The new
temporary station will use the single side -band method of
In both these
transmission and vertical polarisation.
respects it will be similar to the permanent station
later to be built at Rowridge, so that viewers may be
assured that receivers and aerials arranged for reception
of the temporary station will be suitable (possibly with
some change in the direction in which aerials are facing)
for receiving the transmissions from Rowridge. Viewers
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eflector(s) and cross member of the array
should be connected to earth through stout copper
reason the

wire via the shortest possible route.
In A.C. /D.C. receivers, where the chassis is in direct
contact to one side of the mains supply -this, by the
way, should be arranged to be the neutral side-the
aerial feeder must be isolated from the chassis by suitably rated capacitors. The capacitors Cl, C2, and C3
of Fig. 8 perform not only this function, but also couple
the aerial to the input circuit from the point of view of
the signal.
Under these conditions facilities must be provided in
the aerial circuit to leak away static charges which may
develop.on the dipole itself. This is catered for in the
circuit of Fig. 8 by including resistors, RI and R2, so
that discharge can occur even when the receiver is
switched off, by returning R2 to the neutral side of the
mains instead of direct to the chassis.

8.- Showing

a static discharge aerial circuit for
A.C.; D.C. style receivers.

Fig.

in particularly favourable situations in the neighbourhood
who already receive a satisfactory signal from Alexandra
Palace need not, of course, make any change when the
Brighton transmitter comes into service.

BBC Orders Three Television Transmitters
The BBC has ordered three medium -power television
transmitters from Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.
Ltd. Delivery will be in the spring of 1954.
The order includes three 5- kilowatt vision transmitters, three 2- kilowatt sound transmitters, combining units, monitoring and control equipment for
each.

The BBC has not stated where these transmitters will
installed. The range of transmitters at this power with
large aerial is expected to be up to 30 miles.
be

STANDARD TEXT BOOKS

By F. J. CAMM
Newnes Radio
Everyman 's Wireless Book, by post, 9/ -.
Engineer's Pocket Book, by post. 5/6. The Superhet Manual,
by post, 6/6.
Practical Wireless Circuits, by post, 6/6.
Radio Training Manual, by post, 6/6.
Wireless Coils,
Chokes und Transformers, by post, 6/6. Radio Valve Data
Book, by post, 5/6. Refresher Course in Mathematics, 'by
post, 9/ -. Mathematical Tables and Formulae, by post, 5/6.
The Slide Rule Manual, by post, 5/6.

Obtainable from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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A BEGINNER'S RECEIVER-S
AN EASILY -BUILT SUPERHET CIRCUIT, UTILISING AN
By

B. L.

EX-GOVERNMENT

UNIT- R3170A

Morley

(Continued from page 514 April 1953 issue)

RECOVER single turn coil in black wire on first
1.F. coil ; this wire runs from the single point
tag strip to earth. Disconnect yellow wire
from condenser 0.25 pF. which is mounted with the
10 K Q 2 w. resistor on rear tag strip, and recover
the condenser.
VIO valve disconnect white wire on pin 6 ; disconnect 330 n resistor from pin 7 and recover the
resistor ; recover wires from pin 2; 3 and 4 and reconnect
condenser on pin 2.
:

of the chassis ; fit LIS output transformer in the
position indicated.
Fit the smoothing condenser in the position indicated,
using the retaining clips which originally held the 2.5
Kv. condenser. It will be found that there is a hole
in the chassis at this point and the bottom negative common tag of the condenser will go through this hole
for earthing under the chassis. The 6 v. bulb can be
fitted if desired though it is not strictly necessary.
Mount the spare diode in the position indicated for
VI2 ; it will be found that holes exist in this position
though washers will be necessary. (Note : there is no
need to purchase nuts and bolts as sufficient are recovered
for all requirements.)
Wind L1 in accordance with the data and fit in position
using one of the recovered coil forms which has a very
few turns on. Use 22 S.W.G. wire.
Make L3 by using a recovered coil form which has a
large number of turns on it and take off 7 turns. Mount
in the position shown.
Wind L18, 19 and 30 with approximately 30 gauge
wire close- wound. L18 =81 turns. L19 =11 turns.
L20 =10 turns. Fit coils in positions indicated on the
rear

diagram.
This concludes the preliminary work.

II. The Oscillator
For the advanced worker

Section

Fig. 14. -Details of this stage were commenced in the
last issue.

VII

disconnect wires on pin 2, 3 and 4 and from
pin 6 ; disconnect the far end of the 180 q resistor
from the tag block. Pin 7 requires the 330 9 resistor
resistor between
to be recovered. Recover 4.7 K
tag strip adjacent to VII and earth and recover 33 K tt
on the tag strip. Recover 0.1 pF and 100 K Q adjacent

to

:

VII.

Remove screen, over VI base ; recover 22 K sr from
cathode of mixer valve ; recover 22 K.. from grid of
'oscillator valve ;
recover 100 pF. from V2 heater.
Recover 500 pF. and 150 Q from cathode of first
vision I.F. (V5) and recover 500 pF. and ISO st
resistor from centre tag of tag strip between VI, V2.
Cut chassis to fit mains transformer as shown in
Fig. 15. Cut hole for rectifier valve and recover rectifier
holder from its present position. If it is intended to
use the existing rectifier valve with the modifications
mentioned previously, then it can be fitted in its new
position, otherwise an international octal type of valve holder must be fitted.
Fit international octal holder where rectifier holder
was originally fitted ; fit smoothing choke in position
shown and fit a tag for earthing under the bolt nearest
the rear of the chassis. Fit an 0.1 pF. condenser on
bottom of tag strip below the 10 KO 2 w. resistor at

:
Do the work mentioned
in the last six paragraphs above and then wire oscillator
circuit in accordance with Fig. 5. The condenser CI1
should be fitted last. This condenser is the one which was
mounted on the sub -chassis. Complete the modifications
to the mixer valve so that it is wired in accordance with

Fig. 6.

For the novice
Wire the oscillator in accordance
with the wiring circuit given in Fig. 16.
1. The heaters are already wired ; the 8 pF is in situ.
2. Wire 500 pF and 100 n (¿ w.) in cathode lead.
w. between V3 grid and earth.
3. Wire 10 K
4. Wire mixer circuit by inserting 150 a ¿ w.
and 500 pF condenser between cathode (pin 6) and earth.
:

5. Solder insulated wire on pin 4 V3 (anode), and
another on the grid. Leave about 2in. of wire free from

each point.
6. Fit the variable condenser C11 which was recovered
from the sub- chassis. Fit engraving plate and knob, etc.

3

Cut away for

transformer

Fie. 15. -Cut -out to accommodate mains transformer.

r
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The oscillator coil. As found, it is suitable for
Wenvoe and Sutton Cotdfield ; for Kirk o' Shotts
and Holme Moss, make an exactly similar coil in the
same gauge of wire but with one extra turn and mount
in lieu of the existing coil. For London, make an exactly
similar coil to the one existing but with two extra turns
and mount in the same position. Wire the back end of
the coil (the end furthest from the front panel) directly
to the fixed vanes of the condenser C11.
8. Wire in 100 pF between anode of oscillator and
fixed -vanes of'variable condenser using the 2in. wire end
left on the anode.
9. Wire LIO between grid of mixer 'and earth (for twits
see table).
7.
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worker can proceed directly from Fig. 4. The novice
is provided with a wiring diagram for each stage shown
in Fig. 18.

The heater chokes are made similar to each other and
comprise 30 turns of 32 S.W.G. enamelled wire on tin.
formers. These formers are the solid ones recovered
previously from the unit. The connection of the common
heater chain is broken at V2 and the choke inserted. A
short length of wire is used to bridge the gap to the heater
of VI.

Section IV. The Vision Receiver
For the advanced worker : little remains to be done
to the vision section. The detector must be reversed
if cathode modulation is to be used
and the cathode bias resistor of
Section À'
'Section
V9 changed to 180í?.
The output
LT+
circuit should be modified in
accordance with the data given.
If grid modulation is to be used the
video valve cathode resistor should
be changed to 68 D. The "video
coupling " switch should be wired
in accordance with the diagram
(Fig. 6), and a 10 Ks? 2 -watt resistor
connected across the existing 10 K!?
resistor in the anode circuit of the
video valve. The inductance which
is connected between the H.T. rail
To H,T#
on tag
and the 10 Kr? resistor should be
strip
either removed or short -circuited.
If it is removed and the gap bridged,
mounted
is
Note:- Section A'
actually
above section B.
then the coil can be used elsewhere
in the circuit. The red and red Fig. 16.- Wiring of the oscillator stage.
white wires which feed the H.T.
circuits can be connected together at any convenient
10. Wire a 100 pF condenser from this coil to the anode
point on one of the coil mounts on which they are
side of L4.
H. Wire 8 pF between end of oscillator coils and grid fastened.
For the novice
of V3 (one end of this should be in situ).
Remove
1. Picture tone switch (video coupling).
12. Wire 2 pF condenser to grid of mixer.
13. Twist the single tag strip mounted on the first I.F. 50 pF. and replace with 500 pF.
2. Recover red and yellow wire going up through
coil so that a 4.7 K!? can be wired between it and the
100 pF condenser in the oscillator anode. Also wire chassis.
3. Solder black wire coming up through chassis to
500 pF condenser between the tag and pin 4 of the mixer
bottom tag of tag strip nearest the switch and run an
valve.
14. Connect 47 K.n from H.T. common to the above insulated wire between this point and the end tag, further
end.
tag strip.
(To be continued)
15. Earth moving vanes of condenser.
16. Connect 100 K!? from
fixed vanes to earth, and fit the
30 pF trimmer CIO.
17. Run a coaxial cable from
cathode of first I.F. valve to
the Contrast control which
should be mounted on the front
panel. This control was originally on the sub-chassis and has
a 500 pF condenser across it.
This condenser should remain
as it is on the control. The
centre wire of the coaxial goes
to cathode V4 and the braiding
goes to earth. (Fig. 17 shows
mixer valve wiring.)
This completes the work
round the oscillator valve.

:-

Section III. The R.E. Stages
The R.F. stages should now
be wired and the advanced

Fig.

17.- Details

of the mixer stage.
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RECTIFIERS
"Jr) pe S. f.('.

I ?.II.I. Pencil

mA
mA
mA
4 kV.
1 mA
K3'50
1
mA
6 kV.
,
K3100
I mA
K3160 12 kV.
,
H.T. Thor S.T.C.
60 mA
125 v.
Type RM1
100 mA
RM2
125 v.
125 mA
RM3
125 v.
250 mA
250 v..
.. RM4
L.T. Type. 6.F1C. Full nave.
6 v. Latin/.

Type K3'25
K340

650 v.

4/7
8l8/2
S,&

1
1

3.2 kV.
3.6 kV.

K3,45

aillRI

&

EST.M1OVRS

ROAD

Convert your Battery Portable into a
Mains Receiver ! At little more than
[he cost of one battery !

4033

I

1418
F 01
.. ... 25! ...
4 v. @ 2 -3 a.
21/8
jIII
5I.250ß, 250-0-2fí0, 60 mA. 4 V. @
ilil 251...
...
1 -2 a. 4 v. C 3 -5 a.
418
"'
.,'
-SP300A, 300-0-300. 60 mA.. 6.3 v: (2
5'...
251 2.3 a. 5 V. @ 2 a.
8 SP300B, 300-0-300. 63 mA., 4 v. @
18 ... 25 2 -3 a. 4 v. Co 3 -5 a. 4 V. @ 1 -2 a.
POWER
combined
II:
T.
&
L.T.
The
above
5
v.
C
mA..
4SP301A, 300-0-300, 120
UNIT is designed to replace the 12 v. 1 amp.
.. ... 28 - SUPPLY
823 a. 6.3 v. @ 1 -4 a. ...
90 v. H.T. and is v. L.T. all -dry battery
SP301B, 300-0-300. 120 mA., 4 v.
portable
radios.
in
many
battery
used
A.C.R.
I.C.R.
TUBES
.
28'
3
-5
a.
2
-3
a.
4
v.
@
2-3 a. 4 v. Ç
the
same
size
as
battery,
the
Being
exactly
SP35OA, 250 -0 -350, 100 mA., 5 v. C
í DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR A CR 2X)
it can be accommodated In the battery
.. 29:2.3 E. 6.3 v. C 23 a. ...
compartment of the receiver. Simply 51ín. screen. 4 volt Heater. This ElectroSP350B, 350 0350. 100 mA.. 4 V. G 2g - connect the battery plug into the socket static Tube is recommended as eminently
2-3 a. 4 v. - 2-3 a. 4 v... 3.5 a.
Provided on the power unit, and the mains suitable for Television. 151- plus 26 Pke
9P351,. 350-0- 350, 1.50 mA -. 4 V. @
lead of the power unit Into the mains Carr. and- Ins: Data sheet supplied.
.
38/ 1-2 a. 4 v. 0 23 E. 4 v. C 3-6 a.
and the radio will operate efficiently
WHITE 'RUBBER MASK
S
._P352. 350 -0-350 v., 150 mA., 5 V. F
without further attention.
...
...
...
...
86
2 -3 a. 6.3 v. @ 2 -3 a. 8.3 v. C 2-3 a.... 36 Dimensions, 7ì1n. long, Stn. deep. 31n. high. For bin. tube
6.3
v.
250
mA.,
©
This is not an ex-Government unit, but
SP375A, 375-0-375.
RUBBER MASKS.
SORSO
2-3 a. 6.3 v. C 3-5 a. 5 v. C 2-3 a. ... 55brand new manufacturers' surplus stock
and fully guaranteed. Normally retails Grey Felt finish (new aspect ratio).
SP375B. 375-0- 375. 250 mA.. 4 v., 'e
6
1 21 0.
. .
.. .
. .
..
. .
at £5.12.0. We have n limited quantity
... 3918
2 -3 a. 4 v. (o 2-3 a. 4 v. C 3-6 a.
available at 3818, plus 26 packing and
NP501. 500-0-500. 150 mA.. 4 v. ^
CORRECT ASPECT WHITE
postage.
2 -3 a. 4 V. @ 2 -3 a. 4 v. @ 2 -2 a. 4 v.
RUBBER MASK
For use on 200 250 V. A.C. mains only.
... 47/...
C 3 -5 a . ...
For 12in. Round or Flat-faced Tube, 18111
SP501A, 500 -0 -5N, 150 mA.. 5 v. a
EX- U.S.A. U.N.F. AERIAL
5022 -3 a. 6.3 v. sii 2 -3 a. 6.3 v. @ 2 -3 a.
ACCUMULATORS
with untuned detector stage consisting of
SP425A, 425-0-425. 200 mA., 6.3 v. @
10 amp. 4111
By world -famous maker. "
VR92 valve, etc. Brand new in carton, 5'-.
2 -3 a. 6.3 v. C 3 -5 a. 5 v. 0 2-5 a.... 8718
TERMS OF BUSINESS: -CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. OVER LI. Please add I!. for Post Orders under 10 -,
1/6 under 40/ -, unless otherwise stated.
l
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A CLASSIC T/V
YOURS
MAKE
IN-TIME
FOR THE CORONATION
START BUILDING NOW
" TELEKING"

14°TUBE517"
ANGLE

COMPONENTS FOR MAKING TITIS WIDE
RECEIVER
...
...
...
Metal Rectifier RM4 ...
TE,P Chassis Tagstrips, etc
TK070 Condensers
..,
...
H Valve Holders and Plugs

18 0
£3 10 0
£7 4 2

Ó9

:TIC

...
TK R Resistors ...
TK V Potentiometers ...

...
...

...
...

...
...

LINE SCAN TIME BASE
...
...
L0308 Line Scan Transformer
...
...
...
DC306Deflector Coils ...
...
...
...
...
SC302 Focus Coils
...
...
...
F0305 France O.P.T. ...
...
...
...
GLIB Width Control ...
...
...
GLIB Linearity Control
...
ßT314 Frame Blocking Transformer
AND
CIIOKES
TRANSFORMERS
0P117 Sound O.P.T.
...
...
...
SC312 Smoothing Choke
...
...
...
AT310 Auto -Transformer
WIDE ANGLE PM FOCUS RINGS
M36122

W2016in. Mollard

314111

Brimar
Brinier
Ion Traps IP6. IPS,
Teleking Envelope
W25 141n.
W25 17in.

CASH

PRICE

...

1P9

...

ßi3(1 p
Ú/!1!7!l

...
...
...,
...
...

...

...

...
...
...
...

...

...
...
...

£2 8 8
£2 14 3
£2 10 0
22
15 Ó
£1 1 0
10 0
10
15 Ó

...

£2 10 0
£2 12 6
£2 17 6

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
..
...
items may be

purchased stage by
stage, or by

ALL ITEMS IN STOCK
SEND FOR LISTS
SPECIALISTS IN ALL
HI -FI EQUIPMENT

26 6
£1 10 0
£1

£2176
60

II

THE

VIEWnIASTi4:R "

Chassis ...
WB10l Chassis Sup-

18 6

Wß102 T;13 and P
Chassis
WB 103 Mains Trans-

186

WBI200 S. V

former

WB 103A Auto

former

Trans-

60
£2 2 0
£2 12 6

Smoothing
Choke...
15 6
Wß'10ú Loudspeaker £2 7 6
WB'300 Pre -Amp.
chassis
17 6
WB 106 Frame Trans former
£1 5 6
WB 107 Line Transformer
£1 12 6
W13!108
Scanning
WB 104

...
... £1 13 6
Coils ...
Wß;109 1 Focus Magnat
£1 2 6
WB:HS Width Con-

Z°T

Conversion kit ...
Wearite Coils, HM,
K'SHTS, W V
...
TCC Condensers
...
Morganite Resistors
WB

sg
£1 15 0
£1

8 0
£7 7 0
£1 16 3
variable
9 0
Coivern Pts (Set 6) ... £1 2 0

Westinghouae Recliner-,
CRT

100

...

14'0,36 ...

...

36.1EHT'45

,..

36.

3(I;EHT'50
TOC Condensers
Type CP35QO ...

£1
£1

5
4
6
9

39

...

41.

... £1
...

2 8

46
68

100

Type C- 55VO ...
TCC Condenser Metal
pack CP47N ...
Wearite R.F. Choke...
trol
100 Bulgin Parts (complete sot)
WB'1ll Boost Choke...
59
Belling Lee Conn.
WB 112 Tube Support
Unit and Fuses ...
... £1 1 6
12ín. ...
...
Or items may be purchased
stage by stage, or by
CE

MCI

9
0
11
3

36
20
15 3

10 6

x+32

CLASSIC ELECTRICAL

CO.,
LTD.

352/364, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY.
Telephone

ADDlscon :t, 6061 -6062.
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FNCEPTIONAL VALVE OFFER
Ten EF50 Brand New (Ea- Units) ...
,,,
.,. 55/6KSG, 6K7G, 6Q7G, 5Z4G, 6V6G (or KT61)
...
,.. 42;6
IRS, lS.'i, 1T4, )S4 or r1S4 or 3V9) , , ,
R.
..,
... 326
TP25. HL23!DD, VP26 - EN25 (or QP25)
6K8G. 6K7G, GQ7G, 25A6G. 2525 or 25Z6G
42 6
12K8GT I2KIGT, 12SQ7GT, 35Z4GT, 35L6GT. or 50L6GT42.8
12SAIGT. 12SK7GT, 12SQ7GT, '3524GT, 35L6GT or

Set
.,
,-

,.
..

Complete set of specified valves for " P.W." Personal Rec.
5 6AM6, 2 6AK5, 1 636. 1 6C4, I EA50, -and 3BPI CR. Tube with
base. £511216.

"IVeymouth Superhet 3-Nave Band Coll Peeks."
Short. Med. and Long with Gram. Switch.
Brand New Miniature type complete with Circuit.
P.P. 1(6 ; absolute bargain.

1016(1.

.

CATHODE IIA.Y TUBES :
Guaranteed full picture. 40/-, carr. 5/ -.
Guaranteed full picture, 40 cart. 5 /-.
3ßP1. Suitable for 'scopes and Tel. 25/ -, carr. 31-.
MU -METAL SCREEN for VCR97 or 517. 12/6d.

/

,VCR97.
VCR517.

VCR139A (ACR10), 21in. C.R. Tube,

P. P. 1 /6.

brand new and boxed, 35, -,

P.M. SPEAKERS (Lae. Tax)

Plessey 211n, with Tr.:ns.... 15, Rola IDin, with Trans. 30/Celestion Mn. with Trans. 16i- Goodman's loin. with Trans.
Rola 51n. less Trans.
.,. 12;6
30/Plessey Sin. less Trans. .. 1216 Electrons loin. with Trans.
Plessey 6& LrT
15/25.Postage
ami
packing
I
extra.
i

May, 1933

Slllllllilullllll11111II11GU111111111111111IIII111111111111111

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 182.%. This unit contains VCR517
Cathode Ray ein. Tube, complete with Mu -metal screen, 3 EF50
4 SP61 and 1 5U4G valves, 9 wire -wound volume controls and
quantity of Resistors and Condensers. Suitable either for basis
of Television (full picture guaranteed) or Oscilloscope. Offered
BRAND NEW (less relay) in original packing case at 79'6(1. Plus
7.6 cart. " W. W." Circuit supplied Free.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE SECS
This Unit is ideal for conversion for a " Scope " Unit or basis
for Midget Television. It contains C/E Tube type ACR1O
(VCR193A) complete with bolder and cradle also earthing
clip. 1 -VR66, 2 -VER), 24 mfd. 550v. wkg. condenser, potentiometers and a varied assortment of resistors and condensers,
These Units are in a new condition and packed in wooden
transit cases. The GR Tube will be tested before despatch.
Dimensions Blin. X 611n. z lllin,
57,6 plus 5!- parr.
WE.ARITE MAINS TRANS. Input 110,250v. output. 325 -0 -325,
BO mea, 6v. 2.5 amp.., 5V. 2 amp., £131 -.
PLESSEY MIDGET TYPE, 203,250 output, 230-0-230 50 m a, 6v.
2.6 amp., 1216, P.P. 1/
JET'S, Wearite 501A and 502, 463 ken. 101- pair, P.P. L-,
Plessey 564 kcls Permeability, 8;8 pair, P.P. 1 / -.

,

VCR517C Rine and White BIM. Tube.
This Tube replaces the VCRS? and VCR5I7 without alteration
and gives a full Blue and White picture.
Brand new In original crates, 45, -, plus 5/- carr.

L

ADDITION
LINES
Brand new valves. PX25, GU51. KT33C, KT66 12/9.1. each.
P.P. 1/-. PX25's matched pairs 25,- pair.

SEND POSTAGE FOR NEW 1953 COMPREHENSIVE 23 PAGE CATALOGUE
Open Mon. -Fri. 9 -0.30. Sat. 6 p.m Thurs. 1 p.m.
5,

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W,2,

:

TEL: PADDINGTON

HOME CONSTRUCTED

RIGHT FIRST TIME!
had such methods forced upon him by the high
cost of test instruments. The RADIO MAIL
RES /CAP. BRIDGE has changed all that. For
31/6 he now has at his command an instrument
to check each component before use, and ensure
100% results.
THE PRICE OF 31/6 COVERS THE COMPLETE
KIT FOR THIS SELF -CONTAINED INSTRUMENT
5 Megohms -50,000 ohms
50 mfd. -.2 mid,
100,000 ohms-1,000 ohms
mfd. -.01 mfd.
1,009 ohms -10 ohms
.01 mfd, -,0005 mid.

0401.

TEEEVISORS

Reit

=E DAWN

Trial and error is a costly and often disappointing
business. For wo long the radio amateur has

IOCB 9,

Component Specialists since Broadcasting started,
or any of the components spe'cified
for the
can supply all

s,

VIEWMASTER

"

" MAGNAVIEW "
" TELEKING "
and " Viewmaster " Wide -angle Conversion.

1

NO CALIBRATING
The panel bears six separate scales, one for each range,
ready calibrated in ohms and mfd's. for direct reading.
Each range o fully variable. covering all intermediate
values.
New components, specially selected for accuracy.

Instructions and diagrams
Prompt delivery.

for easy assembly.
Cash with order or C.O.D

Post and packing, 1/6,

RADIO MAIL,

4,

RALEIGH

NOTTINGHAMET,

Stamp with all enquiries, please

Also cabinets, valves, aerials, feeder cabe, wire,
sleeving, solder, nuts and bolts, clips, etc.
Order with confidence c.o.d. or c.w.o. at current
prices, or send s.a.e. for Price List.

We also invite your inquiries for all other electronic
components.

L. SMITH

H.
287/9
Tel.

Edgware

& CO.,

Road,

Paddington 5891.

London,

LTD.
W.2.

Hours 9 till 6 (Thursday
I o'clock).
Near Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan and Bakerloo.
:
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT A SPECIAL TRANSFORMER TO ENABLE A
TUBE TO

BE

Shact

DEFECTIVE

USED

By A. Dalziel, B.Sc.
Introduction

very common fault with TV tubes in current
use, and any modification to allow continued use
of the tube seems well worth while. This article
describes and explains the arrangement which enabled
the writer to overcome this trouble, and gives perfect
results, no difference in picture being observed due to its
use. It involves the construction of a special transformer,
but this is a very simple design and should present no

THIS is

a

To maintain a good quality picture, frequencies up to
at least 21 Mc/s need to be retained and quite a moderate
capacity to earth

CONTROL

./
HEATER

TRANSFORMER

Fig. 1.- Circuit diagram illustrating the effect of the
heater- cathode short -circuit on the video stage.

difficulty to the amateur. After incorporating it in
Viewmaster " circuit, Test Card C continued to
resolved up to and including the 3 Mc /s lines.

Details

An old power transformer was stripped of all its
windings till the bare bobbin was left. If this has not
been done before care should be taken to see how the
laminations are interleaved ; they will reed to be
replaced in the same way. The new primary was then
wound as follows, using 22 s.w.g. wire -wire from an
old heater winding would serve.

BR /LLIANCE

ourPUr

enough to prevent this.

The New Transformer
Accordingly, a special transformer has to be used,
having as low a capacity between primary and secondary
as is practicable. This capacity depends on the spacing
between the coils and the area of the surfaces facing each
other. The normal layer winding produces too large a
facing area, and if the separation is made too wide the
transformer will have very high losses. However, the
following design was found to produce a satisfactory
compromise. It is suitable for use with a 2 -volt heater.
Constructional

VIDEO

is

a

be

Symptoms

An intermittent heater -cathode short shows itself by a
series of bands running horizontally across the picture,
giving greatly reduced quality, or it may be the whole
picture is similarly degraded. There may also be a change
in the general brilliance level.
Cause and Cure
Referring to Fig. t it will be seen that a short from
A to B effectively sfiort circuits R2 which changes the
steady cathode potential and hence the voltage between
grid and cathode which determines the picture brilliance.
'This-can be prevented by feeding the heater through an

isolating transformer. See Fig. 2.
There is now no D.C. path to short out R4 and
therefore the steady potential of the cathode is at its
proper value determined by R1 and R2.
Vision Frequency Leakage
However, this does not cure the fault, for the vision
frequency ,voltages fed to the cathode are still shortcirrcuited'to earth by way of the capacity existing between
the primary and secondary of the isolating transformer.
This is shown in Fig. 2 as a separate capacity C5.

The Primary
Starting near one end of the bobbin, wind on 12 turns
in three layers so that the width of bobbin used is only
four thicknesses of wire. The wire is then secured with
tape and laid along the top of the bobbin to the other
end, where .a similar three -layer winding of 12 turns is
put on. The whole primary, therefore. consists of 24
turns wound it1 two sections at the extreme ends of the
bobbin. See Fig. 3.
The whole primary is now wound over with one layer
of corrugated cardboard to introduce a little spacing as
well as insulation.

The Secondary
The secondary is then wound over the cardboard
using the centre part of the bobbin directly over the space

NEW
TRANSFORAIER

IIE
Fig. 2. -C2 short- eireuits the video signal here.
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between the two primary sections: Twenty -six turns were
used, put on in about four layers.
Great neatness here -is not important as long as the
winding is kept to the centre of the bobbin. The laminations should then be reassembled and the whole tried
out on load.

Fig.

..

0000

...
0000

....
a...

....
....

3.- Details

transformer.

May, ,1953
When satisfactory,

taped over.
Such a transformer is not so efficient as a normal
design but in the one originally made a primary current

0000..
0000...

...

0000
0000
SECONDARY

of the primary winding of the new
transformer.

Testing and Adjustment
An A.C. voltmeter should be used to check the final
voltage on load, as variations in winding can affect the
losses. If -required, it will be found easy to add or
remove an odd turn or two without dismantling the

the winding can be

Fig.

.

f-

CARDBOARD

....
0...
0000

4.- Details of the position of the secondary

of 2.3 amps. at 2 volts was
of 1.4 amps. at 2 volts.

winding.

necessary to provide an output

The heater transformer in the set was found to give
this 2.3 amps. without overheating, but even if another
2 volt 3 amp. heater transformer has to be obtained, the
cost is still far below that of a new tube.

Big- screen Television in Theatre
SPECIAL SCREENS

BOTH sides of television were

OVERCOME BRILLIANT

seen by the audience

at the Scala Theatre, where four big -screen projectors had been installed for the National Television
Awards Show in January. The audience were able to
follow the continuity of the programme on the television
screens, seeing both the action taking place on the stage
and the actual transmitted pifture, including film
sequences televised from Alexandra Palace.
The screens erected on either side of the proscenium
appeared to be in a hopeless position, since they came
under the direct glare of powerful spot- lights illuminating
the stage. Despite this apparently impossible situation,
however, excellent pictures were seen in most parts of
the house due to the efficient directional properties of
the special screens. used.
The receivers were standard " Nera"
Projector Consols using the " Mullard "
projection unit --and " Nera " 4ft. x
The fact that pictures
3ft. screens.
were obtained under such adverse

LIGHTING

the apparatus for the Coronation, and in
many cases one room is being specially set aside as
a " television theatre," and in view of the number
of viewers who will be able to see the show the
overall cost of the installation is less than that of a
number of separate standard television receivers
which would be needed to serve the same crowd.

installing

Coronation- Relays
As we go to press we are informed that a number of
big -screen relays of the Coronation ceremony will be
given in various places in London, including certain
colour relays. Full details are not yet available but will
be given as soon as they are received.

conditions of external lighting is a
tribute to the progress being made in
large -screen television technique.
One advantage that this type of
apparatus possesses over the normal
domestic projection receiver, is that
the picture is much bighter and the
screen and projector are 'separated.
They may thus be placed in the

most suitable position according to
the number of people viewing. Owing
to the larger size of the screen a greater
number of people can see the picture,
and on this account a number of
hospitals, homes for disabled and'.
aged persons, and similar institutions
are adopting this type of equipment.
Reports have been received of a
number of such institutions which are

The stage, and 'the big screen in position in the Scala Theatre.

PRELIMINARY
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DETAILS OF OUR NEW

CORONATION MODEL
THIS television receiver is
designed for A.C. mains
supplies in the voltage
range 200 to 250 volts, and is
a superheterodyne with a single sideband I.F. amplifier suitable
for use on any of the existing
The retelevision channels.
ceiver is built on an aluminium
framework in a form that is a
little unusual for home constructors, and consists basically

'::r

of the four following separate
the vision and sound
the time -bases and
H.T. booster system, the E.H.T.
supply, and the power-unit
sound -output chassis.
high
The time -bases use
efficiency scanning components
for
and are suitable
use on
either narrow -angle or wide angle tubes up to 14 in. rectangular without modification, the E.H.T. available being
adjustable up to a maximum of about 13 K volts for
As described, the
use with the latter type of tube.
chassis uses a 12 in. Mullard MW3I -16 ion -trap tube
working at 9 kV, but the mechanical changes necessary
for other and larger tubes are not serious to the average
constructor. Aluminised tubes may, of course, be used.
Fig. 1 shows the complete theoretical circuit of the
conreceiver. The coaxial aerial input socket SK
nects to the isolated coupling winding LI and so passes
to the grid of the R.F. amplifier VI, tuning being
accomplished by means of the iron core threading L2.
The output of the stage is transformer coupled through
L3 L4 to a double- triode type of mixer stage V2, the
right -hand section of which is a conventional centre tapped Hartley type oscillator. Coupling to the mixer
section grid takes place through a small capacity C5,
and the resultant I.F. signal for both vision and sound
This
channels is developed across the anode coil L6.
sections
receiver,

;

1

is not externally tuned, but is wound to be flatly
resonant at 12.3 Mc /s. The grid coil of the first vision
I.F. amplifier V3 is tuned by a brass core to 10.6 Mc/s
and the degree of coupling to L6 is set to give the
requisite passband, assisted with damping resistances
R9 and RIO. The sound signal at 9.5 Mc/s is taken off
the mixer anode through C29, and this condenser,
in conjunction with the parallel circuit L16 C30, forms
the first sound trap of the system. Above resonance,
the capacitive reactance of this trap provides desirable
shunt capacity across L6.
Contrast control is applied conventionally to the
first vision I.F. stage by the potentiometer VR1 ; for
localities close to the transmitter, it is advisable to include
VI in this control system to prevent overloading and

coil

cross -modulation at the mixer, but more will be said

of this later.

The anode circuit of V3 is tuned by L8 to 12.2 Mc/s,
and is coupled to the second amplifier V4 through C13.
The input of this stage is shunted by the sound trap
L9 C 15 which is loosely coupled by C14 to the grid
circuit. The anode circuit of V4 is similarly tuned by
a single coil LlO, this time to 10.2 Mc /s, and a further
sound trap LII C20 shunts the grid resistance R18
of V5. The final I.F. amplifier stage is transformer
coupled to the detector -limiter V6, the tuning frequency
here being at 11.5 Me/s.
The detected positive -going vision signal is filtered
by C23 and L14 (220 ¡EH) and is developed across the
load resistance R22 in the grid circuit of the video amplifier V7. The vision signal is also applied to the
cathode of the limiter diode (right -hand half of V6) ;
here the current in R21 maintains the cathode of this
valve at a positive level which follows the peak white
of the video modulation. In the absence of sharp
interfering pulses, therefore, the diode is almost nonconducting, but when the anode is driven suddenly
positive by an interfering pulse at the main detector
cathode, the limiter cathode cannot follow because
of the long time- constant of C24 R21 and the diode
effectively shunts the detector output.
The video -amplifier is straightforward and calls

for little comment.
by an inductance

Anode H.F. correction is obtainód
(175 pH), and the load consists

LI5
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of two 10 K!2 resistances in parallel.
The coupling Time -Bases
to the tube cathode is through a long time- constant
The sync separator stage VII is coupled from the
network R26 C26, this type of feed being useful in video-amplifier anode through
overcoming fading of a comparatively slow type, such normal pentode limiter working R27 and C39 and is a
over a short grid base.
as is often experienced from aircraft flutter. The tube Line pulses are taken
directly from the anode through
heater is returned to the cathode through a resist- R40 and C42 to the line
triode blocking
V12,
ance R28 of 100 K.Q.
Brightness control is conven- but the frame pulses are passed through aoscillator
further diode
tionally applied through VR2 to the tube grid.
clipper and integrator stage (diode part of V15) before
reaching the anode of the triode- section frame blocking
Sound Receiver
Turning now to the sound receiver section, this
consists of a single 1.F. amplifier V8 which is transJC,
V`

Grid

ro

Grid

V5

Grid

1/3

oscillator.
The -line oscillator is conventional and uses a Haynes
blocking transformer T5, control of frequency being
adjustable by the Hold control VR3. The sawtooth
output across C43 is coupled to thé line output amplifier
V13 through C45 and R44. The output transformer
T6 has an overwinding for purposes of E.H.T., and a
doubler circuit using two metal rectifiers MR1 and
MR2 (STC type K3 /100) will produce up to about
.13 kilovolts for the tube final t.node. Control of
E.H.T. depends upon C51 across the line coils, and
for 12in. tubes requiring 9 kilovolts, a reduction is
readily effected by increasing the capacity of this component.
V14 is an efficiency or booster diode, and when used
in conjunction with the specified transformer and scan

V4

m V'
t
I
I

1

1

J

4

m (/

'

\)V
Ì
'

I

Grid

Vo

(osc.not working
o
faV.8

9

/0

//

FREQUENCY

Fig.

2.- Response

/2

/3

/4

/N MC/S.

curves of vision I.F. stages.

former coupled at 9.5 Mc /s to the diode-detector L.F. amplifier stage V9. The diode load R32 is directly
coupled to the amplifier grid, and provides direct bias
to this stage in place of the more usual cathode system.
The L.F. output across the load R31 is passed through
a conventional sound limiter crystal VIO, and so on
to the output amplifier V I7, this latter valve being
mounted on the power chassis. Control of volume is
effected by VR5 and an output of about 3 watts is
normally available.

-

A three-quarter side si
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coils develops 95 volts boost across C50. The H.T.
available for the line output anode is therefore effectively
about 380 F alts. The blocking condenser C52 is necessary to keep the D.C. component out of the line scan
coils.
A separate winding is provided on the line transformer
for control of picture width ; a plunger form of control
L19 is used in conjunction with this winding and when
adjusted, exercises negligible effect on either linearity
of the scan or the value of the E.H.T.
On the frame side of this section of the receiver the
blocking oscillator (triode part of V15) develops a sawtooth waveform at frame frequency across C55, and this
is passed to the frame output amplifier V16, which is a
strapped double- triode. The frame scan coils are
transformer coupled from the anode by T4, and linearity
of scan is ensured by voltage feedback through the
network C57, R57, VR8 and R56. The cathode resistance of this stage is fairly critical and requires careful
adjustment to correct the extremes of the raster from
cramping or foldover. The height control is VR7.

Power Unit
The A.C. mains supply is fed to the auto -transformer
71, which is overwound to give a H.T. output of 275

561

volts at 250 mA., and two heater windings on the
component supply respectively the main rectifier VI8,
and the cathode -ray tube, a tap on this latter winding
providing for either 2 volt or 6.3 volt tube supplies.
Main smoothing is carried out by reservoir C61
(40 ¡IF. 425 volts) and a 3H. 250 MA. -choke 1.20.
Additional smoothing and decoupling is provided by
R63, C65 for the vision -sound chassis, R65, C63 for
the sound output amplifier, and R64, C64 for the frame
time -base. The voltages to be expected on these various
lines are indicated in the figure.
The heaters of all other valves are wired in series

s

_1111111111I
1. mmtiagòn
11111111MIE
1111111
\11111
11111111=111111111111MIII_M7II11111

°7

MII11111IIIIIIIIII11111INI1l1111I
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ÿ
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11111111111111111=111111111111111111
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11111111MIN111I

0/
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/O

s

ro

FREQUENCY IN MC /S

Fig. 3. -Video response curve.
and all valves are

of the

0.3 amp. type with the exception
heater. This valve
is consequently shunted with a suitable resistance R71
to- bypass the excess current. The order in which the
valves are wired is indicated, and decoupling condensers
(C67 to C70) are connected across some of the vision
heaters.
A thermistor element CZI is wired in series with the
heater chain to overcome any initial surges, and the
main dropper R69 is used to reduce the mains voltage
to the total of about 150 volts required by the heater
chain. The valve chain takes about three minutes to
reach operating temperature, but the maximum rise
in H.T. across C6I due to the faster- heating rectifier inthis period does not exceed 320 volts and, therefore,
cannot damage the electrolytics.
A fuse is included in the rectifier anode circuit and
the double -pole on -off switch is part of the front panel
Brightness control.

of V12, which

has

a 0.15 amp.

Performance Curves
The individual and overall response curves of the
vision I.F. stages are shown in Fig. 2. This figure
should be referred to when the receiver is being aligned.
The video -amplifier response to high frequencies is
given in-Fig. 3, where the effect of changing the inductance of L15 is illustrated. The full line curve is that of
the stage when the coil has an inductance of 175 pH,
but top lift can be obtained as sketched in broken line
by inserting an Aladdin sin. type iron -dust core centrally
in the former.
An inductance of about 230 pH. is
then obtained, but the stage is over -compensated. The
curves were taken with the circuit fully wired, the total
shunt capacity being about 15 pF.

w of the Lynx

.

Constructional Work
So much for the description of the actual circuit, and
reference to the illustration on our cover, on p. 564
and on the left, will show that the layout is, as has
already been mentioned, unusual. With the usual form
of chassis in the shape of an inverted tray, most of the
wiring becomes inaccessible when a tube is mounted on
the upper surface, and it is not a simple matter to place
the complete equipment in any kind of firm position for

'j
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LIST OF COMPONENTS
CONDENSERS.-All below 0.005 pF are Hunt's

(To suit tube).
Haynes Radio
Type G2.

C2, C4, C12. C17, C22
Ol f,F 150 V.
C31, C67, C68, C69, C70 J
C3, C37, C41, C43-.001 pF 350 v.
C5, C14, C19-3.3 pF Erie G.P. Ceramicon.
C6-33 pF Erie Ceramicon.
C7-3-30 pF Phillips Trimmer.

Tube Holder
1 Set Coils, Formers
Cans, Side Wires, Cores
etc.
Line Ose. Transf'mer
Frame Ose. Transf'mer
Line 0/P Transf'mer
Frame 0/P Transf'mer
Scanning Coils

Haynes type TQ223.
Haynes type TA6.
Haynes type T34.
Haynes typeTK10 /41
Haynes type S27.

C8-See text.

Sound O!P Transformer

Moldseal type W99, unless otherwise stated.
CI, C13, C18, C44-500 pF 350 v.
1

C9, C10, C11, C16, C21, C32-.005 pF 350 v.
C15, C20, C30, C33, C34, C35-100 pF 350 v.
Hunt's (L4,'30)
C23, C25, C42-10 pF Erie Ceramicon.
C24, C26, C27, C39
)
0.1 pF T.C.C. paper
C46, C55, C56, C57
f
350 v. type 346.
C28, C50, C54-T.C.C. type, 2 pF 350 v.
C29-5 pF Erie Ceramicon.
C36, C38, C40, C59-0.01 pF T.C.C. CP32N.
C45, C53-0.05 pF 350 v.
C47, C48, C49-.001 pF 6 Kv. T.C.C. CP55QO.

Mains Auto -Transformer
3H, 250 mA Choke
VRI

R30-1 K
R4-2.2 K sr.
R5-680 Q.

VR5
VR6, VR8
VR7

R6, R7, R9,

'

R56-470 K D.
R50-47 ? (2 w.). '
R51-2.2 M se.
R52-47 K st (I w.).
R54, R68-27 K st (1 w.).
R58-330 st (I w.).
R61, R62-47 s1 (6 w.).
R63-680 ? (6 w.).

w.).

R23, R45, R59, R60470 s!.
R24, R25-10 K st (I w.).
R26, R31, R44-220 K st,
R28, R57-100 K st.

R64-500 st (6 w.).
R65-1.5 K 1) (6 w.J.
R66-390 Q.
R67-100 D.
R69-See text.
R70-250
(6 w.).

R32-39 K st.
R33, R36-1 M D.
R34-3.3 M. R.
R35-47 K ?.
R37-82 K st.
R38, R40-22 K n.
R39-680 K ?.
Holders & Cans
B9A Holders & Cans
B9A Holders less Cans
Int. Octal Holders

?

1271-41 ?(2x82
paralleled).
CZ1

137G

}

-Brini st or.

OFF.
1
OFF.
3 OFF.
2 OFF.
11

500 K ? Carbon. Morganite.
250 K'st Carbon. Morganite.
1 M 9 Carbon.
Morganite.

V6-E1391.

K st),
1249, R55,

R27-t0 K ?

R10-6.S K Q.
R11-33 Q.
R12-120 s1,
R15-100 K !1(1
R18-5.6 K D.
R21-8.2 M st.

20 K st Colvern Wirewound CLR
3001 I5.
75 f1 Colvern 1106/13S.

V5, V7 }
EF91, Z77, 6A11,16.
V8, V1jV4,
V2, V16,-12AT7, ECC81.

R46-4.7 K ? (2 w.).
R47-68 st,
R48-2 M ? (6 x 330

Q.

Morganite.

V R4

F-

150 Q.
R3, RS, R13, R17, R20,

MorleyTransform ers Ltd., Pa sons
Road, Croydon.

3001/15.
500 K ? Carbon with D.P. switch

VR3

T.C.C. CE37LE
C65-8 pF 350 v. T.C.C. CEI L.
RESISTANCES. All Morganite e w.
T " unless
otherwise stated.
RI, R14, R22-4.7 K !1.
R41, R42, 1253-330K s2.
R2, R16, R19, R29,R43-56 K ? II w.).
1

}

2 K ti Colvern Wirewound CLR

VR2

C51-See text.
C52-0.5 pF T.C.C. CP47N.
C58, C66-50 pF 25 v. T.C.C. Micropack.
C60-.01 pF 600 v.
C61 I- C64-40 - 40 pF, 425 v., B.E.C. CE825.
C62 C63-100 ;- 60 pF 350 v. Dubilier C.T. or

-" Standard
" Pentode
type (50 mA).

V9-6AT6, DH77.
V10-GC4C, XTAL.
V12-6C4, L77.
V 13-PL38.
V 14-PY80.
V 15-EAC91.
V 17-PL82.
V 18-5Z4M.
C.R.T. (12')

Mullard MW31 /16.
Brimar Cl2FM, C1211.
Mazda CRM121, CR119121A,
CRM 123.
MR1, MR2- S.T.C. type K3 /100.
Focus Magnet )
Else. (to suit tube).
Ion Trap
Elac. (ditto.)

j

Width Coil -Plessey or WBJ110.
Aerial Socket & Plug -Belling -Lee Co -Axial type.
Mains Socket & Plug -Bulgin 3 -pin type P463.
Fuse & Holder-Belling-Lee.

Tag Boards

double 7 -way,
double 14 -way.
4 single 6 -way.

(

1

{

1

f

MISCELLANEOUS:

?

Lengths of coaxial cable, single screened lead.
6 & 4 B.A. nuts and bolts, washers, etc.
1 Polystyrene length of On. rod, 4in.
2 )in. diam. paxolin formers, tin. long.
Sheet of )in. thick paxolin sheet, 3in. x 14in.
Sheet of / :,yin. thick paxolin sheet 3in. x 14in.
Sheet of s ¡j,in. thick paxolin sheet tin. x 4)in.
Aluminium ;in. and ;;in. rod, and 16 S.W.G.-18
S.W.G. sheet for chassis work.
I
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the tube, and the vision and sound strip on the right.
The lower chassis at the rear carries the power supply
section and the sound output stage, whilst the E.H.T.
components are on a small sub -chassis mounted in the
front beneath -the front of the tube. There are three
main controls on the front -Brilliancy and combined
on'off switch, Contrast, and Volume, whilst the various
timebase controls are mounted on one side and the rear,
as they are more or less pre-set and only require occasional
adjustment. The cabinet which has been designed for
the receiver by Messrs. Talton has a lift-up front portion
which enables the tube face and protecting glass to be
cleaned and certain adjustment to be made if required,
without the necessity of removing the entire receiver
from its cabinet.
(To be continued)

of

servicing or testing. In addition, to accommodate the
various sections on a single chassis, the overall dimensions
become rather excessive. In this design the separate
sections are all built on their own chassis, and these are
combined in a rigid framework so that the overall
dimensions are satisfactorily reduced, and the final form
is rigid and may be laid on any side for testing without
any risk of twisting or distortion. In addition, the
description which will follow is to accommodate a 12ín.
round glass tube, but the design is such that the front
tube -mounting section may be modified as required to
take a rectangular tube. This modification will in no
way affect the rest of the assembly, and although the
tube mounting is part of the main chassis assembly,
various modifications can be made to it without difficulty.
Chassis Work

Before going on to a practical description of the
work involved, it may be briefly stated that the main
framework of the chassis consists of gin. diameter
aluminium or dural rod bent to form the main Opports, and these are locked at the centre by crosspieces
of the-same material. The timebase chassis is on the left

..

r.

A rear view of the Lynx showing underside of timcñase chassis.

Radio and TV Sales and Stocks
B.R.E.M.A. Index
TELEVISION sales to the public in the last quarter

totalled 341,000 sets, the highest yet recorded, more than double the number sold in the previous
quarter and 18 per cent. up on the last quarter of 1951.
Radio receiver and radiogram sales were 29 per cent.
higher than in the same quarter of 1951 and the highest
since the second quarter of that year. Radio receiver
sales showed an increase of 35 per cent:; radiogram

of

1952

sales were up by 9 per cent.

Stocks Held
The figures are given by the British Radio Equipment

L

.-.

Manufacturers' Association in its survey of dealers'
stocks.
Dealers

held lower stocks of radio receivers and
radiograms at the . nd of December last than at any
time since the base date of the index, September, 1947.
The index figure was 105, compared with 145 at the-end
of September, thus continuing the fall in stocks since
the peak of 183 in March, 1952.
Dealers' stocks of all types of television receivers at
the end of the year are estimated -to have been 160;000
compared with 198.000 at the end of September and 12
per cent. higher than at the end of 1951.
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THE VIEWMASTER. TeleT.V. PICTURE TUBES
vision for the home constructor at its finest. 32 -page SPECIAL CORONATION C.R.T. OFFER. Brand new
booklet and 8 full -size wiring and unused 12ín, ion trap tube. By famous manufacturer.
diagrams.
PRICE 7/6.
Post 6.3 volt heater, 7 -9 Kv. EHT. 35 mm. neck. Black and white
Free.

State station required.

THE TELE KING. Large
'screen television for home construction. Superhet, 5 channel.
32 -page booklet and full -size
wiring diagrams.
PRICE 6/- POST FREE.
THE MAGNAVIEW.
screen television.

Large

Construc-

tion booklet.

MASKS

-.
Face,

15

TUBES

/,

14in.. Rect., 211 -.
161n. 'Double D., 30/ -.
17in. Rect., 25/ -.
12ín. Soiled, 7/6.
12i9. Soiled, with fitted safety
glass, 11/6.

ARMOUR PLATE GLASS.
15ín. Actual size.
IE /in. x 191in., x Fin., 7/11.
12ín. Actual size.
13in. x 101in. x tin., 4/-.
9in. Actual size.
9in, x Bin. x tin., 3/ -.

;a;

neeeeoe

fi

E12.19.6

Mazda, Mullard, Ferranti, Brimar, etc.
9in. from E13.13.8d. 10 in. from E15.4.0.

12ín.

from E18.4.10d.

LATEST WIDE ANGLE.
.14in. from E21.5.ed.
14ín. Mullard Rect,
17ín. Mullard rect.

MASTER, MAGNAVIEW
Every component in stock.
Write for full price list.
We can save you cash.

MANUFACTURERS SURPLUS T.V. COMPONENTS.

ALLEN WIDE
COMPONENTS.

ANGLE

DC. 300 Coils, E2.2.0d.
G.L.16 Coil, 10/-,
GL. 18 Coil, 10/-,
Focus coils, /1.15.0d.
FO.305 Trans., [1.1.0d.
Frame b /o.. trans., IS / -.
Line EHT. trans.

Low impedance line and frame. By Plessey, 2S / -.
P.M. Focus units. For any type c.r.t. with 35 mm. neck, 15 / -,
Line E.H.T. transformer, with EY51 heater winding, 12/6.
Variable inductance width control. Plessey, 6/6.

LASKY'S RADIO9
LASKY'S (HARROW

10-16

Kv,

L.308,

X2.10.0,1.

T.C.C. VISCONOL HIGH

VOLTAGE CONDENSERS
(" CATHODRAY

ROAD), LTD.,
370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON,
LONDON, W.9.

.001 mfd., 12.5 Kv,, 7/6.
.001 mfd. 15 Kv., 10 / -.
.001 mfd. 25 Kv., I8/ -. '
.0005 mfd. 25 Kv., 18 /-,
.0005 mfd. 12.5 Kv., 10 /-.
.1 mfd. 7 Kv., 15/-.04 mfd. 12.5 Kv., 7/6.
Plastic case, single bolt fixing.

Telephones : CUNningham 1979 -7214. ALL DEPTS.
MAIL ORDER AND DESPATCH DEPARTMENTS : 485 -487,
HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.I0.
Hours Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Thurs., half day, I p.m.
Postage and packing charges (unless otherwise stated) on order
value LI -Is. Od. extra L5 -2s. Od. extra ; L10 -3s. 6d. extra ;
over L10 carriage free. All goods fully insured in transit.
:

Price 17/6.

THE TELE KING, VIEW-

from L24.6.5d.

17 in. from E25.16.I0d.
with grey filter. 121.5.8d.
with grey filter. 125.16.IOd,

16ín.

No. I. Cream rubber, Overall
size I7in, wide, 13ìn.
high.

No. 2. Plastic. Incorporates
gold finish tube escutcheon and
dark screen .filter moulded to
shape of face of tube. Overall
size 15ín. wide, 12in, high.
Price 2I / -. Postage 2/- each
extra.

ALL BRAND NEW TUBES IN STOCK.

THE

LATEST
MASTER WIDE

VIEW ANGLE
CONVERSION DETAILS
NOW AVAILABLE.

;

:

;

SIX INCH TUBE LOOKS LIKE NINE
The illustration shows the " Argus'
Bin. Televisor fitted into our " Regina "
Console cabinet, using our internal
magnifier system, which is equally
applicable to any Televisor using a Sin.
tube.
The outfit, which comprises
magnifier, mask, veneered front and
four secret head fixing screws, is available at 39/6d. plus 2í6d. post.
The " Regina' cabinet illustrated is
of particularly fine workmanship
It is suitable for any of the popular
sets Teleking, Viewmaster, etc.. etc.
Size 34ín. x 181n. x 18in. Price £7.17.8d.,
plus 101- carriage.
VIEW MASTER OWNERS.
You probably know that a 15ín. tube gives approximately
3 times, as many square Inches of actual picture as does a
91n. tube. You may not know, however, that without any
modfllcation at all your View Master will scan the 15ín.
Cossor type 85K which we offer for cash or on H.P. (See our
advert. last month.) If you would like to go over to the
big 15ín. picture, the easy way is to send for ' View Master
Big Picture Parcel' as follows :
1. 151n. tube, type 65K.
5. Sundries, plugs, etc.
2. Moulded rubber mask.
6. Blue print showing con 3. Tube clamping ring.
nectlons, and method of
4. Special ion trap.
fixing tube, ion trap. etc.
We offer the above six items at less than what a new 9in. or
121n. tube alone would cost, namely. £14.10.Oí4 cash with
order or £5.0.0í1. deposit and balance over 12 months. Limited
quantity only at this price so order by return.
TV. SIGNAL AND PATTERN GENERATOR
This can be tuned to the Vision channel and
will produce a pattern on the face of the
C.R. tube.
Alternatively, It tuned to the
sound channel it will produce an audible
signal in the loudspeaker.
It operates
entirely from A.C. mains and it is quite
suitable for use with superhet or straight
receivers. A complete kit of parts (in fact
everything except the cabinet) with full constructional and operational data will be supplied v. i 29 6.1. plus
2f64, post and insurance.
NOTE: Cabinets as Must. prototype now available at 17'úd. each.

'

blemishes.

blocking oscillator transformer. Plessey, 10/6.
Multi ratio frame output transformer, 10/6.
Scanning coils. High impedance frame, low line. By Plessey, 17/6.

New aspect ratio.
9in. Sorbo,,S / -.
Win. Double D.
Metal, 7/6.

.lid
,I5/
f in. Flat

111.19.6.
Screen has slight
PERFECT.
Carriage and insurance, I5 /- extra.

Frame

PRICE 6d. POST FREE.

CATHODE RAY

picture.

15in.
C.R.T.
MASKS.
LATEST ASPECT RATIO,

"THE SUPERIOR 15."
Up lo the athlete TV. for only £35.0.0,1
You will have noticed that the
modem trend is towards lamer
pictures, in tact, the 12in. tube
is fast going the way of the 9in.
and loin. tubes, for mew manufacturers are using them in
their latest models. However.
you can be right up to date
for we are now commencing
delivery of a new constructors'
set using the Cosset. 151n- tube,
type 85K. This set complete
(as illustrated) will only "cost
you £35.0.0d., including tube.
Contrary to what Might be
expected, to get down to this
very low price we have not
sacrificed quality in any way,
in fact interlace, sensitivity
and definition are equal to the
best commercial standards. The chassis provided is of generous
proportions and will allots the inclusion of a Radio unit if one is
wanted.

The whole has been so arranged as to be particularly suitable
for our popular Coronation Consolo cabinet, but there is no reason
whatever why it cannot be fitted into any well -made TV. ca tine[.

Technical features include :
A. Superhet circuit fed by a R.F. amplifier.
B. Particularly carefully dimensioned Video stage.
C. Diode damped interlace network.
D. Line and frame blocking oscillators.
E. Fly back E.H.T.
F. Optional voltage doubler for aluminisation effect,
DATA. Full constructional data, price 713d. post free, is avail atle, on approval of you decide not to make the set, providing
that you return the data within 7 days in clean condition 7/will be refunded).
DEMONSTRATION. A made -up chassis can be seen at Fleet
Street, or Ruislip, and if you arrange to call during B.B.C. transmission times, wb will gladly demonstrate the excellent interlace
and other qualities of which we are particularly proud.
All parts are available and total cost is 635.0.04. which includes
15in. tube, 18 valves, prepared metal chassis, in fact everything
needed except cabinet and mask. Order form and parts list is
included with the 7 /6d. data.
-
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WINDMILL NILL

RUISLIP MIDDLESEX

MOMENT DUE
152-3 FLEET ST.

.CNDuN

E.C4.

.

/6
RECTIFIERS
2to6v.
2v.ia,
a.. 3r- each 12 v. a.. 4/9
1

12 v. 5

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO.

1

;

ea.:
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a.. 18'8: 250 v.

mA., 81 ea. ; 250 v. 75 mA,
7/8 ; RM1, 4'- : RM2. 4'6 t
RM4. 161- ; 12 v. 2 a., 10 /8.
45

VALVES
Guaranted new and boxed.

C'OLLARO AC37 (.RAM.
MOTOR with lin. spinidle,
variable speed adjustment,
voltage 1001130 v.. 200.'250 v.,
32'6 ea. Post 116.
AS ABOVE. with turned
spindle and 101e. EMI type
turntable, 48'- ea. Post 1 /8.
COLLARD RECORDING
MOTORS
and anti- clock, 59.6
' Clock
1)Sir. Post 11.
10 VALVE li METRE

OZ4

8-

6F15

134

81
88

1T4
1U5
225SG
2t18

- 9D2

48

3A4
3D6

384

4D1
92

5U4G

5Y30

81- 20131

6/6

5Y3GT
9'8'8 6307,
5Z4G
9'- 6.1167
8'6A8G (X63) 6SJ7
10,'7/11'- 6SL7
6AG5
8'8 6SL7
8GALS
S!8 6SN7GT 1018
6AM6
9'8
9'8 6SQ7
6ÁT6
18:- 6SS7
8'g
6B7
9.'6
8- 6U5
7'- 6U5G
6B8
8'8
6Bß
8g
76 6V6G
6C4
11 8 6V6GT
86

VR116.

High voltage, condensers and
a host of volume controls,
condensers and resistors, 60'ea., carriage 71.

.

INDICATOR. UNIT TYPE
81.
ize of case as for type 233
above.
Contains 1 VCR97
tube, 4 EF50, 3 VR54. 10 wire
Wound controls, and all
condensers and resistors.
In perfect condition. 72 6.
carriage 716.

7r
8

6D3

8'-

616

6ZY5
6ZY5
80

'PERMS Cash with order or C.O.D. MAll.
Postage 6d. under 10 l'- under 20 -

O

1

:

VINCES

5/6

Each
Each
Each
10'- KT39C 11 /8,(EBC33) 83'- KT61 ]0'6 (SP01)
42'- KT74
3/6
8,- (SP41)

131313

0D41
DDL4
DDL4
DET19
DH73M

DIM

DL74Df
EB41
EBC41
ECH21

ECH42

ECL80
11F36

EF80

EMI
EMI
EY51

(EF50)
61
8/9 (EF50 Syl)
6/9
8.8/8 (EA50) 2'6
8.'- (ECH35) 18'518 VR116 (V872)
7 6
4,'(DDL4) 4'5,3'8
3.g
OM9
9'- VRI35
7,Pen25
816 VR136
Pen46
5'8/8 VE137
PEN220A 4'9 (EI.32)
8'PEN.3ftí 10'- (KT44)
6
PL82
11!6 VT105
4'PM2A
41 (Pen46) 8'8
g'PMILF 4- (TT11)
PM202
4'6 VP23
8'8,8
PY82
11 /8 VP133
(MU
PY80
11/8 VU39
14'- 1214)

51- KT76

31

KTW61

:

CHAMBERS,

1

116

101-

3'- KTZ41

111
10'111

KT7.83
ME41
MH4
46 ME91
4'6 MS PEN

4'4'86
9'-

86

9'8

10/6

111
11/101
124
7'S

126
12'8

I

11'- RKR72
12'6 T11233

79

0403
4/6 UF41
HE
HL24
4/6 UF41
HL41DD 8'6 UU9
HL41
96 UU9
9p HL4105 96 V 911
7/9 HP4115 91
8 - 16164115 9'6 (EF39'
9 - (EB34)
9 - KT8

76 6X50

6C4

6133

1001

5!8 12AT7

6J5M
6J7G

6K7G
64
4 - 6KSGT 8'8
5'6 6K8G 10!8
9'- 6K8GT 1016
818 6L7G , 7/8
7/8
10'- 61.7M
4- 6LD20 10'8í6 5Q70
1019'- 6Q7GT 10816 6SA7GT '9'-

106

Majority in maker's cartons.
-

807
BD2
91- 954
71- 955
101 956

4,6 6G60
8'6 6116
8'6 6J5GT

lSS

233
Case size 181n. x 71 in. x 811n.
All controls brought out to
front panel.
Contains 1
VCR97
CR97 Tube. 3 EE50. 3 VR54,
1

6F6M
7,- 6F8G

Each
71
8'-

S'

1R5

sets. IF 12 megs. Band width
4
megs.
Co -axial Input
and' output godd .condition,
65'- each. carriage 5'-.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE

2 VR65,

7.- 6D8
8- 6F6G

1A5GT
1C5GT
1G6GT
1L4
1LA4

S('PERRET
[deal for conversion into TV

VR92,

Each

4'- VU111
3.'8
4/- VU120A 34
11'- VU133
3'8
W76
2)
-9.'- MT7 (EF98)
] '6
8'8
29 6 X18
9 X65
13'-

38
7'6
38

X71
X73 bí
X73M
ti'ti3

13

-

10

-

10'8
9

INDICATOR

."

in.xll }in.

controls to front panel.
Contains VCR517C, 15 VR91
(EF50), 2 6 x 5G, 7 VR54, 1
EF.55. Brand new, all compíete, £8 ea., carriage 7 /6.
FOUR TV VOLUME CON.
TROLS
Sizes 5QK carbon S.P.S. , 750
1? wire wound. 25K carbon,
5k .0 wire wound. Mounted
on a bracket with flexible
lead, with 1 4.7 k S? resistor
and 1 5 watt wire wound
fixed resistor. Complete. BAll

'

ea.

LOUD SPEAKERS
All 2 to 3 ohms, these prices
are less purchase tax. Buy
now while stocks last.
type
1219 ea.
...
3iin round
type
13:8 es.
Good-Sin. units by Good
Plessey
mans,
Waterhouse and
`

all
13'9 ea.
Elan,
... 14:8 ea.
Bin. units by Elac,
Plessey ...
... 17.8es.
... 19.1 ea.
10in. Pole
19.'8 ee.
l0im. Plès;3ey
with
61ín.
Truvox
6i In.

..

-

.

transoutput
... 1816 ea.
former
611n.
Goodman
... 161- ea.
latest type
Truvcix wafer
speaker 61 in. .. 25'- ea.
Truvox heavy
ohms
speech coil
28.6.0 es.

tIRlt
6

ONL4. Illustrated list available, send 6d. is 'tamps.
under 40 -. Minimum C.O.D. and postage charge. 2 I.

VICTORIA

SQUARE,

LEEDS,

1

TALLON
CABINETS
for television, radio and grams, superbly
polished, ready for assembly in packed
flat kits or factory assembled.
T

E

L

E

-KING

VIEW MASTER cabinets, console or table.

MINI-FOUR
A

R

G

Full range

U

S

wide

cabinets with space for radio
or tape recorder with or
without doors.

ALLEN
70

deg.

Scan

DEFLECTOR COILS
with

minimum

deflection

leather cloth,
with grille and plastic handle,
14/ -, post free.

defocusing high -efficiency castellated " FERROXCUBE " core. Suits any wide angle
C.R.T. up to 27 in. double (d) Scan.

speed auto -radiogram cabinet.

Only achieved with high efficiency comALLEN can supply
ponents throughout.

blue

cabinet,

3

of quality cabinets available.
your local dealer or write to :

LARGE SCREEN TELEVISION
complete range.

Consult

Send 9d. and S.A.E. for circuit diagram of line and
Time Base. Write for price list and details of full
range of ALLEN components to :

(DEPT. P.T.I.)

ALLEN

JAMES TALLA & SONS LTI).
MANOR WORKS MANOR ROAD
.

RUGBY

UI

angle scanning

Telephone

:

RUGBY 2070

COMPONENTS LIMITED

Crown Works, 197, Lower Richmond Road, Richmond.
Surrey. Tele. : Prospect 9013
LAW
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Biggest Picture?
MR. W. R. WALKER and Mr. J.

Bremner, two Glasgow technicians, have completed a projection
receiver which, they believe, produces
the largest picture yet.
The screen covers 48 square feet
and is the result of four months of
experimenting with a standard pro-

jection receiver.

IT

by the Schools Broadcasting Council
to install big-screen receivers in 500
secondary schools.
The educational programmes for
the schools would be on the normill
wavelengths so that adults at home
could see the programmes also.
Television Licences

THE following statement shows
the approximate number of television licences issued during the year
ended February, 1953.
The grand
total of sound and television licences
was 12,867,898.

Number

Region

London Postal ...
Home Counties
Midland
...
North Eastern ...

North Western ...
South Western ...

...
...
...

Welsh and Border

Total England and Wales

Grand Total

"Practical

Children Copy Baby Talk.
IT is reported that children listening
to the BBC's " Flowerpot Men "
on Thursday afternoons are copying
the double-talk used by the characters
and hold long conversations in the
language,
thus
their
retarding
education.
Miss Freda Lingstrom, head of
Children's Television Programmes,
has called for a special investigation
into the matter.

Television,"

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

is reported that the Education
Ministry has been approached

Scotland ...
Northern Ireland

Mr. Duddington joined the Corporation in February, 1946, at the
Lisnagarvey station, transferred to
the television service at Alexandra
Palace in August, 1950, and has since
served at the Sutton Coldfield and
Holme Moss stations.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature
suitable for publication in "Practical
Television."
Such articles should be
written on one side of the paper only,
and should contain the name and
address of the sender.
Whilst the
Editor does not hold himself responsible ide manuscripts. every effort will
be made to return them it a.stauwed
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
All corresnomience intended for the
Editor s/tauld be addressed to : The

Editor,

Schools Television

567

.

...

705,021
237,673
453,547
226,777
263,329
59,051
71,465

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
design of radio appa_ ratus and to
our efforts to keep our readers in
touch with the latest developments,
ue give no warranty that apparatus
described in our columns is not the
subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings. photographs and articles published in
"Practical Television" is specifically
reserved
throughout ' the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention
and the U.S.A.
Reproductions or
imitations of any of these are therefore
expressly .forbidder,.

Engineering Appointment
MR. C. DUDDINGTON has been
appointed Engineer in Charge
of the low-power television transmitting station at Glencairn, near
Belfast.

British War Films
THE BBC is to prepare a series of
war films in the same style an
the " Victory at Sea " films made by
the Americans.
Some viewers have protested that
the half -hour American " Victory "
films emphasise too much, the par'
played by America in the last wa

2,016,863
55,614
503

...

2,072,980

Venezuela Station

TELEVISION equipment for the
first television station in Venezuela, the site of which is in Caracas.
the capital, left this country by 'plane
recently.
It is believed that this was the
largest single consignment of TV
equipment ever air- freighted from
this country.
It was rushed to
Caracas for the opening of the new
station in April and consisted of
almost a ton -and -a -half of equip ment, including telecine apparatus
and studio lighting.

Television equipment, destined for Caracas, Venezuela, is loaded into the
" Flying Dutchman at Bovingdon Airport.

"
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This has been arranged so that the Wired Service
Society may study the difficulties
BECAUSE-a relay company lfas
presented to a viewer " on the
merged with another and a new
fringe." Bedford being one of the board has to make fresh consideraworst reception areas in the country. tions, the instalfation of a wired
television and radio service for
TV City Grows
Kingston and Surbiton, Surrey, has
made
is
SPEEDY
progress
being
Signal Too Strong
been delayed indefinitely.
million
radio
-andthe
£10
on
VIEWERS on Tees -side found
City,
London.
city
at
White
television
recently that atmospheric conCoal Under Mast
The first section to reach comditions caused a 50 per cent. increase pletion
WORKMEN from Stanley Urban
block
the
scenery
will
be
in the signal received from Holme
Council, who are laying a road
properties,
and
where
all
scenery
Moss which ruined picture reproare to be made. leading to the Pontop Pike Station.
background
cloths
duction.
The city will contain seven large have discovered a 3ft. seam of good
studios, one 120ft. long and 60ft. quality coal running under the main
Commercial TV Inquiries
high. Cameras are expected to buildings and steel mast.
AiR' L. D. GAMMANS, Assistant move in this summer.
1 Postmaster- General, said in
Hospitals Hire Sets
Parliament recently that 46 inquiries Norway Prepares
IN order that patients in four
on commercial television broadcastACOMMITT EE has been formed in
hospitals may watch the Coronaing licences had been received and
Norway to conduct experimental tion, a hospitals management comapproximately 26 on time allowed to TV transmissions in preparation for mittee is to pay £300 to a Wandsworth
sponsored programmes.
a national television service.
firm for the hire of twenty receivers.
Replying to Mr. Ness Edwards,
Tests begin in Oslo later in the
This makes a fee of £15 for hiring
he said that the BBC licence did not year and equipment manufacturers
set only.
permit commercial broadcasting in Britain and the United States have one
except with the Postmaster- General's been invited to submit estimates to
Ban Lifted
permission.
the committee.
BEFORE Giannella de Marco,
aged eight, the Italian girl conLife in North -east
New South Coast Station
AFILM concerning the way of life ductor, could appear on Henry
THE temporary low -power station
in the north -east of England has Caldwell's " Shop Window " prosited at Truleigh Hill, 31 miles
north of Kingston- upon -Sea, will be been shot in the Northumberland and gramme, the ban on children under
in operation in time for the Corona- Durham area in time for the opening 12 appearing in front of a television
lifted by the Home
camera had to
of the Pontop Pike transmitter.
tion, the BBC has announced.
This half -hour documentary takes Office.
This will improve greatly the
pictures received in Brighton, Worth- in shots of coalmines, shipyards.
ing, Hove and Shoreham.
steel works and
" Fringe " Problem
farmlands and is
THE Television Society will hold produced by John
its annual summer meeting in Elliot, documentary
June at Bedford. half way between head of the BBC
Alexandra Palace and Sutton Cold- Television Film
Service.
field.
and not enough of Britain's effort.
Now the R.A.F., Admiralty and
Army have lent their war -film shots
to enable the BBC to compile a
thirteen -week series of films of the
British Services.

"

-

(Left) Eamonn Andrews, chairman in the " What's M ' Line ? " programme, congratulates the 71 -year -old officeboy of- Television Mainstal, Ltd., of Hounslow, on his success in beating the panel. They guessed no nearer than
(Right) Patrick Troughton, who plays Robin Hood in the serial play on Children's Television,
` messenger."
puss in some archery practice in Battersea Park, watched by an interested group of young admirers.
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workshop
in your
pocket!
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A

//tioPeefe

SOLDERING
twice as last

*

* mote
* yrzote econ>?httaéaG
Post Free
THE TELEVISION & RADIO
SERVICE ENGINEERS' MASTER TRIMMER KIT
Yaxley
Side Trimmer
End Trimmer
Low Capacity Trimmer
Switch Contact Adjuster
Set
Sec of Feeler Gauges
Screwdriver
1

I

1

1

I

I

I

Set of Four
of Six Box Spanners from to 8 B.A.
Spanners from 0 to 8 B.A.
In durable black crackle finish metal case,
Export Enquiries
1

1

Jr & S. NEWMAN LTD.

Invited

100 HAMPSTEAD RD., LONDON, N.W.1

II

R-E R--E R-E
II

I

Tel.: EUSton 5176'7

II

11

EACH REEL HOLDS IS
FEET CORED SOLDER

R

I

TRIGGER ACTION FEED

THE QUEEN

LONG LIVE

CORONATION GIFT

PERFECT CONTROL
FOR SMALL ASSEMBLY
AND JOINTING WORK

-

month only)
Neon Lamp with Royal Cypher Filament. 5 Watt. .30 -250
Volt. Standard B. Cap. Ideal Child's Night Light.
(1

,.

-

SP6l

VCi31

'SP41
5U1G

..-fQ

EL.53

7:-

1T0

S.-

6357
N.

FREE WITH ALL ORDERS OVER
VALVES
21. Argus Valve Set, £4.
"t8 EF50(Red)7/- EB34
2i6:8!- VU111
3l- VR115
2,6 EF36
10/4,6 EF91
VU38
10'- 5Z4
.10/10.8.6
5l- EC51
5/- EF8
7101- ECC31
7- 657
121-

1S5

8,'-

VU120
ML(1

3%-

3/8

51-

70

52.3
154
6K8
D1

8-

12'8

Pen220

6X5
1R5

3/9/6

U10
dA8

10-

PO

ßK7
i

.-

EA50
SG215
1288A
128117

918

2;-

3/-

7'-

40

5r

VR)1

8'-

ßSlf7

FINELY BALANCED
WITH EASY -GRIP
PLASTIC HANDLE

£1.

'

EF54

6l5l-

3S1

8.3

Pen46

46

RAPID, CONSTANT
HEAT

FW4'30010- Cr
EBC33
8'- ..,
6V6
10i10533
8'GSM

LF210
PT15
KT44

HEAT CONCENTRATED
AT WORKING POINT

4i8

3i7/

i.-

ri
TYPE

-"-,

T.V. COMPONENTS
id
CONOENSEItS. -8 mid. 450 volt W.E. (Small. 218 each
0+8 mid., 450 volt., 3,9: 16 mid. (Drylitic), 500 volt 319
each :.1 mid. 2.5 kV., 5,-; 25 and 500. pf. (Ceramic)
I
TCC. 6- dozen.
RESISTORS.
and
Watt. Erie Mixture. 4'- doren.
1 Watt carbon, all values. 8r dozen, 7d. each. Pots. All
values to 2 Meg., 2.'6 each.

LOW CURRENT
CONSUMPTION

51

:

Supplied complete
with 15 feet reel of
acid -coved solder,
spare 15 feet resin cored Solder and

ì

-I

1

ItECT1FIERS. -12 volt 1 Amp., 7/ -. 250 volt 50 m.1.,
Selinfum, 56.
CO-AX/Ai, CABLE. -80 ohm, lin. dia., 101. per yard.
VCR 517C. VCR97, xJ £2 each. (Callers only). Full Picture.

XI

VINER

:ri

24 -26, EAST STREET,

MIDDLESBROUGH

Tel.: (Mid) 3418

-E R-E R-E R-E RII

II

II

II

fitted with 5 feet
tough rubber 3-core
caole. Finished
heavy chrome.

I

¡

and

ns
Wolf Soldlrßaailab^ytrur all
ent
inß Iro nt

*Obtainable from

WOLF
P

I

O N

E

E

R

W O

lai

:fiv

1
deavndustin

in

all leading

tool merchants and factors

ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD.
R K S

M

n N G

E

R

LANE. LONDON.

W.

S
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SPECIAL !

SPECIAL !

SPECIAL !

This month as h. result of a purchase troni the Ministry of Supply we are proud to make e. unique oiler of the famous
American 25 RAs(:Ii "TRIPLIïii'" UNIVERSAL TEST-METER MODEL 1200 S('.
This superb Instrument is fitted with a large 2,000 ohms per volt moving coil meter size 41ín. x 4fn., with an extreme scale
length of 31in., and measures. A.C. and D.C. Voltages up to 1,000 v., D.C. Current up to 12 amps., Resistance up to 4 Megohms,
Capacity up to 10 mfd.. and Receiver A-F Output from -15 to +55 decibels. Contained in a black crackled metal case, overall
size 61in.W. x7fin. H. x 6(ln. D., with removable front cover, and supplied with test leads and full operating instructions. Every
meter has been thoroughly checked and tested. and is GUARANTEED IN PERFECT WORKING ORDER. An ideal opportunity
to acquire a high -grade tester at a fraction of original cost. ONLY 27 -19 -6 (postage. etc.. 2 Gr.
t

BUILDING THE "ARGUS "?

Thousands of enthusiasts are building the Practical Television " Argus " Televisor. Why not YOU ? Full constructional
details with Blue Print sent for only 2.9 post paid. All components available ex stock, as follows
with photographs taken from a
MAINS TRANSFORMER
Televisor Screen. Post paid ONLY 5/3
15 w., 2.5 k.
..
..,
496-0Á26v. 200 ma., 8.3v. 4 a., 6.3v. 4 a.,
...
...
...
l'ON DENSERS
5v. 3 a. (Postage 2 -)
TELEVISION PICTURE FAULTS.
and
Silver
Mica
Mira
...
6d.
FOR
Complementary to the above, proE.R.T. TR 4NSFORMER
Tubularsillustrated wth non- techni\'('R97 TUBE
jr. fusely
cal explanations. Post pd. ONLY 3/9
2.500v. 5 ma.. 2 -0-2v. 1.1 a., 2-0.2v. 2 a.
9r1.
...
...
... 3718
...
(post l'6) ...
INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION.9d.
CHOKE
The 48 -page book which gives details
9d.
6'- .5 mfd.
5 h. 200 e. (postage l' -)
of TV construction from various ex...
...
VALVES
Govt. Radar Units. Post pd. ONLY 2/9
mfd.
2.5
kv.
...
.03
...
2'8
... 6'6
..
...
EF50 (VR91)
...
.1
mfd.
2.5
kv.
.
...
4'8
TRANSFORMERS
...
... 10'...
...
...
5Ú4G
Manufactured to our specifications
ELIG"l'ROLY'l'ICS
... 10'6
...
...
...
ave
Normal
...
and fully guaranteed.
8 mid. 450 v.
...
...
...
... 31
...
...
...
E B34 (VR54)
Primaries.
49
...
...
...
7'6
...
F.F36 (VR56)
350v. -0-350v. 160 ma., 6.3v. S'a., 6.3v.
16 x 16 mid. 450 v.
...
...
...
...
... 41
...
...
SP61 (VR65)
ONLY
...
...
25 mfd. 25v.
...
...
...
1/8
3 a.. 5v. 3 a.
... 3' 6
...
...
...
R A50 (V R92)
1'8 250v.- 0 -250v. 100 ma., 6.3v. 6 a., 5v.
POTENTIOMETERS
321
pl
TRIMMERS
0-30
7d.
...
3.
...
,...
Less switch
The above are fully shrouded, up... 46
COIL FORMERS WITH SLIr(,S
...
...
With switch
right mounting.
10(1.
V ALIT.HOLDEKS
5.5 kV. E.H.T. with 2 windings of
SPEAKERS (less trans.)
P.
...
I.O. or M.O.
ONLY 72/6
..
1 a.
.... 16 6 8ín. Plessey 17.6 2v.
Sin. Rola
... 10(1.
ONLY 82/6
_.
7kV. E.H.T. with 4v. 1 a.
(Postage 16 per speakers
... Bd.
..
Diode
PLEASE ADD 2- POSTAGE FOR
-An
80FINDING.
TV
FAULT
RESISTORS
TRANSFORMER.
EACH
page publication giving reasons for
... 4d.
PENTODE OUTPUT TRANSvarious TV troubles. and how to
511.
5/cure them. Profusely illustrated
... 8d.
Cash 7/''i' srdr'. please, and pen/ nome and address Nearly. include postage as ,pec/fled and on Component Orders under 22.
U.E.I. CORPN., THE RADIO CORNER, 138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C:I (Phone TERminus 7937)
2 min.. tram High Ilupmrn (('bane,',' Lane Si al ioo,. 5 nine.. ly bu. from Fin_'. (
open unlit 1 p,u). Saturday -. r
:

.

.......

_

_

, u.

(Jo

knowledge

YOUR

and T/V
who wish to supplement their
existing knowledge with a sound technological background or pass qualifying
examinations, can do so by means of
I.C.S. Home Study Courses. These include

RADIO
T/V TECHNOLOGY
SERVICE ENGINEERING RADIO
ELEMENTARY
ENGINEERING

ELECTRONICS RADAR
ADVANCED SHORT WAVE

examinations

:

SERVICING

& G. RADIO
CERT. (R.T.E.B.)

C.

C. & G.

B.I.R.E.

TELECOM-

C. & G. RADIO
P.M.G. CERT. FOR
WIRELESS OPERATORS, etc., etc.
Students are coached until successful.

MUNICATIONS
AMATEURS

moderate and include all books
required.

Fees are

REDUCED TERMS TO H.M.
FORCES.

RADIO and training for the following

Dept. 172(', M.S. 71 Kinç;.,yay.

1

\.('.2

CUT HERE

WRITE TODAY for FREE
BOOKLET describing comfacilities for the
plete
successful study of T/V tech-

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept. 172C, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

nology and Radio.

Address

Please send Booklet on subject
Name
(Block letters please)

A3°
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R.E.C.M.F. EXHIBITION, 1953
THE

HELD

TENTH

COMPONENT

RADIO

AT GROSVENOR

SHOW

TO

BE

HOUSE, APRIL 141h -16th, 1953

LIST OF EXHIBITORS
Stand
Firm
A.B. Metal Products, Limited
Advance Components, Limited
Aerialite, Limited
Antiference, Limited...
Associated Iliffe Press, Limited

No.
64
56

Bakelite, Limited
Belling and Lee, Limited
Bird, Sydney S., and Sons, Limited
Birmingham Sound Reproducers, Limited
Bray, Geo., and Co., Limited
British Electric Resistance Co., Limited
British Insulated Callenders Cables, Limited
British Mechanical Productions, Limil'ed
British Moulded Plastics, Limited
Bulgin, A. F., and Co., Limited
Butlers, Limited

2

22

50
106
75

Igranic Electric Co., Limited
Imhof, Alfred, Limited

105

London. Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Limited... 110
London Electrical Manufacturing Co., Limited...
44
Long and Hambly, Limited
11

74
52
78
15

89

70
73

66
114

45
5

Carr Fastener Co., Limited
Clarke, H., and Co. (Manchester), Limited
Collaro, Limited
Colvern, Limited
Connollys (Black ley), Limited
Cosmocord, Limited

25
87

Daly (Condensers), Limited
Dawe Instruments, Limited

99
32

19
51

6
38

Jackson Bros. (London), Limited

Magnetic and Electrical Alloys, Limited
Marconi Instruments, Limited
Marrison and Catherall, Limited
McMurdo instrument Co., Limited
Micanite and Insular Co., Limited
Morgan Brothers (Publishers), Limited
Morganite Resistors, Limited

Mullard, Limited
Mullard, Limited (Valves Division)
Mullard Overseas, Limited
Multicore Solders, Limited
Murex, Limited
Mycalex Co., Limited

4

63

96
104
58
113
102
47
20
120
115
41
13

86

76

59

Division)
Diamond " H " Switches, Limited
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Limited
Duratube and Wire, Limited
Edison Swan Electric Co., Limited
F.gen Electric, Limited
Electro Acoustic Industries, Limited
Electronic Components
Electrethermal Engineering, Limited
English Electric Co., Limited
Enthoven Solders, Limited
Erg Industrial Corporation, Limited
Erie Resistor, Limited
Ever -Ready Co. (Great Britain), Limited

'

62
79

40
93
83

95
34
112

26
103

Ferranti, Limited
Fine Wires, Limited

Neill, James and Co. (Sheffield), Limited
N.S.F., Limited

Painton and Co., Limited
.Parmeko, Limited
108
Partridge Transformers, Limited
3
Plessey Company. Limited
68
Plessey International, Limited
46
Pye, Limited

De La Rue, Thomas, and Co., Limited (Plastics

Hallam, Sleigh and Cheston, Limited
Hassett and Harper, Limited
Hellermann, Limited

No.

12

Associated Technical Manufacturers, Limited
.Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical Equipment
Co., Limited

Garrard Engineering and Manufacturing Co
Limited
General Electric Co., Limited
Goodmans Industries, Limited
Gresham Transformers, Limited
Guest, Keen and Nettlefold, Limited

Stand
Firm
Henly's, W. T., Telegraph Works Co., Limited
Hunt, A. H. (Capacitors), Limited

37
118
,

69
100
31

98
101

85

III
71

Reliance Electrical' Wire Co., Limited
Reslosound, Limited
Rola Celestion, Limited

Salford Electrical Instruments, Limited
Scharf, Erwin
Scott, Geo. L., and Co., Limited
Simmonds Aerocessories, Limited
Stability Radio Components, Limited
Standard Telephones and Cables, Limited
Standard Telephones and Cables, Limited (Valve
Division)
Static Condenser Co., Limited
Steatite and Porcelain Products, Limited
Suflex, Limited
Supply, Ministry of
Swift, Levick and Sons. Limited
Symons, H. D., and Co., Limited

Tannoy Products, Limited
Taylor Electrical Instruments, Limited
Taylor Tunnicliff (Refractories), Limited'
Telegraph. Condenser Co., Limited

116
55

24
21
.

57
42
72
94
10

29
36

49
77
84
82
33

27
67
92
35
8

97
107
91

65
117
46
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Telegraph

Firm
Construction and

Stand
No.

Maintenance Co.,

Limited

28

Telephone Manufacturing Co., Limited
Thermo-Plastics, Limited
Transradio, Limited

Truvox, Limited
Tucker, Geo., Eyelet Co., Limited
United InsulatorCo., Limited

14

9

90
61
119
7

Vactite Wire Co., Limited
Vitavox, Limited

109
39

Some New

Firm

Walter Instruments, Limited
Wego Condenser Co., Limited
Welwyn Electrical Laboratories, Limited
Westinghouse Brake and Signal Co., Limited
Weymouth Radio Manufacturing Co., Limited
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Limited
Wimbledon Engineering Co., Limited
Wingrove and Rogers, Limited
Wireless Telephone Co., Limited
Woden Transformer Co., Limited
Wolsey Television, Limited
Wright and Weaire, Limited

T.C.C.

Stand
No.
80
30
54
23
16
18
81
53

43
60
88
17

Condensers

C. announce the introduction of several entirely
new and interesting condensers. Amongst these
are the following, illustrated below :

A feature of the construction is the plug -pin which
forms one of the terminations, enabling them to be
incorporated quickly and easily into an assembly.

High -voltage Type CP561
This is a new range of paper dielectric condensers.
which is intended for use in E.H.T. supplies for the

Hi -K Ceramic Disc Condensers
This new addition to the existing range of Hi -K
ceramic condensers has several uses, including de-

T

largest cathode -ray tubes.

The unique construction includes a moulded case,
stud mounting and a flexible connection. The special
impregnating compound has outstanding properties which prevent
ionisation, and thereby increase the
working life.
As there are no metal parts at

coupling in television receivers and spark suppression
in small electrical apparatus. They can also be used as
alternatives to the ordinary mica condensers in positions
where changes of capacity due to
variations of temperature coefficients
are of no importance.
These Hi -K discs are at present
available in two sizes, approximately

Some of the new condensers

the high potential end of the condenser, corona losses
due to external discharge are virtually eliminated.
Sub-miniature Electrolytics for Use in Hearing Aids
These diminutive tubular condensers are the smallest
electrolytics ever made and have been specially designed
for use in miniature hearing aids where every component
is of necessity scaled down to the smallest possible size.
The improved construction has resulted not only
in a spectacular reduction in size but also in an efficient.
condenser which has successfully undergone a series
of very extensive and stringent tests over a long period.
Only two capacity values are available-at the moment,
6;tF for 3 -volt D.C. working and 8¡4F for 6-volt D.C.
working, but more will be added as and when the
demands of manufacturers become apparent.

referred to above.

10 and 20 mm. diameter, and in a range of values from
.00li4F to .021,F at working voltages from 500 volts D.C.
to 4,000 volts D.C. A special non-cracking, heat-resisting
protective coating is applied as a standard finish.

Metallised Polystyrene Condensers
The excellent electrical properties of the plastic film
condenser are already well known, these condensers
being unsurpassed for high insulation resistance and low
power factor.
T.C.C. have now developed a method of metallising
Polystyrene film which enables the size of a condenser
to be reduced to a point where it compares favourably
with its paper counterpart whilst retaining the excellent
electrical characteristics associated with the plastic film
condenser.
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CLYDESDALE

Bargains in Ex- Services Radio and Electronic Equipment

The "PRACTICAL TELEVISION" BEGINNER'S RECEIVER
All Components available

;

By B. L. Morley
list on application.

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 611
In Maker's Original Case
Containing a VCR97 Cathode -ray Tube,
with mu -metal screen, 4IVR9Is (EF50),
3,VR54s (EB34), various w.w. pots, switches,
H.V. Conds:. Resistors, etc., built in metal
chassis to fit into metal box 18 x 8) x 74 M.
All controls are brought to front panel
beside viewing screen.

ASK
ASK FOR
No. D11.1452

CARRIAGE
PAID

£4/12/6

... 513

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER. Pentode T23 919
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 200'250 v. A.C. Input.
- Output 350 -0-350v. 150 mA. 0.3 v. 4-5 a.
or E1MT,A150

ii'.ï. \.H221
83801 Receiser Unit.

...

...

1M00'ril ING ('11010E.

í2. ö.ö

...

...

...

WB104 ...

...

...

No. D.H493

£3/9/6

CARRIAGE
PAID

(

/_

No. D//H523

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62
in ITakcr'v original case.
ASK FOR
No. 13/11523

£5/9/6

CARRIAGE

Also available, used, good condition.
ASK FOR
79/6
CARRIAGE
No. D/E774
PAID

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62A
Used. Good Condition.
ASK FOR
No. D/H863

(7/19/6

R.F. UNIT TYPE 25
(6-7.5
Frequencies covered 40-50 mss.
metres). Otherwise as Type 24 above.
POST
LN ORIGINAL CART
No.

11 847N

D

FAIR USED CONDITION
ASK FOR No.

/-Each

19/6

POST

Each

1

NEW LIST No. 8D gives details and
illustrations of ex- service and other
items. Price 1/6. (Credited on first
101-

2

1.F. /A.F. AMPLIFIER UNIT 14.1355
The popular T.V. Sound andbr Vision
Unit. 5 i.f. stages. 10 valves 8,VR655 (SP61),
In metal case
5U4G. VU120A, etc., etc.
1870. x 811n. x 711n.

SC23 TV PRE-AMPS. ALL
High gain and low noise.
Customs built to the highest standards.
Ample bandwidth for good definition.
Ideal for the " difficult" fringe and ultra fringe areas.
Each pre -amp. supplied guaranteed to have been air
both vision and sound at
tested' and to have received
200 miles using a standard commercial superhet receiver.
Models SC22 and SC23 have self -contained metal rectifier
power supply. 200,250 v. A.C.
12 months' guarantee.
Immediate delivery.
RETAIL PRICE LIST

Loose stored

TR ANSFORMERS
E.H.T. 55/ -, 57/6. 5918, or 65'- each.
Mains (Morley), 55/ -. (Argus), 69;9 each.

e

SOLDERING
INSTRUMENTS

Trade enquiries
two-stage,
SC21. two-stage,
requires power

FOR
SUCCESSFUL HOME CON-

STRUCTION

invited)
£8.10.0.
86.6.0.
supply.

SC23, new model, £5.5.0.
SC22.

TV

Sig. Gen.,
£8.19.6.
Gen..
219.19.J.

TELEVISION SIGNAL GENERATOR

V. RADIO CO.

WILLIAM STREET,
PLYMOUTH.
Tel. 4797

AND

ALL

SOUND EQUIPMENT
SOLDER JOINTING
"STANDARD MODEL "

PC12. Pact-

Frequence range 40,70 hies.
Calibration chart for all Television Channels.
Modulation on sound and vision optional.
Sensitive meter fitted for use as grid dip oscillator.
ideal for service engineer and experimenter.
Measures coil, aerial frequencies, etc.
The only one of its kind on the market.
Self -contained power supply, 200 /250 v. A.C.
12 months' guarantee.
Immediate delivery.

®

(Reed r.ode M0.1)

'

].

Used, good condition
CARRIAGE
` /PAID

ASK FOR No. D/E77OB

'Phone : SOUTH 2706/9
Bridge Street, Glasgow, C.S.
Visit our Branches in Scotland, England and N. Ireland

NEW MODEL

Manufacturers of Television Equipment.

purchase.)

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO. LTD.

Television at 200 miles
CHANNELS

25,

CARRIAGE
PAID

24/9/6

Order direct from

CARRIAGE
PAID

SG72,

Transit Case

ASK FOR
H 7
No

15 6

11.F. UNIT TYPE 24
Frequencies covered 30-20 mes. (10-15
metres). Switched tuning, 5 pre -tuned
spot. freq.. 3. VR65 SP61). Output approx.
7-8 mcs. in metal case. 91in. x 71in. x 4110.
5 CPI CATHODE RAY TUBE
POST
ORIGINAL CARTON
ASK FOR
35/_
POST IN
Each 16
PAID ASK FOR No. D'H850

ASK FOR

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE EA
in

R.T.H. CRYSTAL DIODE C.G.6
...
...
ASK FOR No. D,11791 ...

CARRIAGE

£4/9/6

No. D! 777

The R3170A RECEIVER UNIT

AS

ILLUSTRATED

Any

volt range supplied,
6/7 to 230/250

25/6

3/16" dia. bit Standard Model
Equally suited to daily or intermittent use
Made in England
Registered Design
(British, U.S.A., Foreign Patents)

Shields as illustrated
10/8 extra.

Export Enquiries Invited
.

WRITE DIRECT TO

ADCOLA PRODUCTS

LTD.

Sales, Offices & Works : CRANIUM COURT, CLAPHAM
MACaulay 4272
HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.4.
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RADIO SUPPLY CO.

(L LTD.

t .W.0. or C.O.D. No. C.O.D. under £1. Pu -lug, 1 - eharged on orders
Post Terms
tp to £1 - from 21 to £3 add 116 ; pier £3 post free. Open to ;allers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
ats. until 1 p.m. S.A.E. with enquiries, please. Full list, 5d.: ')'rade List, 5d.
FULLY
R.S.C.
Alt.' N'l'F! l)
Interleaved and Intpregusted. Primaries 200- 230 -250 v 50 r a Sereeneel.
THROUGH CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
TOP 50v70 a.6.3v
..
... 1211 All with 200- 250 -250 v SO c s Primaries
250-0- 250v70 ma. 6.3v2.5a
.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

...
260-0-260v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a. 5 v 2.s.
...
260-0-260 v 80 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2a
350 -0-350 v 80 ma, 6.3v 2 a, 5 v 2 a ...
250-0-250v 100 ma, 6.3v 9 a, 5 v 3 a...
350 -0-050 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 v, 4 a C.T.
0 -45 v 3

a

14 11

0 -9 -15 v

1.5 a,

13'9

:

0 -9 -15 v 3

a. 18 9

;

0 -9 -15 v

... 22 9
22.9: 0- 4-9 -15 -24 v 3 a
176 i:.U.T.TRANSRORMERS
2311 2.:00v5 ma, 2- 0-2v1.1 a,2-0 -2v1.í a,
.,
for VCR97
...
35... 23 11 4.000 v 5 ma, 2 v 2 a, (will give 5,000 v
... 39'8
...
...
a ... 29 11 after smoothingi

..

350-0-350 v 156 ma, 6.3 v -4 a, 5 v 3
350 -0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 6.3 v 2 a,
...
...
...
5 v 3 a

15'9

6

a,

32, THE CALLS, LEEDS, 2.
All 2 -3 ohms 5ín.
P.M. " SPEAKERS.
Plessey 18'9: 51n. Goodvtans, 149 :" 6iin.
ELAC,, 159: Ein. Plessey. 15'9: 101.n:

-

Plessey, 18'11: 10ín. Rota, 31 / -.
Rol a.
M,1 ?. SYE.%hil' :Its 12 -3 ohms). tin. Rola,
700 ohm Field, 12 9: 8 in. R.A.,.600 ohm
Field, 12'9: 10in R. A., 600 ohm Field, 23'9.

EN-GOVT. CONDENSERS.-Block ,Paper
(Mansbridge type), 4 mfd 500 v, 2'9 it mfd.
500 v, 4'9
Bak. Tubular, .02 mud 5,000 v,
15 mfd 3.500 v, 3:8.
2 9
NEW VALVES (Ex-Govt.)
Each
Each
Each
:

:

:

'IT4

8 11

EL32

6X5GT 8/9

'

7/9

EF39
916
7D8
ISS
6/9
9 ::g
'SMOOTHING CHOKES
1011 EF80 12)9
711 807
.,.
... l6 9 IRS
EF9t
11/9
902
2;11
3Si
9'8
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
...
...
...
76 5Y3G (U50)
200 ma3h80 ohms
E1391
9 +9
951
1111
..
...
...
56
250 -0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 It 2 a, 5 v 2 a
10 h 350 ohms
I2K7GT 10'6 ECLUO 12'9
9'8
...
.. 17 6 8050 ma
...
8 11 5U4G 10
Midget type, 2; -3 -31n.
ma 50 h 1,250 ohms Potted
5'3
12K8GT 11'9 KT44
6
25 9 R: \- l'TI:RI' SET CONVERTER
250-0 -250 V 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a
KIT. ,5'G4G 9'6
MU74
9'8
-12Q7GT 10'6
253-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 V 6 a, 5 V 3 a, for
g,17G
6.'9
12SK7 611 QP21
7 B
23 9 411 parts for converting ans' type of Battery
...
R1355 Conversion
200 -250 v 50 c's. 6K7G
mains
to
A.C.
'PEN
5/9
Receiver
MS
125C7
6'11
6'11
25 9 Supplies 120 v 90 v or 60 v at 90 ma. Fully
300 -0-300 v 100 ma, 6.3 V 4 a, 5 v 3 a
31
SP41
15D2
ORlO 11 9
5'3
18'9
350 -0 -350 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a 5 v 2 a ...
L.T. of 2 v OQ7G
smoothed
and
fully
4'6
SP61
1625
5'9
9
11
smoothed
v
3
a
...
25
0
6.3
v
4
a,
5
359-0-350 v 100 ma.
UCH42 10'11
at 1 a. Price, including circuit, 47;9.
25A6G 10/9
6SN7GT 11 9
350-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 33 9
UF42 10 11
ItATTERY CHARGER KITS. -For mains 6SL7GT 11'9 35L6GT 9'9
350 -0-350 v 160 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 -v 3 a,
3524GT 10'6 UL41 10'6
6 11
45 9 input, 200 -250 v 50 c's. To charge 6 v Acc. at 6SK7
5 v 3 a
UY41 10/6
Dl
v
Acc.
at
1/3
6
v
or
12
6SG7
charge
69
to
2
2419
amp.
8
6
a,
4
v
a.
350-0 -350 v 250 ma, 6.3 v
VU120A 2,11
to charge 6 v or 12 v Ace. at 6V6G 811 FASO 2,9
2 amps, 29,6
0 -2-6 v 2 a, 4 v 3 a. for Electronic
.. 67 6 4 amps, 49/9. Above consist of transformer, R F. P i'l's 'l'YYIR 28. -Brand new. Car Engineering Televisor
F.W. Rectifier, Fuse, Fuseholder, Steel Case, coned, 598. plus Parr.
:
425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v
and Circuit.
4 a, C.T., 5 v 3 a. suitable Argus
'í1I('_\ CONDENSERS. -5, 10, 15,
... 51...
...
Televisor, etc....
SPECIAL OFFERS. -Mains Trans., Midget SILVER
180. 200. 230.
25. 30, 35. 50, 60, 100. 120. 50,
type. 2) -3 -2íín. Primary 220 240 v. Secs. 20.
TRANSFORMERS
FILAMENT
300. 340, 400. 470. 500. 1,000 (.001 mfd), 2,000
2.5
a.
Small
6.3
:
v
60
ma.
v
10'9
y
250
-0
-250
1 type.
All with 200 -250 v 50 ers Primaries : 6.3
doz.
each.
mid),
3'9
5d.
,.^02
a
output
6.3
v
1.5
0 -4-6.3 v 2 a, 719 : 12 v 1 a. 711: fil. trans. 220 -240 v input.
2 a, 716
CONTROLS itandard long spindles).
6.3 v 3 a., 9111 6.3 v 6 a, 171 0 -2 -4 -5-6.1 y 5'9 Auto Trans. 50 watts. 0- 110 -200 -210 -230- VOL.
with S.P.
All values, less switch. 2'9
... 179 250 y with sep. 6.3v 1.5 a. 4 9.
4a,17/9 12V 3 a, or 24v 1.5 a...
switch,
3'11 with D.P. switch 46.
t'IIAss1Y116 s.w.g. Aluminium) Beecher
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
S.- Tubular 8 mfd 450 y.
ne.--5-3:-1 in.. 2 6 : 71- 41.2ín.. 3'3 ELE('TROLYI'It
Standard Pentode. 5.000 to 3 ohms 4 9 l'>
Can 8-8 mfd 450v.
16 mfd 452 e. 2 11
12- 8- 211n., 111
11 -6-21 in.. 4.3
10 -51 -2ín., 3 9
9
Standard Pentode, 8.000 to 3 ohms ,.
16 -16 mfd 950 v..
8 -16 mid 450 v. 4'6
20- 8- 21ín.. 8 11 3 11
16 -8 -21 in.,
7'6
5 3
Push -Pull 10-12 watts to match, 61
32 mfd 450 v. 4' 11:
32 mfd 350v, 2 11
12- 8-2)ín., 711:411
169 Amplifier type 14- sided)-3in.,
etc., toi-5-8 or 15 ohms
V.
32-32 mfd
350
20-8- 32_'
14- 10
13'8
16- 9- 21in., 10'11
Push -Pull 15 watts to match 6L6
450 411:
2 mfd v,, 4 8
... 22 9 21 in., 13 6
etc., to 3 or 15 ohms Speaker
29 11' 250 ma, 8 -10 h 50 ohms

:

\

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

1

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

.

THIS VALUABLE
BOOK
which details the wide range of Engineering and Commercial courses of modern
training offered by E.M.I. Institutes
the only Postal College which is part of a world -wide Industrial Organisation.

-

\SMissm

Courses include

training for

:

City and Guilds Grouped Certificates in Telecommunications ;

Brit. I.R.E. Examination, Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio

Sound Recording, etc, Also Courses in all other branches of Engineering.

Noy/
form Vitt f
IKits
EMIINSTITUTES
the following courses:
associated with
Draughtsmanship,
mnow

RC O N

I

P N O N E

COLUMBIA

a
L

Television

Servicing Certificates, General Radio and Television Courses, Radar,

CAREERS

M A

S,

A.M.

H

s
I
(His Master's Voice)

-POST

NOW---------- -

Please send, without obligation, the FREE book.

43

E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. 138K
Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London,W.4

Nane
Carpentry, Chemistry,
Photography, Commer- Address
cial Art, Radio and
Electronics. etc.

tctogq
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PICK -UPS

AND, REFLECTIONS

THE DIPOLE

UNDER//TA TH1
books recall with
the appeal that

THEATRICAL
nostalgic phrases

Shakespeare had for the public of
fifty years or so ago.
Rival
" Hamlets " or " Henry V's " played
simultaneously at West End theatres
By Iconos
in the opulent age of the great actor managers, nearly all of whom were
ready at any time to put on one or work, but it was Margaret Leighton's
other of the eight most popular of Rosalind which captured all hearts.
Provincial Good production and casting are
Shakespeare's works.
theatres followed suit with the Bard's essential to success with Shakespeare,
plays performed by resident repertory but it is always the individual percompanies or by touring companies. formance of an artiste which carries
Smaller towns and even villages were it to triumph. In spite of the anonigiven their doses of Shakespeare in mitÿ of players frequently insisted
corn exchanges and village halls, put upon by many stock company
on by " fit-up " companies of actors managers, Shakespeare must have
who travelled proscenium and stage appreciated the value of the star
fitments as well as scenery. But, in system. Each play contains at least
the course of time, the "tip-up" one part which gives scope for the
replaced the " fit -un " and in all player to convey every little shade of
except the largest towns the early dramatic interpretation. There is no
flickering " bioscope " took the place particular need to hurry with TV
of flesh -and-blood histrionics. For production, and no particular necesthe time being, and except for sity for streamlined restless cutting
specialised audiences, the great Bill from shot to shot, montages, or
was superseded by Bronco Billy in chase sequences, as on films. Tempo
" horse operas " or by " Clutching can be slower on TV, enabling the
Hand " serials.
producer to dwell on individual shots
for long periods -providing the shots
THE TAINT OF THE " THIRD " are really worthy of such prolonged
TIME marches on.
Those not attention. At last we have a medium
living in populous areas had which can exploit the full virtuosity
little chance of seeing Shakespeare of the " star characters in Shakesperformed by professional actors. peare's plays. Encore !
Sound radio prepared the way for a
revival of general interest in Shakespeare's plays, but the medium had IRISH PLAYS
FOR some reason or another the
insufficient impact to retain the
Irish play has always had an
attention of the popular public. true
the' Third Programme has often attraction for TV producers. I have
featured Shakespeare-but its very often tried to account for it, because
appearance in such eclectic environs with a few notable exceptions, stage
was sufficient to damn it, so far as plays or films in dialect (excepting
the'' ordinary man-in- the -street was when in Scottish) seem to have a
concerned. Shakespeare has had to limited appeal. Nevertheless, viewers
wait for TV to réthove the " Third" must have revived happy memories
taint. TV sound and. picture, riveting of the notable productions of Fred
the' attention of the viewers, have Donovan acid George More O'Ferrell
carried. the golden words back into when Andrew Osborn presented "The
All the
thé tówns and villages again, and Goldfish in the Sun."
the arm -chair has,. in turn, replaced characters were handled sympathe " tip -up."
Once more, all the thetically and Fred Johnson was
world's a stage---or rather, two very,convincing as the retired bosun'
million British TV sets are stages for who is caught in the threads of his
a rapidly increasing audience for early life when he comes home to
Shakespearian drama. The TV boys live in Cork. Noteworthy were the
are doing it well, but it is strange that settings òf Roy Oxley and coupled
" As You Like It " is possibly the with imaginative camera work, they
turning point.
Campbell Logan's gave'the play ".visual depth " if not
production 'was a delicate piece of precisely 3 -D !

"

.

Here again the tempo was on the
slow side, but not to the detriment
of the story. There was one long
tracking shot, though, which was
repeated too many times. I found
myself waiting for it ! A good trick
can often be ruined by repetition.

A

GLASGOW RELAY

IT

is

not often that references to

1 religious programmes

appeal in

these columns, perhaps
because
seldom has TV been able to transmit
the spiritual uplift present in a sound
The two relays from
broadcast.
Glasgow Cathedral were admirable
particularly in the Epilogue, when
the beauty and serenity of St.
Mungo's was apparent to all viewers;

-

and what a perfect choir. - In view
of the land -line relay, the clarity of
the sound on this transmission was
praiseworthy as was the excellence
of the pictures.

TV GLOOM
LAY press critics of plays and
films are notoriously out of
touch with public taste if the box
office results are an indication. But
their opinions are valued by the
managers, especially during the first

of a run.
" popular "

Plays which are
in their appeal

few weeks

frankly

usually rely Upon word of mouth
recommendation, and audiences increase week by week. Thus, "Worms
Eye View," " Reluctant Heroes "
and the Novello musical plays
gradually built up their success over
a long period. There is not the same
incentive for television producers
who look to the rapidly growing
band of TV press critics for their
appreciation. The vast popular TV
public are not in the habit of sending
frequent postcards of appreciation or
otherwise. Perhaps this accounts for
the, growing highbrow aspect of many
of the features put on the TV programmes lately. I am not referring
to Shakespeare, but to the batch of
depressing features about pain, to
the morbid modern plays such as
" Shadow of the Vine," 'by Beverley
Nichols. After this depressing little
season let us hope we have another
taste of the Crazy Gang and slapstick
as an antidote.
.
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News from
The Johnson "Chorehorse

"

the

Trade

vertical through the force of the wind.

TELEVISION with definition equal to first -class mains
is now available to all those without mains supply
through the use of a "Chorehorse " A.C. /D.C. power
This is a motor-operated generator, illustrated
unit.
below, and having the following specifications :
Engine : The engine is a side -valve, blower -cooled
type, 24in. by Itin, bore and stroke. Ignition by flywheel
magneto, fully compensating carburetter with adjustable
Especially sensitive built in governor, and
main jet.
large diameter outside flywheel to maintain constant
voltage. A pulley is fitted for cord -starting if required.
Generator : The generator, of very ample dimensions,
1,800 r.p.m., self-excited, selfhas four-pole windings
contained unit with a rated output of 250/300 watts at
Single phase, 50/60 cycles, plus
220/250 volts A.C.
12(15 volts, 300 watts charging output. A self- starting
circuit is also incoporated. The rated output is well on
the conservative side.
Controls : On the instrument panel are mounted
100 -300 A.C. voltmeter, 30-0 -30 D.C. ammeter, starter
button, D.C. terminals, A.C. output detachable plug,
cut -out, rhebstat, auto A.C. voltage control box, etc.
A.sembly : The engine and A.C. /D.C. generator are
close -coupled and fully suppressed against interference ;
they are mounted in the approved " Chorehorse "
manner, on a hollow base plate which forms the petrol
tank. The set is protected from damage by light tubular
:

Wolsey's new
square fitting makes this impossible. The square fitting
of the junction box, reflector clamp and central T
bracket ensures automatic and positive alignment,
and the aerial cannot move round the Cross -arm. For
orientation, slots in the T bracket and stand -off arm
allow ample swing. Further, it will readily be obvious
that this new square fitting considerably reduces the time
required to assemble the aerial.
The square fitting reflector clamp. is pre-assembled'
at the works and supplied with the rods actually fitted
folded against the cross -arm for convenience in packing
and transit. All the erector has to do is snap the rods
into position and by finger tightening the two wing

framing.
Size and Weight Overall dimensions, 17ín. X 15 in. X
14in. high. .Weight complete, 124 lbs.
Price : £47 .10s. Od. plus delivery U.K. 10s. Packing
case returnable. -Teddington Engineering Co., Ltd.,
29,'31, High Street, Téddington, Middx.

Details of the new Wolsey aerial.

:

Wolsey Aerial Improvement
ALL concerned with TV aerial erection will at once
recognise the step forward, in design presented by
They will
the new Wolsey square fitting cross-arm.
know that on all makes of aerials having the conventional
round cross -arms the elements are very apt to get out of
alignment, and the entire aerial to move out of the

nuts, quickly and firmly secure rods to the cross -arm.
The end of the cross -arm is, of course, fitted with an
effective insulator. -Wolsey Television Ltd., 75, Gresham
Road, London, S.W.9. Brixton 6651 (PBX). Established
1934.

New American TV Rectifier
AMINIATURE cathode type high -voltage half-wave
rectifier, Type 6V3, is now being produced by the

Radio Tube Division of Sylvania Electric Prod':cts,
Inc., Emporium, Pa.
The 6V3 has a coated unipotential cathode and is
designed for use as a damping diode
in television receivers. In new equipment applications the Sylvania 6V3
when used within its maximum ratings
is capable of withstanding a peak
inverse voltage of 6,000 volts and a
steady state peak current of 600 mA.
The Sylvania Type 6V3 is contained
in a miniature T-64 envelope. The
cathode is connected to the top cap.
,

Television Price Reductions

THE

The Johnson

" Chorehorse "

referred to above.

General

Electric Co., Ltd.,

announces a substantial reduction
in the price of the television preamplifier, BT166, from £2 10s. Od. to
£l 10s. Od. to take effect immediately.
H.M.V. and Marconiphone also
announce reductions in their 12in.
table and console models. Model 1814
is now 62 gas.. Model 1816 is 83 gns..
Model VT59DA is £65 2s. and
and Model VC59DA is £75 12s.
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HANNEY of BATH offers :
STANDARD VIEWM ASTER. Constructor's Envelope. 7 6 ;
complete kit with wire. sleeving, nuts and bolts, less valves, tube
and cabinet,
GENUINE parts only, 431. OR in 7 easy stages
1.".'122 . 2. 42/9 (Wenvoe. 38 =) ' 3, £511.8 : 4. 8110 ; 5. 210141-_i
6. £ 7'59 ; 7, 87 8 : Individual Parts (any item separately). W13100
(sound and vision chassis), 1818 : WB101, &- ; WB102, 182 WB103
WSIO3A, 52/8: W13104. 156: WB105, 47 2 ; WHIN. 2519
WB107, 32iß ; WB108, 33.2: WB109/1 2 or 3 (state tube type), 2216
WB110, I(1/- WB112, 21lß ' WB Console conversion kit, 351WB300 pre -amp chassis. 172 ; Westinghouse. Rectifiers, 14A86
20/4: 14D36, 11/7: WX3 and WX6, 3 9 each 36EHT100. 2915
36EHT56, 2 811 ' 36EHT45, 23/8 1(3,100, 14 8
8/9
8/2. T.C.C. Condensers, £71101- (any condenser supplied separately).
Morganite pots, 5/- each ; Morganite resistors, 353. Colvern pots,
Lee L707,
and
Belling
or
CLR901
32
each
CLR408922,
22/8 :
8'4.
818. Fuses, 8d. each. Wearite Coilsets (with L9), Loon, 221- :
Wenvoe, 28/- B'ham., H'Moss and K.-0 -.S., 30/-. Pre-amp coils,
q'- pair. any channel. Special condensers are also available for
the WIDE ANGLE Viewmaster.
TFLEKING. Constructor's Envelope. 8.1 -. Collects. 54 3 : Chassis
Kits, 70/- T.C.C. Kit, £7 41.3: R.M. 4 rectifier, 21/ -: Allen Wide
Ahg}e Components. L0.308. 50/- : F0.305, 21'- : DC.300. 42/FC.302, 35/- GL.16 and GL.18, 101- each BT.314, 151- ; SC.312,
22/8 AT.310, 30/- ; OP.117, 9'-; Resistors and Pots. are detailed
in our TK Supplement.
MAGNAVIF.W. Constructor's Book from BRIMAR Valves.
Denco ooilsets, 41/2 ; Chassis kit, 37,8 Erie resistor kit. 39 2 :
DENCO Wide Angle Components (also suitable for Tic). WA: DCA1,
431- WA'FCA1, 31/- : WAILC1 and WA /WC1. 716 each: WA- FBT1,
16 /-. Condensers and pots as per our Magnaview Supplement.
ELAC Mark 2 PM Focus Rings (with Vernier Control). R.17,
2818 R.20. 30'- ; R.25, 32/6: W.22. 52 6 W.25, 57 8. Ion Traps,
1T2. 1T6, IT9 and TN, 5/- each.
Now in preparation. A Constructor Envelope showing how to
build the SOUNDMASTER. Not a cheap ready -built Tape Desk
with an amplifier, but a professidnal-type instrument that can be
assembled from precision -engineered parts without tools or previous experience. Designed by the designer of the Viewmaster.
Mr. W. I. Flack, Assoc. LE.E., the Soundmaster incorporates twin track, 3 -speed ultra- silent drive (3 motors), specially screened
3-watt amplifier and magic eye level indicator. Also in preparation. Constructor Envelope for the new WIDE ANGLE VIE WMASTER for 14M., 16in. and 17in. tubes.
Send 6d. in stamps for our NEW LIST (ready mid -April). Details
of the above two designs will be sent to all applicants as soon
as available.

E

RELIABLE

SAFE,

H.T

.

:

The NERA R.F,, E.H.T.
unit has been designed to
provide a safe and reliable
source of D.C. high voltage
for all C.R.T,.s including
the new wide angle and
aluminised types.
The output is continuously
variable between 8 to 12 kV.
at approximately 50o micro amps.

:

;

;

:

:

;

;

PRICE £6

'

IO

O

COMPLETE

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

L. F.
77,

HANNEY

LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH. Tel.

3811

The unit

completely wired and
tested ready to switch on, requiring
only, H.T. and L.T. connections.
Ample shielding is provided to
prevent radiation and interference
to Broadcast receivers. The coil
with rectifier incorporated may be
purchased separately. Full instructions and data supplied.
is

WITH THE

N ERA

COIL & RECTIFIER
PRICE : L3.17 - 6

UNIT

R.F., E.H.T.

Full details from :

AREN (TFiF''
N) LTD., HIGH ST., GUILDFORD
Manufact
of Nera ig- screen Television Receivers

TELEVISION
CABINETS
FOR ALL HOME BUILT RECEIVERS. ANY
SIZE SCREEN UP TO 17 ". FITTED WITH

FULL LENGTH DOORS AND BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED. ALSO RADIOGRAM & L.S.
CABINETS.

OR

WRITE

PHONE

FOR

LEAFLET

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS

SCANNING COILS
UNITS
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
E.H.T.
UNITS
FLY
-BACK
LINE
"TELEVISION CIRCUITS "
6/10 kV. R.F., E.H.T.

Fourth Edition, 96 pages. 3/6

H. ASHDOWN, 98, Hertford Rd., Edmonton, N.9.
Tel

:

TOT 2621

HAYNESRADIO

MAKE
COMPLETE

VIEW

ALL MODELS

SERVICE
ALL AREAS

MASTER

PRICES. We can save you up to L7 on your View Master.
Our very detailed list gives full particulars. Send for your
copy now.

SPECIAL OFFERS. Resistor Kit. Every resistor labelled
with value and position in set. Please note that no
knowledge of the colour code is required with our kit.
London, 26/ -. Midland, 24/9.
PAYMENT. Cash or C.O.D. H.P Terms now available.
DELIVERY. All orders are despatched on day of receipt.
INSTRUCTION BOOKS. Any model 7/6 post free.

WATTS RADIO (Weybridge) LTD.
8

BAKER STREET, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY
Telephone

ltd.,

SOLDERING

BY USING THE

Queenswa
sexnfeld,

A

" TYVANA

PLEASURE
99

I

SOLDERING IRON

Reg. Design No. 867804
The Perfect
Easy
Adjustable Bit.

Smell Soldering 'Instrument
to Handle.
Weight approx
Overall length I I" cif the Iron and diameter of the
40 Watt economy
bit ÿ, ".
Heating Time 3 min.
Consumption.
Standard Voltage Ranges (other Ratings
Long Life and Efficiency.
Available on Request).
4 ozs.

Replacement Elements and Bits always available.
ust the Convenient Iron Required for Intricate and
Fine Soldering.
Maintenance Service for Industrial users.
British made by
KENRO.Y LIMITED,
152/297, Upper Street, Islington, London, N.F.
Telephone : Canonbury 4905 -4663

:-

.

Weybridge 25,7.
3
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-THE

MODERN BOOK

CO.-

Television Picture Faults, by Cura
and Stanley. 3s. 8d., postage 3d.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook
1953, by A.R.R.L.

30e., postage

Ss.

Television
Engineers Servicing
Manual, by E. Molloy (ed.). 42e.,
postage is.
The Oscilloscope Rook, by E. N.
Bradley. 5s., postage 3d.
Sound Reproduction, by G. A. Briggs.
New 3rd edition. 17s. 8d., postage 6d.
Television Receiver Practice, by R.
Holland. 5s., postage 3d.
Antptiller Circuits, by N. H. Crow burst. 2s. 8d., postage 2d.
Television Receiving Equipment, by
W. T. Cocking. 18s., postage 9d.
Television Principles and Practice,
by F. J. Camm. 25e., postage 6d.

Practical Wireless Encyclopaedia,

by F. J. Camm. 21e., postage 9d.
The Amateur's Guide to Valve Seieetion, by Mollard. Is. 6d.. postage 2d.
Urinate Radio Valve and Teletube
Manual No. 4. 5s., postage 4d.
Radio Valve Data, compiled by
Wireless World. 3e. 84., postage 3d.
Magnetic Recording, by M. L.
Quartermaine. 4s. 6d., postage 3d.
The Williamson Amplifier. 3s. 6d..
postage 3d.
We have the finest selection of British
and American radio publications in the

Complete list on application.

Country.

Volume Controls 80
Midget

Ediswau type.
Long spindles. Guarauteed l year.
LESS Sw.
B.P. Be.
3/4/D.P. Sw.
4,9
ALL VALVES. -10K. to

19 -23,

LONDON,

PADdington 4185.

MILLTAMMETF:RS. -An 0.1 milli -amp.
and an 0.10 milli -amp. moving coil. 211n.
square bakelite cased meters mounted
side by side on the front panel of a neat
metal -cased unit measuring approx. 51 x
51 x 2in. Also fitted on the panel is a DP/
DT. toggle switch. a 2 -way wafer switch
1
w., 8d. 2 w., l/WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS.-Beat makes Hida- and a 12 -way plug. Condition as new and
PRICE 224, post 1 9, or without
ture Ceramic Type. -5 x
15 ohm to 4 K., 111; unused.
10 W., 20 ohm to 6 K., 2/3
15 w., 30 ohm, to the 0.11 mA, meter, PRICE 10.'6. post 19.
(Regret not available With only the 1 A.
10 K., 2,19
5 w. Vitreous, 12 K. to 23 K., 3 -.
;

;

;

W/W POTL. Min. '19 C Type Pre-Set. Pitted knob
is knurled and slotted, 25, 50, 100, '100. 500 ohm,
K., 2 K., 2.5 K., 5 K., 10 K., 15 K., 214 K., 23 K.,
30 K., each 3/ -. lO K., 25 K., Short sp.. 36.
COILS.- Wearite "P" type, 3'- each. Midget
Osmor "Q" type, 4'- each. All ranges.
O/P TRANSFORMERS.-Tapped email pentode,
3/9. Heavy duty 7U ma., 41. Ditto, tapped, 409,
L.F. chokes lU h. 63 ma., 4/8. 20/23 h. 100,150
ma., 12/6. 5 h. 230 ma.,
MAINS TRANS. -Made In our own workshops to
high grade specification. Fully inter- leaved sad
impregnated. Heater Trans., tapped print., 6.3 V.
amp., 7/6. 350.0-350.80 ma., 6.3 V. 4 a., 5 v.2 a.,
ditto 300-0.300 ditto 2301.150. 21 -. Viewluaater,
auto type, 361. Teleking 30 -. Specials or re-winds
to own requirements.
CONDENSERS, new stook bat makes. -.001 mid.
6 K.V. T.C.C., 44. Ditto, 12.5 1.V., 916. .0111
Muirhead, 8 k.V., 2/6. 000L .003. .0005, .001
mid., small mica, 6d. .001. .011, .UI. .02 odd.
430 v. Tub., and .1 mid. 350 v. Tub., 9d. .05..1
mid: 500 v. Tub.. 1,/, 25, 16. .5 mid. 450 v.,
19. .0l Sprague, short ends, 6d.
H.R. 'PHONES (S. G. Brown) 164 pr.
1

ll

t. B.E.C.

36u v. Dnbtlter
l.n1 v. B.E.C.

BO
1A

1115

105
1l'1
184
384

9X'
3(6
5Ú4
5V4
5Z4
6AG5

" Pass

the FLUXITE

!

Stop gawking, you

two,

!

"

See that

FLUXITE SOLDERING PASTE
is always by tau -in the hour -tarage- workshop-wherever speedy sol.
dering is needed. Used fur over 40 years
in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all

-in

ironmongers
ira rd

tins. from

1!-

alt.

SOLDERING PASTE
Staunch
Companion to
Soldering Fluid.

t.11'ß

9
9
9

,i.17
-

9

6

':.1

-,
.

GI(t

667
d

ß

56'01,5

2 6 616
10 6 c
9:8 GQ7

\7

9'- 0047
78 63147

10'8 08L7
7/6 6X7

2-

v. B.Ir,.l'.
60 mid. 350 r. T.C.I' 6 6
2611 mid. 350 v. B.E.('.

8,6

Furie

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on the Art of " SOFT "
Soldering and tar leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FL U X ITE. Price 1l d.each.

7.61_I:;

86121:+
7/6' /0.7
I

6;83316

10/6 :;:r %4
6/8 50L5
10!8007
8/8

0,6

106:4001

88 0000

I'8 BA50
9'- EBOI
11,'- ERUSS

10 6 It 'l'GI

10,6

1061:766 128
30 9

1h 41

9,6

PEN

7 6
7 8

l'G N23

Orb

10611C1_58 II
9,6

FLUXITE Ltd.,
Itermond.es Street. London. S.G.1

2
9

;

tested). 10 valves (6 VR65s, 3 VR54s, 1VR92),
pots.. H.V. condensers, resistors, spindle
couplers, extension spindles, slug -tuned
coils and dozens of other useful components
all mounted on neat metal chassis and fitting into a case 19 s 9 x 71ns. Condition as
new and unused, supplied in maker's transit
crate. All this embodied in INDICATOR
UNI'T'S TYPE 96. PRICE ONLY 59/6.
or less the 10 valves 45/ -. Carriage either
Case, 6'6.

E

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES .

a

tU'i

9e6
12'6

,;

128

After brief. intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your pro-

l' l'tS

"'

-- I

8E

STd

9,1

I

.

Plessey, 16'S. loin. Plessey. 25 -.
KNOBS. GOLD ENGRAVED. -Walnut or Ivory.
Ills. diem ., 16 each. " l'asuo ;'
nt,
"- Rri!Ibmce," "Brilliance- On /OR," "On -O0."
" Volume." " Vol. On -OR." " Tone." " Tucdnu.'
" Treble," " Bass," " N'avech,mce." " Radio C:nm," " 8.. M., L. Grant.,
" Record- flay,'
"Brightness," ditto Plain, l'- each.
P. and P. 6d, Cl order, poet free. Lief, 3d

"t'oott,"

MEADVALE
EAST CROYDONADr

307, WHITEHORSE
ROAD,
WEST CROYDON.
THO 1665
Callers :

SCREENED CABLE.-Outside dia. 3./16in.
copper conductor, screened apd with outer
insulating cover which gives K the-appearance of coax. cable. Good for Mike lead,
etc. 12 yards 818 over 12yds. at 7f d. per yd.
100yd. coil 501 -. Similar to above but
without the outer insulation : 12yds. 819.
over 12yds. at 8d. yd- 100yd. coil 37/8.
SPECIAL 'U'. SPARES OFFER. -A
cathode -ray tube type VCR97 (TV. picture

GET A CERTIFICATE!

;

TR.S

two -valve amplifiers and can be used for
intercom. purposes or as an input pre -amp.
With slight modification (details supplied)
can also be used as a gramophone amplifier.
Valves fitted are VR21 (210LF) and VR35
(QP21). Operates from 2v. L.T. and 90 -120v.
H.T. Housed in neat metal cases Tx 6 x lin.
In good condition. A REAL SNIP AT
ONLY 10/8, post 2' -.

81

6811'6

71,

AMPLIFIERS, TYPE A1388.
-These are

ALL
GUARANTEED

1061:V51 128
1001: \'.'I 86
10611 \I,_:, 76

10 /6 eus
EC9l
7 6 \7
10'8
12,'8
11631 8,'- 11(' 1,80 12.8
98
7 g''It A6
10/6 GVG
948 EF36
11041 12 6
7/8 6X5
9!- 1:F30
9
7,6 6J6
10'6 EP50
7 6 1:F80 102
6F61
9/6 707
1118 EF /I
106 l'bsS 10,E
6GG
818 12A6
7/6 F.F!re
9 611_A7í 10.6
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET :
1R5, 1T4, 185 and 384
...
...
... 32 B
BKO, 6K7, 0Q7, 6V6, 5%4
...
...
... 40IOEF9I for Prort. Tele. A.C. /RC. TV
.
85'VIEWMASTER. Het 12 valves- £0'10 -. With
EV51, 17. TELEKING. -set li valves, £9 10e.
BARGAIN CORNER.
M'rore solder )í0'40, 160., 5/81} Ib. ; 4d. yd. ;
'GC., whe 18 to 21 a.w.g.. per yd., 2d.
PVC
Connecting wire. 10 colours. Single or Stranded,
2d. yd. B7G \'alreholder and Screrdúg ('an. 18.
V holders, octal, pan., 4d. ; moulded, 8d.
EF.11.,
94.: BSA, BItA, 1'-: BI2A. 1!3.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M.; 3 OHM
51n. Lectrom, 13/8. Olin. Plessey, 1416.
Sin.

6ßE0
6B00

meter.)

All others Con Type.

;

FLUXITE
A

!Sdo

6C4
PUG

I've a real tricky ,ob here to do.
Up this stack I shall pop
To plant this on the top
And stop chimneys blocking our view

SAMS
GB8

56
9

STOCK

84 16..00 v. Duhilier 6'8
3i- 15i-16,430 v.
2-350 V. B.E.C.
44'- 3I/50lt
63;- ..25/25 y.v. ltublller
B.B.C.
1.9

VALVES
3612\ \

ED

NEW

TYPES.

ALL
2'8

I0 459 v. B.E.C.
1I 4550 v. T.C.C.
3/8
li 15í1t v. Duhilier 8!'16 500 v. Duhilier 4'5 +16,'450 v. B.E.C. 5/-

Inc Tub. \\'1:.

The " Fluxite Quins " at Work

12 eaoh.

COAX PLUGS,

3, GOLDHAWK ROAD, Dept. M.T.
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
Tete'phuile: SI /Rpherd'a Busk 178/t.

.

;

1a0

W.2

EX: GOV.
lad. per yd.

NOT

LYONS RADIO LTD.

SOCKETS. 1'2 each.
LINE CONNECTOR, 12.
TRIMMERS. Ceramic. 35 50, 7u pi 9d. ; IOU pi.,
18 _.i0 pi., l'e 600 pi.. 19.
WIDE ANGLE SCANNING. -Full Range Allen,
1'elekit g and Viewmaster Catnip. lu stuck.
RESISTORS. -AU Values : I w., 4d. ; I w., 64.:

PRAED STREET,

T.5),

Coax

c`AhB%E1

STANDARD }in. Mani.
Polythene insulated

2 MEG.

ELECTROLYTICS,

(Dept
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fessional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how !

- --

--FREE GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest

importance to chose ieeking such
success compelling qualifications as

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.

of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A . M .I P E
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of
.

.

.

,

SUCCESS OR

NO

FEE

Write now for your copy of this

invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED

1885

-OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE

OF

ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN,

LONDON, E.C.I.

..-
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he Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed
by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the
name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication):
"I

AUTO- CONTRAST CONTROL
SIR,-In connection with your article on "Automatic
Contrast Control " which appeared in the February
issue, in the circuit (Fig. I) suggested by the author the
diode will not conduct during any part of the signal, as
the anode of the video valve can never become negative.
This means that there will be no control voltage developed
across CR, and therefore the circuit will be ineffective.
Using the BBC system of positive picture modulation,
any attempt to make use of the line sync. pulses to obtain
a control voltage is bound to be very difficult, because
during the pulse itself the transmitter output is zero,
and hence the voltages appearing at any point in the
video circuits will be independent of the peak or even
the mean power output of the transmitter. One way to
obtain a reference level is by the use of a circuit which
will operate in accordance with the actual amplitude of
the pulse, by the use of the front and /or back porches.
This is necessarily difficult, owing to their short duration,
which would mean that the equivalent of the condenser
" C " would require many pulses before it became fully
charged, which would render the circuit very " sluggish "
in operation.
A simpler and more satisfactory method is found in
the use of a gating circuit which opens during the
composite frame pulse period, thus allowing complete
line pulses to be sampled and a reference level obtained
without the difficulty of removing the picture content
of the signal.
The following skeleton circuit may help to make the
principle a little clearer.

control voltage is developed across C5R. This voltage
varies partly as the strength of the video signal and partly
as the amplitude of the suppressor grid pulses, so the
general contrast level may be altered using the pulse
amplitude control as a contrast control. -A. J. HENK
(Leeds).
RE CAGE AERIALS
SIR,
is with some reluctance that I embark .upon
yet a further letter on this subject, but I am afraid
that in his efforts to discredit what 1 have said Mr. H. B.

-lt

Gregory has strayed into the dizzy realms of fantasy.
His remarks concerning my purloining of statements
from the Belling -Lee book are utter nonsense, and the
have quoted therefrom without
accusation that
acknowledgement is possibly actionable. Mr. Gregory
should exercise great care before he ventures to consign
such statements to print.
For Mr. Gregory's information I did not attend last
year's Radio Show, nor have I seen or even heard of the
publication he mentions. I am too 'old in the tdoth so
far as journalism is concerned to plagiarise another's
work or even to attempt to quote ad verbatim the copyright details without obtaining the necessary permission
and making the necessary acknowledgements.
The one interesting fact which has emerged from this
correspondence is that Mr. F. R. W. Strafford has
carried out some experiments with thin wire aerials and
has proved it possible to obtain sufficient bandwidth
with an aerial of this type. Previous data has suggested
the necessity for the broader dimensioned arrays and this
point has been stressed in quite recent works. However,
the proof of the pudding is in the eating and I would
1

V/

Waveform appearing at anode of

V

Zero

From
Preme
Trine Base

,Volts
I

Gating
Pulse
Generator

= /7_11111

Waveform applied to cathode

Cf

of Dl

Ì
Control

MIN

Zero
volts
DC.

Voltage
(Negative)

restored positive video s goal

`T
Skeleton circuit of the control suggested by Mrr Henk.

The valve V, which should be a high -slope pentode,
is normally cut off at the suppressor grid, and by the

application of gating pulses during the frame flyback
period, derived from a gating pulse generator synchronised
to the frame timebase, the frame sync. pulse is made
to appear at the anode, together, of course, with the
D.C. component of the H.T. supply. This is removed
by C1, and the top of the waveform brought to zero
level by D2, which acts as a D.C. restorer. The waveform is now applied to the cathode of Di, and the

suggest that the serious experimenter should try out the
thin wire arrangement for himself, in the same way that
I suggested the trial of the cage aerial.
The last word has not yet been said on aerial design
for TV and there is much room for experimental work.
Personally I am very much in favour of the simplification
in aerial systems and look forward to the day when all
these fantastic contraptions which now adorn our
chimney stacks will be abolished. In TV we now appear
to be in the same phase which accompanied the early
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days of sound radio, and it is to be hoped that new
developments in valve design and circuitry will enable us
to regard our present arrays with the amused tolerance
we now give to the older double and triple wire aerials
of early sound radio. -Ettc.
,

As an

SIGHT STRAIN

a regular reader of PRACTICAL TELEVISION, may I offer a few comments on

SIR,

May, 1953

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

optician. and

the article entitled " Television Sight Strain," in the
April issue ?
With no wish to be less than just to the author, I
cannot but feel that he is the victim of a number of
fears and fallacies concerning human eyes which would
be better dispelled, rather than propagated by his

article.
In the conduct of my daily affairs, the fact about the
human eye which most astonishes me is its immense
tolerance ; the ability to work for long periods under
the most adverse conditions of illumination and focus,
without permanent detriment.
Most of my colleagues would, I know, refute your
contributor's bland assumption that modern conditions
are causing deterioration in the eyesight of the nation.
Whilst it is true that more spectacles are worn now
than hitherto, the reason is simply that people are
more concerned with visual efficiency nowadays, and
follow both occupations and pleasures (of which television is a case in point) which demand critical rather
than casual vision, and thus reveal small errors of focus
which would not be apparent under less exacting conditions.
Television is a pleasure which demands fairly intensive
visual concentration and which is likely, ipso facto,
to cause some visual fatigue. Just how much fatigue
depends on a number of circumstances; some of which
may be enumerated as follows
(1) Conditions of viewing, i.e., room illumination ;
screen brilliance ; posture, etc., all of which have been

afflicted with progressive myopia or measles, go ahead
and enjoy television to your heart's content.
You may get tired eyes or a frontal headache. If
you do, several courses are open to you.
(a) Check that the conditions of viewing are as good
as you can make them.
(b) If the pleasure is greater than the pain, put. up

with it.
(c) Find out whether or not

a pair of spectacles (not
green ones !) would help.
(d) Switch off, and give your eyes a rest before going
on again. (Sound broadcasting still has much to offer,

you know.)
But -and this is the main point of my writing and
upon which I would place some emphasis -you may
rest assured that you are most unlikely to be doing your
eyes any permanent damage whatever, and the possibility of blindness ensuing from such a cause is even
more remote than that of the abolition of purchase
tax. -D. G. PERKINS, F.S.M.C., D.Orth. (Liverpool).

YAGI AERIALS
" Erg's " reply to the Rev. Davies
re Yagi aerials, may I also say I agree with Mr.
Davies as regards the information (re aerials) being as
SIR,

-In answer to

accurate as possible.
Readers of PRACTICAL TELEVISION have gleaned much
valuable and expert opinion from writers of articles.
But I am puzzled as to why " Erg " is convinced that
the close-spaced array is the better proposition.
In the PRACTICAL TELEVISION issue of January, 1951
(page 353), Mr. E. Roulton, describing various aerials
and polar diagrams, says With closely- spaced arrays,
a .slight variation in spacing -such as that caused by
wind flexing the elements -may cause considerable
changes in signal strength, and the result is a certain
amount of picture flutter. As closely- spaced aerials have
other disadvantages -poor gain and overall bandwidth
helpfully discussed in these pages.
the best way out of the trouble seems to be .a widely (2) Refractive condition of viewer, i.e., whether or
spaced array.
be
assistance.
would
of
not'spectacles
" Erg " states that close- spaced give maximum gain.
(3) Physical stamina of viewer. With conditions (I)
Mr. Roulton states they give poor gain and overall
and (2) as good as possible, some people tire more bandwidth, and may cause considerable changes in
signal
easily than others, just as some can walk or run farther strength.
Mr. Roulton gives his opinion and figures
than others before becoming tired.
on Yagi aerials. " Erg " differs in his opinion !
(4) Use. It has come to my notice.that a small proporAs a reader of PRACTICAL TELEVISION, I feel we are
tion of newcomers to television suffer an initial period likely to be put " off the beam " on a question like this.
of ocular discomfort, which disappears after a week ,So perhaps Messrs. Knight. West, Thomasson, etc.,
or two.
can help on this question ? -J. R. HARDY (New Malden).
The analogy is obvious : probationer nurses not
infrequently suffer from aching legs ànd feet until use
THE " TELESQUARE
enables them to cope adequately with the conditions
of their new life.
SIR,
should like to thank you for the recentlyYour'contributor's reference to moles seems to me
published design on the Telesquare which has
a little inapt ; changes due to evolution, taking thouenabled me to service my receiver after considerable
lands of years, are scarcely comparable with the effects, difficulty.
Perhaps your talented contributors could
real or imagined, of occupations involving a small design a similar type of instrument which, instead of
proportion-of each day during a single lifetime. The giving just lines in each direction could produce a pattern
confusion here is between heredity and behaviour, similar to the Test Card " C." Incidentally, I have not
though it might be accountable if the author of the seen such an instrument on the market, and there may be
article has been thinking, say, about the occupational a reason why this cannot be done. If a card of that type
disease " miner's nystagmus." Here again, comparison
is not possible, could not a geometrical design similar to
between the conditions under which coal is hewed, some of the U.S.A. station signals be made which would
and television viewed, seems unprofitable.
give a large number of tests with the minimum of trouble?
Conditions under which intensive vision is considered I believe some time ago the BBC used a new card which
was known as Test Card " F." Perhaps they will tell us
detrimental are progressive myopia and measles.
My own suggestion is, therefore, that unless you are what has happened to this.
HOOKEY (Esher).
:
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NEW METERS, 2)in., 0 -300v m /c, in

original boxes, complete with external
resistor, will measure nearly all h,t.
voltages in your radio or TV., a snip
at 9/8; 0 -5ma m /c, 21in., 7/6; 0-10ma
m /c, 3in., 12/6; 0 -500ma m /c, 31n.,
10/8; 0 -20v m /c, 21in., 7/6; 0 -2 amps
m /c, 2)rn 7/6; many other types
too numerous to list; s,a.e, with,
enquiries. Special: EC52s, VR137, 3/6
each. Good quality high impedance
Headphones, 9/6 pair. Brand new
ceramic EF50 Bases, ed. Don't forget
our chassis service; write for details
and free catalogue. SERVIO RADIO,
Wimbledon,
Rd.,
156/8,
Merton
8,W.19. (Phone: LIB. 6525.)

"

RATES : 4- per line or part
thereof, average live words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1:- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Television,"
Tosser House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.0 2.
" AERIALITE " fringe aerial, perfect,
tuned Sutton Coldfield, less mast;
Offers. Box No. 149, c/o PRACTICAL
TELEVISION.

" VIEWMASTER" Valves, exact to
specification, guaranteed new and
boxed, comprising 5 EF50, 1 6P25,
1
KT61, 1 EBC33, 1 EB91, 2 6K25,
:,.
1 6P28, set of 12 £6/2/6, with 6AM6
CONDENSERS, 32,32 mfd 350vw, or EY51 7/8 extra (post and insur16in.
2/ -) ;
" Tele -King "
card, tub., 2/6; 16/500, 8/500, small ance
met., 2/6; 16/24 350vw, 4/ -; 16/8/4/4 Receiver, complete set of 17 valves
500vw, 7/ -; 25/25v, 1/3; 50/50v, bak. exact to specification. £9/9/-; 6AM6,
'2in. cube, 1 / -; block 32/350v, 2/-; EF91, 6F12, Z77, 8D3, W77, EF92, 7/9;
16/400v,, 2/6; 4/350v, 1/6; 0.1 350V met. EB91, 6AL5, HVR2A, 6/9; 1S5, 1R5,
600v bak., 4d.; 0.01 1kv, 4d. R.F. 1T4, 354. 3V4. 1 S4. 6F6G, KT63,
' 'or
Bnits, type 24 211-, 25 25/ -, 27 40/ -, 6V6G, EF39, EF8, EF50, 7B7, 7H7,
R1355 35/. (carriage 6/-). Indicators 7/6; 5Z4G, 5134G. MÚ14, 1722, 1118,
with 11 valves and VCR97 (FP) 65/- 7C5. 7C6. 757, 7Y4, DR77, 6AT6,
'foam 5/-); type 6E 65/- (carr. 5/ -). EBC33, 10F1, 6F15, Pen46, EC91, 8/e;
Octal valveholders, baseboard mtg., PZ30, PL38, EL38, GZ32, 17/6: N78,
I.O. shrouded, Od. Valves: VR65, 16/6; 6K25, 6P25, ÚL46, CL33, PL33,
VU111, VR54, 7193, 9004, 954, VR21, 13/6; ECC91, ÚF42, EBF80, UBF80,
4D1, 902. 802, RK34. any 8 for £1; U37, R16, PL83, DK32, 1A7G, 20L1,

'

'

VR91, VR136, VR137, CV66, 717A,
KT44, U17. MS/Pen KTZ41, 6AG5,
6C4, any 4 for £1. Terms: c.w.o.;
.

carr. extra; immediate delivery; s.a.e.
for lists /queries. W. A. BENSON.
308, Rathbone Ad.. Liverpool 13.
TELEVISION Aerial Mast Brackets,
all types or manufactured to your
design; competitive prices; immediate
delivery. Also enquiries invited for
Sheet Metal and Press Work. C.B.F.
LTD., Watts Lane,
INDUSTRIES,

Teddington.

BY RETURN OF POST.-12in. Cream

.

.

,

'

.

.

'

Masks, 21/6; Scanning Coils, Hi. Imp.
Frame wdg., 24/6; Viewmaster Mains
Trans., W.B.103, 42/ -; Line outpt.
V0.ß.107, 32/6; Boost Chokes 2/9;
Pencil Rects., 8KV, 28/ -; RM4, 250v,
250mA, 21/-; P.M. Focus Magnets,
Condensers
(new),
R /17,
22/6;
60X125, mf, 275v, 6/6; PF's, 25, 50,
120, 150, 300, Od.; .001, .005, .05, 7d.;
.01, .1, Sprague, 9d.; t watt Resistors, 4d.;- Valve Holdrs.. Amphnl.,
I.O., M,O., B7, 8d.; B7 with screen,
1/3; T.V. Anti-static screen cleaner,
2/3 tube; Co-Ax Cable, 9d. yd.;
Knobs, Itin brown or white, 10d,;
in., 9d.; p. and p. extra. Stamp for
list.
THE TELETRON CO., 266,
Nightingale Rd., London, N.9.
WINWOUD for really keen value.
New, boxed Valves: EY51, EF91,
EF80, ECL80, ECC81, EBC33. 9/each; 1T4, 184. 1R5, 155, 3V4. 1115,
IC5, 6V6, 6F6, 5/3 each; EL38. PL38,
PL33, FW4,500. PZ30, GZ32, 15/each; 6AK5. 6AT6, 12AT7, 3Q4,
ECC81, 9/ -; 8K7, 6Q7, 6168, 6V6. 5Z4,
set of 5 42/6; complete set of 12 for
free.
Viewmaster,
post
£612/6,
Viewmaster Coils, inc. choke, all
areas, 17/6; " 500 " series I.F. Trans.
465 Kcs, 9/6 pair; Dubilier 500v. Condensers, 8 mfd. 2/6, 16 3/ -, 8 x 16
3/6, 32 mfd. 3/9. Full list available.
WINWOOD, 12, Carnarvon Road,
London, E.10. (Mail only.)
BOOKLETS:
" How to use ex-Gov.
Lenses and Prisms." Nos. 1 and 2,
price 2/6. Ex -Gov. Optical lists free
for s.a.e. H. ENGLISH, Rayleigh
Rd., Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
" DIRECT T/V REPLACEMENTS "
enables you to purchase all your components, valves and T/V books from
one supplier. Largest stock of manufacturers and home constructors

components.
Spares Manual and
Supplement, 9d.
134-136, Lewisham
(TlDeway
Way, New Cross, S.E.14.
2330 and 3696.)

KT66, 12/ -; PL81, PL82,
PY81, 10F9. 1OLD11, 6LD20, 10C1,
11/ -; ECL80. EF80. EY51, 6K8GT,
12K8GT, UBC41. UCH42. EL41, PY80.
6F14. 10P13. 10/6; 25Z6GT, 25Z4G,
25A6G, PY82,
EZ40, UU9,
EF41,
ECH42, EBC41. DL35. 1C5G. DAC32,
1H5G. 10/ -; 6SN7GT, 6SL7GT, 6Q7G,
12K7GT, 6AM5,
6Q7GT,
12Q7GT.
EL91. N77. 12AT7. 12AX7, 9/6: U50,
5Y3GT. 80. 25L6GT. 35L6GT, 50L60T,
35Z4GT. 6V6GT, 6X5GT, U404, UY41,
UF41, 91 -; 6K7G, 5/9; all new and
boxed; postage 4d. per valve extra.
READE1jS RADIO. 24, Colberg Place,
Stamford Hill. London, N.16.
6C9. 6L6G.

BIRMINGHAM AERIALITE 63, comco-ax.
Over 200 Wireless
Worlds, American Radio Electronics.
W.W. line output trans., scanning
coils, 807. Pye 45 mcs, strip, less
valves; offers invited; viewed Cardiff.

plete

Box No.

148,

c,o

PRACTICAL

TELE-
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TELEVISION and Radio Valves. guar
brand new: 6AM6, EF91, EF92, 6J6
2001, 1OLD20, 7/3 each; EB91', 6AL5
6/6 each; 1T4, 154, 1S5, 1R5. 3V4
105. 6V6, 6F6, 6K6, U14, 12AT7, 8/3
each; PZ30. EL38, PL38, PL33, 15/

each;

PY80,
PY82,
PL81, PL82
EBC41. EAF42, ECL80. EF80, ECH42
R10, 68E6. 613W6. 6BA6, 6X4, 3Q4
62TH, 9/6 each; 6SN7, 6SL7, 6Q7

25L6. 35L6, 50L6, 1210, 12K8, 12Q7
35Z4, 1HS, 9/- each; 6K8. EBC33
10 / -;
FW4, 500, 6L6, 13/6; EY51
9/6; " Viewmaster " set of 12, a
specified, £61216.
" Viewmaster'

Coils, complete set, incl. choke, 17/6
Transformers for
" Viewmaster.'
L/output,
31/6: Fil /trans., 38/6,
Frame /trans., 24/8: Choke, 18/6. Ful
range other components. Stamp list
RADIO
UNLIMITED, Elm Road
London, E,17.
Phone: KEY 4813.
VIEWMASTER KITS, brand new
specified parts, less speaker, focu
ring. £24119/ -:
Assembled. £28
sound -vision
Chassis,
assembled
specified parts,
£7; Alternative
£5/10(-; s.a.e. details. BETTS, 53
Mirfield Grove. Hull.
'

TELEVISION COMPONENTS
for the
"I'ra,t;eal Television Receiver"
TELF EING
VIEWMASTER, E.E. TELEVISOR

and VM wide angle modideaüons in STOCK

Price T.ists available on request.

J. T. FILMER,

Maypole Estate, Bexley, Kent.

eel.: l3exleyheath 7267
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Televisions always
for sale; famous makes. TOMLINS,
127, Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.

50 SECONDHAND

FOR. 5497.)

WANTED
VALVES

NEW

large

quantities,

WANTED,
3Q4,

small or

6V6,

5Z4,

ECL80, EF80, KT66, KT61, 6L6N,
VR150, 30, 5R4, 80, etc., etc. Prompt
cash.
WM. CARVIS,. 103, North

Street, Leeds. 7.
WANTED,
Television Tube, 12in..
suitable EKCO receiver. ' WOOD,
176+. Higle

Rd., S.W.16.

VALVES WANTED, 6K8, 6V6, 6Q7.
184, IT4,. etc.
Write Box No. 150,
C.o PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

SITUATIONS VACANT
She engagement of persons answering these
advertisements must be made through n Local
Office of the Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled
Employment Agency V the applicant is a man
aped 18-64, inclusive, or a woman aged 18-58,
inclusive, unless he or she, or the employment,
is excepted from the provisions of tl:e Notification of Vacancies Order, 1952,

UNION

OF

SOUTH

AFRICA.-

Vacancies: Division of Civil Aviation:
Ministry of Transport. -Applications
are invited for the following vacancies on contract for a period of 5
years in the Division of Civil Aviation: tal Engineer, Grade IV, on
the salary scale £400 x 50-900. Applicants must be in possession of the
B.Sc. (electrical engineering) degree.
Experience of ground radio and /or
radar equipment and electronics will
be a recommendation,
(b) Aeradio
Mechanic, Grade II, on the salary
scale £350 x 30-500. Applicants must
be qualified aeradio mechanics and
have served a 5 years' apprenticeship
or have had 6 years' appropriate
experience in radio and /or 'radar
engineering work.
In addition to
salary on the scales of pay indicated,
the following cost of living allowance
is payable for the present, subject to
review at any time. Salary: up to
and including £350 p.a.; Married
Allowance £280 p.a.' Single Allowance
£100 p.a. Over £350 p.a. ; Married
Allowance, £320 p.a. ; Single Allowance, £100 p.a.
Successful applicants will be entitled to free transport for themselves, wives and dependent children from place of residence
in the United Kingdom tb South
Africa and return on completion of
contract.
Further particulars and
forms of application are obtainable
from the STAFF CLERK, Room 102,
South Africa
House,
Trafalgar
Square, London, W.C.2, to whom completed
applications
should
he
addressed.

EDUCATIONAL
FREE !
Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio, Television, and all branches of Electronics.
Courses for the Hobby
enthusiast or for those aiming at the
A.M.Brit,I.R E., City and Guilds
Telecommunications, R.T.E.B., and

other
Professional
examinations.
Train with the College operated by
Britain's largest Electronic organisation.
Moderate fees.
Write to
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Postal Division,
Dept. PT28, 43, Grove Park Rd.,
London,
W.4.
(Associated with
H.M.V.(
I.P.R-E, Data

for constructing TV
Aerial -strength Meter, 7 /6; 5,500
Alignment Peaks for superhets, 5/9;
sample copy " Practical Radio Engineer,' 2/ -. Membership -examination
particulars, 1/ -. Syllabus of seven
postal- courses free and post free.
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
Rd., London, N.8.
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METAL RE('T IFII:RS. -Westinghouse. 14A86, 20'- 141)36.
11 -' WX3. WX6, 31; 36F.HT100,
244: LT52 112v. 1(a.). 19/6:
I m.a. Meter, 12,8:
36EHT40,
211; 36EHT45. 23:8: 36EHT50.
26'- S.T.C. Type K3 100. 14'8
RM2,
K3'45, 91- ; RM. 4'6
51 -; RM3,6 -.
IIAYNES.
Scanning Coils.
S914, S914H, 5112, 42 S27,
45'- : Ose. Trans. TQ132, 13'- :
:

A SWITCH

YOV

ALADDIN FORMERS.- lin.
7d. lie., 10d., with Cores.
MULTI('ORE SOLDER.-601,
40 Cored Solder, 6d. and 5/cartons.
E.H.T. OSCILLATOR ('OIL.
-6 -11 kV. Wound on a Poly strene former and of high
quality. 39'Coil complete
with Mazda U25 Valve mounted
and wired with anti- corona
wire, 67 6 Complete Unit in
louvred case. 126 -. Circuit
supplied with coil and unit.
;

PROBLEM) ?

New switches, lin. Spindles.

Midget, 2p. 2w..

2p. 2w., 21 : 2p. 6w.. 3/6 : 1p. 12w.,
:
3p. 4w., 3 6 ; 1p. 3w., 2'(2 banks). 2p. llw., 7í6 ; 4p. 5w.,
7e; Op. 3w.; 7.6 : 8p. 4w.,
7 6.
Standard Yaxley Single Bank. 3p. 3w., 41.

:

36

"

:

218

4p. 3w.. 3)8

;

:

Standard Yaxley Type

:

18'6: Feed Chokes
LUS8F, 23'LUS6L, 18'6 :
Line Trans., TW6'126, TW5'1R3,
42 : Frame Trans., TK1041,
TQ135,

38- E.H.T. Line Trans.. T27,
Amp.
132'6: T34. 50'-

CAN RELY ON US 99

HAVE

:

-

May, 1953

;

NEW toggle switches (pear- shaped Dolly). SP'On'Off.
2'6 DP On Off, 2'9: SP, Change -over. 29 : DPChangeover, 3 8.

NEW.

:

COLVERN PRESET WIRE.WOUND POTS. -iOQ 250. 500.

:

;

Control, VL5. 12'6
Tuning
Coil Kit, 20'- P pull Output
Trans., TKl2 61, 38 -.
" (I-MAX" (' U7TEIIS.-Chassis Punch complete with Key.
sin., lin., 12'4: lin.. 131
tin., Din., liln., 16 -:
liín. 17'9:
l 1111..
19'9
2- 3'32in., 31/9 : lin., Square.
243.
HUNTS' MIDGET MOLDSEAL CONDS..l mid. 150v..
02 mid. 150v., 1'6 . 005
1'6
mid. 200v., 1/8 .01 mid. 350 v..
116: 02 mid. 600v., 1 2 .001
mfd. 360v.. 1/3 .002 mid. 35Òv.,
Midget Elect roly tics.
1/3_
32-32 mid., 250v., tin. x lin., 9'10 mid. 350v.. 4' -.
VISCONOL.-.001 mid. 6 Kv.,
8'- : .001 mid. 12 Kv.. 10:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

mfd. 15 Kv.. 10 - :
.01
mfd. 6 Kv., 10/- ; .1 mfd. 7 Kv..
20'-.
WAX PAPER. -.1 mfd. 500v.
(543). 113: 1 mfd. 720v. (75a),
116 ; .05 mfd. 350v.. 1 -.
.001

MAINS DROPPERS (New).
-.2e. 950 ohm., 3a. 800 ohms.
Midget, 63
Linecord.
5'2a. 100 ohms ft.. 3a. 60 ohms
ft., 8d. per ft. ADCOLA Pencil
Bit Irons, 200-220v.. 230 -250:'.,
25'6.
M141TAI- PACKS. -.25 mid.
350 v.. 28
.5 mid. 350v., 3 -.
('ERANI 1(' 'fl "BF:S. 17 Pr..
1'9 10 PL. 2 6 40 PL, 2.6
2 Pr.. 1 -.
:MOULDED MICA. -.001 mid.,
CM20N, 1
.001 mid., MWN,
PICO PACKS. -1 mfd., 360v.,
2 mid. 150v., 10 mid. 25v.. 21
mid. 12v., 216 each.
E LEI 'T OI.Y'fICS. -100 mid.
:150v.. 13'8: 250 mid. 60v..
2.500 mid. 3v.. 61
10 :

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

2 K.. 2.5 K., 5 K., 10 K.,
T.('.('. CONDENSERS (NEW) 120 K.,
K., 25 K., 30 K., 3'3 .each.
MI7f A 1. MITES. -.. l mid. 200v., (' DOE ES.-40 m.a. Midget,
51:
.1 mid. 350v., 23
05
2 4
:

mid.

16

BRIMISTORS.
CZ2.

21

:

C53,

16.

,,Over

TELEVISION

RECEIVER
CONVERSION
The type AC /4 unit permits
receivers to be used for reception
of other channels without re- tuning

or alterations.
Type

AC/4KL

(New

Brighton

transmitter or Kirk o'Shotts on

London receiver).
Type AC /4WL (Wenvoe on a
London receiver).
Type AC /4WB (Wenvoe on a
Sutton Coldfield receiver).
Also available for all other conversions. Thg unit is complete
with 5 valves and self-contained
power supply unit. Price 4S ges.
complete from your Dealer or
C.O.D.
Type AC /3 neutralized triode
a

without doubt
the best Pre-amplifier available.
Price complete. 10 gns. from
your Dealer or C.O.D.
Illustrated leaflets, etc., on request.
PRE -AMPLIFIER

.002

FORMERS.- 200240v, to 6.3v.
at I /a. (Small). 818 203240v.
to Multi -tap Secondary, 2v. to
30v. at la., 24'- ; 6.3v. at 3a..
12'6.
IRR.\TOR TRANS.- 290-0280v.,
12v. Primary,
23'6.
Primary 6v., 23'8: 75 m.a.
('OILS. -All Wearite "P" Coils

Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth

'Phone : 3009.
Telegrams :
Spencer -West, Gt. Yarmouth.

;

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

50

pr.,

;

1/3.

LONDON S W

gwORTH

/ -.

Input:

F4. 4 v. at 2 amps., 9,1- ; F6. 6.3 v. at 2
amps, 9/- : F6X. 6.3 v. at 0.3 amps., 6/- ;

FI2X. 12 v. at I amp., 9/: ; FU6.
0- 2-4 -5 -6.3 v. at 2 amps., II /- ; F12. 12.6 v.
tapped 6.3 v. at 3 amps., 18/6 ; F24. 24 v.
v.

at

3

Tel pO ne MACa

X55.

77. 77A, 168, 169 Buses. S.R. Station : Wandsworth
Road.
Open till 6.30 p.m., 2 o'clock Wednesday.-

:

12

:

17'8:

FILAMENT TRANS -

Twin

:

14 -

-.

amps., 26/-

F29.

;

0- 2- 4 -5-6.3 v. at 4 amps., 20/9 ; FUI2.
0-4 -6.3 v. al 3 amps., 19/6 ; FU24. 0-1224 v. at I amp., 19/6 ; F5. 6.3 v.
at 10 amps. or 5 v. at 10 amps., or 12.6 v.
at 5 amps. or 10 v. at 5 amps., 37/9 ;
F6'4. Four windings al 6.3 v. tapped 5 v.
at 5 amps. each, giving by suitable series
& parallel connections up to 6.3 v. at
20 amps., 57/- ; F30. 30 v. at 4 amps..
40/- ; F31, 0-4-6.3 v. at 4 amps., 23/6 ;
F25. 25 v. at 4 amps., 40/- : F26. Two
windings 6.3 v. al I amp., Ill- : F27. Two

windings 12 v. at 1.5 amps., 26/- ; F28.
Two windings 5 v. at 3 amps., 25/- F32.
10 v. at 5 amps., 30/F33. 0- 10- 30-60100 v. at
amp., 45/ -: F34. 0- 4-9 -15 -24
v. at 3 amps., 31/6 F35. 6.3 v. at 6 amps.,
25/- ; F36. 0-9 -30 v. at 3 amps., 30i- ;
C.W.O. (ADD 1/3 in £ for carriage.)
:

SPEHCER - WEST
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:

HS150. 350 -0-350 at 150 mA. 6.3 v. 3
amps. C.T. 5 v. 3 amps. Half- shrouded,
30/9.
FS43. 425 -0-425 at 200 mA 6.3 v. 4 amps.
C.T.. 6.3 v. 4 amps. C.T., 5 v. 3 amp.
Fully shrouded. 5I / -.
FS160 X. 350 -0.350 v. 160 mA., 6.3 v.
6 amps., 6.3 v. 3 amps., 5 v. 3 amps.
Fully shrouded, 47/6.
F36. 250 -0-250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. C.T.
6 amps. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded, 32/6.
FSI5OX. 350-0-350 v. -150 mA. 6.3 v. 2
amps. C.T. 6.3 v. 2 amps. C.T. 5 v. 3 amps.
Fully shrouded. 34/9.
Filament Transformers. All 200/250 v.

tapped

m.a. 15H.. 6'6 90 ma. 10H.,
70 m.a. 1,200 ohms 4011.,
250 m.a. 5 Hy.. 1918;
Surplus. 150 m.a. 5H.. 7/8.
R.F. Chokes. TV diode, L9. 2 - :
M.W. /L.W.; 2'6 ; Audio 5,000
ohms, 10'-.
VIEWMASTER IYR PARTS.
-Width Control. 10- Boost
Choke, 51
Frame Trans.,
95'6 Line Transformer, 321
Focus Magnets, 22'6 ; Vision
Chassis. 18 6 t Sound and
T.V., 18'6: Bracket, 8/-:
Scanning Coils, 331.
CATALOGUE No. 12. -The
finest component catalogue in
the trade. 70 pages. 200 Illustrations, in two colours. Don't
miss this edition -send Vnow (as we expect a great
demand) and copy will be forwarded within the next few
weeks.

:

;
005 mid.
mid. 600v.,

stocked, 3'- each. All Weymouth Coils stocked
" H"
31 : " K," 4/9 CT2W2, 101
pair CS3W3, 12'8.
TRIMMERS. -50 PF., 9d.
100 PF.. 150 pF., l'250 rE.,
C21, 3/6: 1/7 : 500 pF., 2,- 750 pr., 2'3 ;

11

1

2-

500v..

mid. 500v., 116 :
.01 mid 350v., 118: .01 mid.
500v. 1 /10 : .015 mid. 350v.,
2'- .001 mid. 1,000v.. 2'2.

SERVICING
RADIO
CO.
Our No.
Catalogue,
Postage
price 6d.. Post Free.
£2 free, below 10 / -, 6d. ; £I, 9d. ; £2,

110
.001

:

2,000 mfd, 6c., 8'6 ; 2,000 mfd.
12v., 12' -: 1,000 mfd. 6v.. 5/6 :
500 mfd. 6v., 41- : 100 mfd.

21v., 4' -.

aso &

550v..

1CITY

& RURAL

Immediate delivery
from stock.

"VIEWMASTER
-

P P

(LONDON
SUTTON COLDFIELDHQLME MOSS -KIRK O' SHOTTSW EN VOE -NEWCASTLE-BELFAST)
SPECIFIED COMPONENTS

FOR STAGE I NOW
price E3.2.3 post free.

SEND

-

Complete Kits, Stage -by-Stage
and Single Components Supplied.
"

VIEWMASTER " ENVELOPES. 716.

NEW LANE TAPE TABLE, £17r101-,
plus 10- carriage and packing.

PORTABLE l'APE RECORDER
CABINETS, from £31.0. -.
ROSETTE " CORONATION " CRYSTAL MI('ROI'IIONI.S.
TAPE AMPLIFIERS. AMPLIFIER
KITS, OSCILLATOR ('NIL'S, &
OSCILLATOR ('OILS. from stock.
-

1.151' 210.

S('OT('ll BOY " l'API 35' -.
" FEILIIOVOI('1: " TAPE, 26 -.
ft. reels).

(1,200

:

1

:

H. ASHWORTH

676, Great Horton Road, Bradford,
Yorks.
Tel : Bradford 71916

For Attention- .4drlee- Service write

CITY
101,

&

RURAL RADIO

HIGH STREET,

SWANSEA, GLAM.
Telephon,

:

Sss;,n.ra 467;
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'

Whilst we are always pleased to assist reader, s ih
their technical difcultjes, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages..
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 583
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal
reply t:. required a vamped and addressed enediopt
must be enclosed.

1.C. /D.C. TELEVISOR
I have completed the A.C. /D.C. televisor described in
our July, 1952, issue. The set works quite well, hut it has
two faults: and I should be glad if you could suggest
cmedies'for these.
First, there is a in. overlap at the top of the raster
which cannot be cured by any adjustment of the frame
timebase controls : alterations to the frame linearity
control either distorts the picture unbearably or widens
the overlap. I have tried various resistance capacity
networks across the connection to the frame coil, but to no
avail. In fact, the only thing which appears to affect the
waveform is a large (1 nF) condenser across the frame
transformer primary, which improves the overlapping but
effectively lengthens the flyback time. '1 have not left this
condenser in circuit for I cannot be sure whether or not its
insertion seriously changes the operating conditions of the
frame amplifier valve.
Secondly, the receiver always seems to require slight
readjustments on each separate occasion that it is used.
Does this fact point to some misalignment in the R.F.
stages ? -H. D. Blakelock (Hillingdon).
You should try altering the values of the following
components in the A.C. /D.C. televisor to overcome the
top frame foldover : shunt R51 with a condenser in the
range 0.005 to 0.1 pF ; increase R53 up to 300 ohms ;
reduce R52 down to I K D. You should also experiment
with R47 and the components of the timebase oscillator,
as a pip may be appearing on the sawtooth at this point.
kW in the cathode of
A cathode resistance of up to
V18 may help. A condenser across the frame coil can'
do no damage, but if it increases the flyback excessively
there is little point in using it.
N
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ponent or to the sound receiver having too narrow a bandwidth with a restricted frequency response.
In the first place we suggest checking R36, C33 and
MRI, and if these are considered satisfactory, then we
suggest making the following changes :
Delete C25.
Reduce the value of R32 to 47 K Q.
Reduce the value of R30 to 47 K Q and use only low capacity screen sleeving for volume- control leads.
Finally check that there is no instability in the sound
receiver and connect a 47 K 9 resistor across V6 anode
coil.

DIRTY BACKGROUND
I would like your help concerning my receiver which
has developed a fault. I find that when I turn up the
contrast control to its proper setting, I get a dirty picture,
rather like the effect of rain, but the focusing is O.K.
When I remove the aerial and turn up the. contrast I get
a number of streaks of white pulling out on each side of
the raster. I have checked the aerial, and it is O.K., also
on the sound I get a rushing noise with sound, and when I
disconnect the aerial it is still there.
Also, the raster is short either side on screen by about
;in., and that is with width control set to give maximum
width without extending left side of picture. -W. C.
Birks (Sidcup).
The trouble here is probably due to a trace of instability in the vision receiver or a noisy valve. The rushing
noise on sound may be due to the same cause, and it is
obviously internal as the effect is apparent with the aerial

disconnected. The common R.F. amplifier stages should
therefore be suspect, and a change in the valves may
effect a cure.
Again, a poorly seated valve or a noisy resistance can
lead to this effect, and the circuit should be checked for
such a fault. If the trouble cannot be located in this part
of the circuit, check on the possibility of a slight H.T.
leak through a decoupling or smoothing condenser.
The loss of width may be due to an ageing line- output
valve, but a H.T. leak as above may be causing an excessive drop. Check the main rectifier.

LINE TROUBLES

I am writing for your advice re my Premier Magnetic
Televisor London Model, with 12ín. Brimar tube Cl2B.
I recently had a breakdown of the condenser C19 on the
vision receiver. I replaced this with a new one, same value,
etc., but could only get a very dull watery picture covering
two- thirds of the screen. The picture being then wrong
way round and also upside down. I cannot understand
this as I changed nothing else. I reversed the wires on the
CHECKING NOISE LIMITERS
scanning coils and brought the picture correct, i.e., right
In my recently completed " View Master, " although
way up and right way round, but still very weak as before. I
have a satisfactory picture in the main, there is the have tried changing different components, i.e., resistors and
following snag.
condensers, etc. and I accidentally paralleled RIS anode
The set suffers from ignition interference on both sound feed 470 K on VS of line time base. This brought the picand vision, and I should like to know if there is some ture back almost perfect in fact, better than ever before ;
method to determine whether the interference circuits are the resistor was was the same value as R15. I have replaced
working as well as they should. -W. L. Newberry R15, but with the same results, i.e., watery, two -third
(Dewsbury).
size picture until I put another in parallel again. I have
The only method of checking whether the ignition run the set for two to three hours at a time since and
interference circuits are operating correctly is to dis- there does not seem to be any harm done, although it
connect the vision suppressor and note whether there is does not seem correct to me.
One more point. The picture is a little stretched on the
any difference, whilst with the sound receiver. the suppressor rectifier MR may be short -circuited, and again left about 2in. and slightly misty if I try to close it in by
note if there is a difference. If the vision suppressor is not line linearity R34. The R35 resistor gets extremely hot
operating correctly it can only be that either MR5 is/ and starts smoking, but cools down when I turn it back to
faulty or C52 is disconnected, whereas if sound sup- minimum, can you explain this. -E. Miller (Aylesbury).
If the picture suddenly reversed in both directions,
pression is poor then it may be due to a fault in a corn1
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you must have had the scanning coils off at some time
and replaced them the wrong way round. Changing a
condenser in the vision strip and .nothing else would
not produce this effect.
The trouble seems to be associated with the line oscillator stage ; this is functioning incorrectly and the poor
picture is probably the result of low E.H.T. if the
picture is normal with the anode load of this stage
reduced by a parallel component, then one of the charging condensers is probably leaky ; you should check on
all parts associated with this stage.
Increase the wattage rating of R35 to overcome the
heating problem.

CONDENSER TYPES
In " Practical Television," dated June, 1951, you stated
that the modification for the View Master, the C45b,
0.001 et'l, T.C.C. type should be CP56VO.
Whereas in the View Master, Model C, Holme Moss
area. The number and letters are, CP55VO.
Will you please state which is the correct one. ?
Johnston (Manchester).
The correct condenser for use on C45b position is the
T.C.C. Type 56VO, though if the CP55VO was
ordered the correct condenser would probably be

-R.

supplied.

COIL DATA
I am building

the vision and sound sections of the
television receiver described by S. A. Knight. Vision in
" Practical Wireless," page 66, February, 1949. Sound
section, page 150 " Practical Wireless," April, 1949. You
advised me some time ago as to the modifications required
to the coils, etc., to receive the Wemoe transmission.
Will you please tell me the name of a reliable firm who
can supply nie with all the coils required for the sound
and vision sections.
1 note
that in the articles the author recommends,
" Midco Radio " Wellingborough, but I cannot find their
advertisement in recent numbers of " Practical Wireless
or " Practical Television," so 1 wondered if they were still
in existence.
Now for one other item relating to the coils, namely the
I.F. coils in the sound section (page 153, " Practical Wireless," April issue). In Fig. 3, showing details of coils
L3, L4, L5, L6 (I.F. coils), they are shown as having two
even layers of 25 turns each, yet in the diagram showing
how they are mounted there are only two leads. Is this
a mistake in the description of the windings or is a length
of wire folded in the middle so as to enable 25 turns to be
put on doubled so that actually there would be 50 turns,
this would, of course, still have only two ends or leads to
the windings, I hope you can enlighten me on this point.
L. H. Miles (Taunton).

"

-

Midco Radio (of '19, Newcomen Road, Wellingborough), can probably still supply the coils you require,
and you should write to them to check 'on this. If they
are no longer supplying these coils, you may be able to
obtain them from Messrs. Bel Sound, of Marlborough
Yard, Archway, N.I9.
The coil formers and cores are Aladdin gin. types and
are readily available, from most advertisers ; the full
winding instructions were given in the article in question.
The I.F. coils are wound in two layers ; first 25 turns
are wound on evenly. and the next layer is simply carried
on in the came direction over thç top of the first layer.
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There are then, of course, only two ends to each complete
coil, and a total of 50 turns.

REFLECTED IMAGE
I live in a bad TV district, so I made a double H antighost aerial for Holme Moss (the two H's were constructed
out of one of your last year's books, " Wood, Dural
Tubing," etc.). I put it on a pole in the garden, and when
the dipole was right for Holme Moss, the picture broke up.
1 received a much better picture with the reflectors facing
Holme Moss, but a lot of ghosts.
Would you be so kind to inform me if the following
might work : 2ft. 4in. between dipole and reflector, and
4ft. 8in. between the two H's, and if it needs a balancing
transformer for co -axial lead -in ?
Barton (Sheffield).
It would appear that you are receiving a strong reflected
signal from some building or other structure behind
your locality, and so you receive a better picture when
your aerial is facing away from the transmitter. 'The
distance between the two H systems you mention
should be half-wavelength, and the two connecting
cables can be paralleled at the mid -point connection.
No transforming system is necessary.

-G.

A.C./D.C. TELEVISION RECEIVER
Could you please inform me if the timebase of the
above set, running with the equivalent A.C. valves in the
circuit, is capable of scanning the 15in. Cossor tube 85K ?
This is the tube I have, and I am wondering if extra
H.T. (of which 1 can supply up to 500 volts) or a different
scanning coil is needed for full scan of the tube.
Walsh (Hull).
If the tube is narrow angle, the timebases in the A.C./
D.C. receiver would probably scan it. but the brilliance
would be inadequate, You should run the timebases at
350 volts on the H.T. line and use an E.H.T. doubler far
the tube supply in order to be sure of adequate brilliance
and full scan. In the circumstances, therefore, it would
probably be as well to obtain the scanning components
as designed for wide angle work, and sufficient scan will
then be assured.
The remainder of the circuit need not be changed ;
that is, the vision -sound unit and the wiring up to the
sync separator.

-N.

MODIFYING CHANNEL

2

" VIEW

MASTER "

"

View
have been running for some time now a
Master on Holme Moss, but as I am removing to an
area which is covered by the Wenvoe Transmitter f was
wondering whether you could give nie the full details of
G. Peers
conversion to this particular station.
I

"

-H.

(Manchester).
It should certainly be possible to modify your Holme
Moss " View Master " for reception of Wenvoe and the
simplest and most economical way is to remove three
turns from each tuning coil except L110 and LI12
which should only have one turn removed ; L109 may
be deleted entirely. It will, of course, be necessary to
realign the receiver and this may be done on the transmitted signal.

QUERIES- COUPON

This Coupon is available until May 21st, 1953 and
must accompany all Queries.
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\/AL ES

A LL

4 Hours Serve.
9111/6 EF8
6Q7
3019/6
6V6

W

41MP

5/-

41MPT

ECLAO

51-

8/8
EF91
6.57 (Z62) 4/6

51-

VR65
VR66
VB116
VR54
VR117
VR124

4/6

DDLA

.4ClVÔYT

4/6
4/6
4/6

.2Xq

8D2
9D2

'

15D2

51-

A1t6

4/9
4/9
9/-

-

l4Ì6

116

4!6
2/6
5/5/4/6
5/6

6K8
1ÓÌ9
9/6
5Z4
FW4 /500 9/6
2/6
RA50

MODERN RADIO,
BOLTON

MSPen

COMPACT T.V.

21-

054

8/6 VIEWMASTISR COMPONENTS, any item
Con8/6 sold separately -specified components.
7/6. Resistors. 35/3.
RT24
8/6 structor's Envelopes,£9x8/6.
EF50
185
Westinghouse,
condensers,
501,6
8!6 T.C.C.
DET19 219
1S4
3/9
20/4. 14D36, 11/7. WX3, WX6,26/1.
101KT33C 12/6 14A86,
6L6
11/6
36EHT100. 29,5. 36EHT50,
4/6 each.
KTZ41
10136EHT45, 23/8. Sound and Vision Chassis,
V4
9/6 3524
(VP4B)
9/6
12K8
W13101, 6 / -. Time base /Power. 18i6.
EF80
11/6
8/9.
9/- 18/6.
W77
5/6C5
Colvern Pot. kit. 22/2. Belling Lee 707.15/6.
9/5134G
9/6 WB103. 42/
35L6
WB103A, 52,6. Wß](14,
5/6116
11 /6
.EY51
WB106, 25/6.
47'6.
Celestion,
Loudspeaker,
WB105
yeti.
Ty
-P.M.
,SPEAKERS.
Elec. 5in.. WB107, 3218. WHilE, 33,3. WB109'1 or 2,,
10in 29/6. Plessey. Sin., 15 9. 3S:n.,
12/6. 22.6. W13110, 101+ WB111, 5'9. WB112,12in.
1.4/16.
21'6. Wearite Coils, 28'-. R.F. Choke, 2/-.
stage, on each speaker14/4 mid.,
B].
W.D.
-Not
ConstrucCONDENSERS.
TIsLEKING COMPONENTS.
vw..
500
113.
mid.,
Com500 v.w., 1/6. Hunts, 2
Envelope, 6/ -. Coil sets, 54.3.
Dubilier. tor's
-. Sound and
BEC (midget), 8 mid., 950, 2/4.
chassis.
70/
of
kits
plete
8 mid.. 500, 2/6. EEC, 8 x 16, 450 vw., 3!11.
Power Chassis, 15! -. Scan
15+ -Vision,
.01,
Cond.,
Mica
vw.,
450
5
/
-.
x
32,
kit,
£7.510.
BEC, 32
Chassis, 15. -. T C.C. Condenser kit. °4.11.
001, 4/6 doz. Sprague Cond., .1 -350 vw.,
RM4 Rectifier, 21 /-. Dubilier Wide Angle
; .5-350 vw.,
7/6 doz. ; .001 -1.000 vw., 6/- doz.
Colvern kit, 2240. Allen
5/6 doz. Dubilier, .01-1,000 vw., 8/- doz. Components : L0303, 50' -. DC:300. 40'
for
1
/3.
yards
12
BT314. 15' -. 0L18,
SLEEVING, 2 mm.,
FC302. 35'-. F0305. 211
Output
CO- A7i:1.AL CABLE, 80 ohms, 10d. per yd.
Auto tram ,
Mains
.
ma.,
Choke
2
150
5/6.
thing
Hen.,
Smo
10
CHOKES,
-.
JACK SO('KEi'S. Panel mounting, 2 hole 30
Valses. C.R.
Elac Magnets. Lon Traps,
fixing, 4d. Igranic type. 1/6.
etc., at list prices.
COI.VERN WW POTS. 1 k., 2 k., 10 k.. 2 :3. Tubes, Masks, Cabinets.
on completion.
5/-

KT44

`

III
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1T4
1S5

,

'

,

,

%

425 -0 -425 at Sets checked and aligned
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
U.
200 ma., 6.3. 6.3, 4 a., 5 V. 3 a.. fully shrouded. Please add 9d. postage for all orders under
Personal Shoppers welcome.
a.. 14/6: F.W. BridadL ,
T. 6 v. and6 1v.,
Type L.T., v. and 12 v.. 21 a., 1619.
3/ -.
CRYSTAL DIODF,S, wire ends, w'o.irc..
1.F. TRANSFORMERS. 465 Ke., T. tuned.
9/6 pair. Semi- midget, 21.in. x 1:in. x 1M., 103, DERBY ST., BOLTON, LANCS.
S. tuned. 10.6 pair.
rhone : Balton 1116
7.
37, LOUIS STREET LEEDS
ltsloque 6.1.

22

MODERN RADIO,

The now famous " New 1355 Conver-a
sion " enables you to construct
remarkably compact. self-contained
televisor Sound, Vision, on onebases,
Speaker and power pack of any 1355
exchassis- without the use
pensive RF' units.
Data for all channels, 2/6 (21d. post).
We can supply 1355 receivers, in original
makers' cases, complete with 11 valves.
45/-. Loose stored, 30/-.
r

INDICATOR UNIT 182.& containing
VCR517 (6 in. C.R.T.), 4 SF61's, 3 EF50's,
5114G, dozens of resistors, condensers,

many
etc., 9 WW rots, these contain
required
of the additional components
for our conversion, or for 'Scopetoconthe
struction. The tubeforis superior
T.V. 651- In
VCR97 when used
ccivinal cases. We can supply Ices
EFSO's and 5114. 50/ -.

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.
14 ST. MARY'S,

BEDFORD

REX -RADIO
.

Mail Order and ?l.

G200

RADIO

,

ANNOUNCES

Valves at 2/9 : RK34/2C34, VR78, DI,
7193, 954, 12H6; at 4/6 : 2X2/879, 4D1,
VUI I, GDT4C, NGTI ; at 5/6 : 1251-17,
at 6/9 : 617gtg, 6U5G, 12SC7,
SP41 ;
125L7, EC52, EF54, VR136, CV73, 6C6,
U78 ; at 7/9 : 1619, OZ4, 6AG5, 6SK7gt,
2A3 ; at 8/6 : 7S7, 7C5, 787, 7H7, 7R7,
7Y4, PT25M, VT46, I14, 3A4, 3Q4, NIB,
W77,1 KT44, 6K7gtg, 25Z6gt, 35Z6gt,
50L6gt, 35Z4gt, 6V6gtg,EL3 K6g
aat 65.
6D6, 6X5gt,
I

6X4

PM2HL,
i
9

KT6I, IRS, ISS, IS4, 3V4, IA5gt, IG6gt,
688gtg, 6CH6, 5Z4G, 6SL7, 12A17, 12AU7,
Kg6;
12AX7, 6AT6, 6AU6, 6BA6, 6BE6,
;

at

11/6

6K8gtg,

:

X66,

6SQ7, 6Q7gtg, 617, 5763, 8012, 801.

ARTHUR HOILE

MPDSTONE2s ZNT.

Television, Radio,
Record CABINETS
MADE TO ORDER
ANY SIZE
CALL

OR FINISH

DRAWINGS
N
FOR QUOTATION

B. KOSKI.E
(DEPT. B.)

72 -76

Leather Lane,

Holborn,

Phone

:

(Phone: 5568)

E.C.1

HOLborn 4777

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,

G.E.C. & B.T.H.

GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL DIODES

GLASS TYPE 5 /1ern. x lain.
B.T.H. LATEST TYPE MOULDED IN
THERMO -SETTING PLASTIC
Both Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.
4/6 each, postage 21.d.

G.E.C.

BRONZE,

BRASS, COPPER,

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
CHANNEL, TEE
ANGLE,
WIRE,

,

B.T.H. SILICON CRYSTAL VALVE

3/6 each, postage 21,d.
Fixing Brackets 3d. Extra.
Wiring instructions for a cheap, simple
but high quality Crystal Set included
with each Diode and Crystal Valve.

COPPER

INSTRUMENT WIRE

ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
Most gauges available.
NUTS, WASHERS
B.A. SCREWS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
PANELS,
BAKELITE
EBONITE AND
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL
FORMERS AND TUBES,

ALL DIAMETERS.
Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS.

CRYSTAL SET

INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE

Adjustable

RECEPTION

Iron

Cored

Coil.

GUARANTEED

Polished wood cabinet, 15/ -, post I/A REAL CRYSTAL SET, NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

3000

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.
6,

CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON,S.W.I.
SLOane 3463

Works

:

36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1.
Brarches at Liverpool, Manchester,

"No

Birmingham.
Quantity too Small

"

1RAN$IORMERS
FOR ALL PURPOSES
IN QUANTITIES
SINGLY OR
FROM OUR STANDARD RANGE
OR TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

DELIVERIES
GOOD
REASONABLE PRICES

We have also a department for
rewinds giving you a 24-hour
service and a better job. Please
label all burnt -outs with your name
and address when despatching.

P. HOWORTH

(Dept. P.T.)
61, POLLARD LANE, BRADFORD
Tel.: 37030

iv

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

May, 1953

This fully illustrated booklet

tells You how to build
your own big screen

BIG SCREEN VIEWING
for the

Magna -View receiver with
the 16-inch `English Electric'

HOME CONSTRUCTOR

metal C.R. tube.
se
Chosen for its brilliance, resolution, long life and high safety factor;
thé 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC
British Made Metal C.R. Tube T901 is the one around which
most home construct
circuits
including the Magna-View
arc designed. This comprehensive booklet
you full instructions for building the famous Magna -View 16 -inch
receiver, together wjth
details of the necessary components.

-

-

'ENGLISH ELECTRIfY
LONG LIFE

6 -inch

METAL C.R. TUBE

British Made
FILL IN AND POST THIS
COUPON TO THE ADDRESS

BELOW WITHOUT DELAY
THE

ENGLISH ELECTRIC

Ì

1

Please send me POST FREE full in,crucuorrs
for b.
Magna -View Television receive

the

13,g

NAME

!

ADDRESS
there is any d icutty in obtaining supplies write
COMPANY LTD., TELEVISION DEPARTMENT, QUEENS
HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W,C.2

If

to:-

